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Abstract

Although currently software development often separates the design phase from
the implementation, the trend towards model-driven approaches is undeniable. As
models are the primary development artifact in model-driven development, one has
to deal with the problems surrounding huge and therefore unmanageable models.
To tackle these issues, systems are often divided into components that are modeled
separately. As an alternative, views can be used, which hide certain aspects of the
model or present them in a different form. In both cases, several models or at least
several views co-exist, which leads to the problem of model synchronization.

One of the main goals of model-driven development is the automatic generation of
executable applications. Here, too, model synchronization is problematic, as several
information sources may affect the same code fragment. When only parts of the
system are generated, the remaining application has to be coded by hand, which
complicates the reapplication of the generation process.

In order to achieve a high level of automation in model-driven development, the
complete application has to be modeled. In this scenario, the use of several models
improves understandability and precision but again leads to model synchronization
issues.

In this dissertation I extend and concretize the ideas presented in [AK00] and [AK03].
In [AK00] Atkinson and Kühne introduced the concept of stratified architectures.
With it, software systems are described by a number of strata with decreasing levels
of abstraction. Each stratum introduces a concern and thereby concretizes the
system description. This strict ordering limits dependencies to adjacent strata. In
[AK03] the authors complement the concept by using annotations to describe each
concern. By introducing “refinement transformations”, which implement abstractly
described concerns, annotations enable stepwise refinement for model based system
development and—in addition—alleviate the aforementioned model synchronization
issue.

In my thesis I discuss similar approaches and compare them to architecture stratifica-
tion. Additionally, I present a complete implementation of the stratification concept
and verify its effectiveness by applying it to a real-world project. The central element
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is a combined graphical and textual model transformation language, which optimally
fits the needs for stepwise refinement in a model-driven environment. This language
enables fine grained and highly parameterizable model transformations. They are
organized in concern-oriented transformation rules and described using a detailed
metamodel. The rules are presented using a notation, which employs activity dia-
grams for the control flow and collaboration diagrams for the model transformation.
The language also integrates a template-based code generation language and can be
extended further by using hand-written code. It is integrated into a CASE tool and
provides the ability to trace concerns and their implementations within a stratified
architecture.
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Zusammenfassung

Obwohl in der Softwareentwicklung derzeit oft noch eine klare Trennung zwischen
der Entwurfs- und Implementierungsphase besteht, ist dennoch der Trend zu mod-
ellgetriebenen Ansätzen unverkennbar. Modelle sind ein primäres Entwicklungsarte-
fakt modellgetriebener Entwicklung, sie sind jedoch oftmals sehr umfangreich und
deshalb schwer zu handhaben. Daher werden Softwaresysteme oft in Komponenten
unterteilt und separat modelliert. Alternativ können mehrere Ansichten verwen-
det werden, die bestimmte Aspekte des Systems verstecken oder in anderer Form
darstellen. In beiden Fällen existieren mehrere Modelle oder zumindest mehrere
Ansichten, was zu dem Problem der Modellsynchronisation führt.

Eines der Hauptziele modellgetriebener Entwicklung ist die automatische Gener-
ierung von ausführbaren Anwendungen. Auch hier existiert das Problem der Modell-
synchronisation, da mehrere Informationsquellen mitunter das selbe Codefragment
beeinflussen. Falls nur Teile einer Anwendung generiert werden, muss der Rest durch
handgeschriebenen Code ergänzt werden. Dies erschwert die erneute Durchführung
des Generierungsprozesses.

Um einen hohen Automatisierungsgrad in der modellgetriebenen Entwicklung zu
erreichen, muss die gesamte Anwendung modelliert werden. Bei diesem Ansatz
verbessert die Verwendung mehrerer Modelle sowohl die Verständlichkeit als auch
die Genauigkeit, führt jedoch erneut zum Problem der Modellsynchronisation.

In dieser Dissertation erweitere und konkretisiere ich die Ideen aus [AK00] und
[AK03]. Atkinson und Kühne stellen in [AK00] die Architekturstratifikation vor.
Damit werden Softwaresysteme durch mehrere Straten mit fallendem Abstraktions-
niveau beschrieben. Jedes Stratum fügt einen Aspekt hinzu und konkretisiert damit
die Systembeschreibung. Eine solche strikte Ordnung beschränkt Abhängigkeiten
auf benachbarte Straten. Um die Aspekte zu beschreiben, ergänzen die Autoren in
[AK03] das Konzept um Annotationen. Diese ermöglichen durch die Verwendung
von “Verfeinerungstransformationen” die Implementierung abstrakt beschriebener
Aspekte und damit eine schrittweise Verfeinerung. Hierdurch mildern sie auch das
zuvor erwähnte Problem der Modellsynchronisation.

In meiner Arbeit diskutiere ich ähnliche Ansätze und vergleiche sie mit der Architek-
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turstratifikation. Ich beschreibe eine vollständige Implementierung des Stratifika-
tionskonzepts und zeige ihre Effektivität durch die Anwendung auf ein reales Projekt.
Im Zentrum steht eine grafische und textuelle Modelltransformationssprache, die op-
timal auf die Bedürfnisse der schrittweisen Verfeinerung in einem modellgetriebenen
Umfeld abgestimmt ist. Diese Sprache ermöglicht feingranulare und hochgradig
parametrisierbare Modelltransformationen, die in Transformationsregeln organisiert
sind und sich an Aspekten orientieren. Ihre Beschreibung erfolgt durch ein detail-
liertes Metamodell. Die Notation der Regeln erfolgt durch Aktivitätsdiagramme,
zur Beschreibung des Ablaufs, und Kollaborationsdiagramme, für die Modelltrans-
formationen. Die Sprache integriert darüber hinaus eine vorlagenbasierte Code-
generierungssprache und kann durch handgeschriebenen Code erweitert werden. Sie
ist in einer CASE-Werkzeug integriert und bietet die Möglichkeit, Aspekte und ihre
Implementierung innerhalb einer stratifizierten Architektur nachzuverfolgen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The introduction starts with a brief overview of ongoing challenges in software en-
gineering and how they are addressed by model-driven software development. Then
the author’s contributions and the structure of this dissertation are presented.

1.1 Model-Driven Software Development

Brooks wrote in his 1986’s essay “No Silver Bullet - Essence and Accidents of Soft-
ware Engineering” [Bro87] about the ever growing “essential complexity” of software
development. It originates from the necessity to solve more complex problems and
cannot be removed by using “better” technology. In contrast, “accidental complex-
ity” relates to the used technology and often can be alleviated.

Although the “silver bullet” for software development has yet to come, steady
progress in the technological and methodical space helps to deal with the complexity
of todays software. Since the invention of high level languages like Fortran [Bac98]
and the wider adoption of object-orientation in the 1990s several technological ad-
vancements have been made.

According to the CHAOS report, published biyearly since 1994 by the Standish
Group, in 20061 only one third of the examined software projects were completed in
time and budget. The remaining projects missed either time, budget or functional-
ity constraints (46%) or weren’t completed at all (19%). Compared to 1994’s figures
[Sta94], where only 16 percent were successful and 31 percent failed, an improvement
can be noted but still leaves enough room for further recovery. The already exist-
ing rise can in part be attributed to better project management with standardized
processes, closer customer interaction and the application of standard architectures.

1Numbers taken from http://www.sdtimes.com/content/article.aspx?ArticleID=30247
(checked August 2009).

http://www.sdtimes.com/content/article.aspx?ArticleID=30247
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As stated by the report, one of the key factors is iterative development. In conjunc-
tion with closer customer interaction it becomes clear that a common understanding
on the final product between developers and customers has to be found. This even-
tually led to the creation of standardized modeling languages such as UML2.

Modeling languages are primarily used in requirements and design phases. During
implementation often design decisions have to be corrected and—in order to keep
documentation up-to-date and be able to reuse it in subsequent iterations—the
model has to be updated manually. CASE3 tools for both design and implementation
are steadily improved and tighter integration offers easier synchronization between
the two phases. Still widespread adoption of CASE tools has yet to come and many
tasks are currently done manually.

In the introduction of the IEEE Computer special issue on Model-Driven Engineer-
ing [Sch06] Douglas C. Schmidt gives an overview on the history of CASE tools,
which eventually lead to todays model-driven approaches. The first CASE tools
appeared in the 1980s. They used general-purpose graphical programming repre-
sentations for modeling software systems. According to Schmidt one of the reasons
for their failure was the inability to map to the underlying platform due to missing
platform abstractions and inferior translation technology. Most of the tools didn’t
scale to production-scale systems and targeted only proprietary execution environ-
ments.

He further argues, that the “Advances in languages and platforms during the past
two decades have raised the level of software abstractions available to developers,
thereby alleviating one impediment to earlier CASE efforts.”. Due to the risen com-
plexity of todays software systems there’s still need for better development technolo-
gies. He describes Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) as “A promising approach to
address platform complexity”.

According to Schmidt, MDE needs to combine “Domain-specific modeling lan-
guages” (DSMLs) and “Transformation engines and generators”. DSMLs are used to
formalize a particular domain, they are described using metamodels. Together with
the advances of third generation languages the gap between model and code—which
was one of the reason for the CASE tools’ failure—can be reduced to a controllable
size.

1.2 Author’s Contribution

This dissertation is concerned with the model-driven development concept of “ar-
chitecture stratification”. The three main contributions are:

2Unified Modeling Language, see http://www.uml.org (checked August 2009)
3Computer Aided Software Engineering

http://www.uml.org
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1. An elaborate description of architecture stratification, building on basic prin-
ciples outlined in previous work. Stepwise refinement and concern-oriented
modeling is related to the idea of interaction refinement and architecture strat-
ification. In addition, presentation techniques for stratified architectures and
related work is discussed.

2. An analysis of the stratification approach and related technologies formed the
basis of a transformation language for stratification. It is based on a graph
transformation language, which combines an imperative control structure with
a declarative model transformation.

In order to support both graphical and textual artifacts, a template based
code generation mechanism was added. This novel approach offers seamless
integration into the graphical transformation process.

Furthermore, an extension for transparent creation of traceability links was
devised. Combined with a model synchronization mechanism it enables mod-
eling a software system on several abstraction layers.

The resulting transformation language is ideally suited for the implementation
of concerns within a stratified architecture.

3. Under the authors supervision and support, several student projects created
a complete implementation of the stratification concept including the men-
tioned model transformation language. A case-study showed its capableness
for real-world application development. Here, various concerns needed to be
implemented, ranging from low level design pattern implementations to frame-
work integration all the way up to high level concerns like persistency and user
interface creation.

The author concludes, that architecture stratification is a feasible approach to model-
driven development addressing several shortcomings of similar approaches. The
detailed elaboration on the subject is not limited to architecture stratification but
to model-driven development and model transformation in general.

Although the developed implementation is not yet ready for a productive environ-
ment it forms a useful basis for future research.

1.3 Structure of the Dissertation

Chapter 1 explains why model based software development approaches are in de-
mand and shows, how architecture stratification fits into this context. The chapter
finishes with an overview of the dissertation.
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It is followed by Chapter 2, which describes the current state of software development
with a focus on model based technologies. This includes both basic methodologies
and concrete tools from commercial vendors and research groups. Their shortcom-
ings and strengths are discussed and set in relation to each other.

An in-depth description of architecture stratification follows in Chapter 3. It gives
details on the fundamentals of stratification, notational issues, distribution of system
concerns to the strata and concern specification by means of parameterizable model
annotations.

Chapter 4 describes an integrated development environment supporting architecture
stratification. It provides the ability to describe applications on several abstraction
layers. Although the approach can be applied to arbitrary description types, the cur-
rent implementation uses UML class diagrams with attached Java code fragments.
This combination of a graphical model with textual behavior description is ideally
suited for stratification. As changes on one stratum affect subsequent strata, the
tool automatically propagates changes and therefore allows free navigation between
strata.

To support automatic propagation and allow automated implementation of ab-
stractly defined concerns, a powerful model transformation language is needed.
Chapter 5 introduces a specially tailored language, that fulfills the requirements
for artifact transformation and generation needed in the context of stratification.
The language is compared to similar approaches from other research groups as well
as commercially available tools.

The case study in Chapter 6 uses architecture stratification and the transformation
language to rebuilt an existing J2EE web shop application.

Chapter 7 summarizes the dissertation and gives an outlook on future work.

1.4 List of Published Papers
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ical Model Transformation. In Thomas Kühne, Wolfgang Reisig, Friedrich
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Chapter 2

Trends in Software Development

The previous chapter showed the demand for new and improved software develop-
ment technologies. In addition to well established techniques, such as patterns and
frameworks, new composition mechanisms to address separation of concerns are ex-
plored. The trend towards modeling and model-driven software development lead
to the creation of a broad range of tools. Still, all these techniques would be useless
without an established process for development.

In this chapter an overview of academic and commercial activities concerning soft-
ware development is given. Section 2.1 describes the software engineering terms.
Section 2.2 focusses on general ideas to improve software development, Section 2.3
then introduces concrete model-driven development tools. It is followed by a dis-
cussion, which outlines advantages and deficiencies of these tools.

2.1 Concepts

Firstly some definitions concerning general software development terms are required.

• Functional requirements describe what a system must do in terms of input,
output and behavior. Non-functional requirements are additional prop-
erties or constraints, which are used to classify the system’s operation. This
includes aspects such as performance, usability, maintainability and security.

• A software consists of units (e.g. classes, methods, build files, test cases,
configuration files).

• A concern reifies one or more requirements into a more concrete concern de-
scription. This concern description also contains information on its purpose
and on how it affects the software units. Thus a concern serves as an organiza-
tion principle and connects the requirements to the actual software. A concern
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may also refer to one or more concern realizations, which implement the
concern into the software.

Most of todays new software systems are written in object-oriented languages such
as C++ or Java. Although precise sources are missing, this can be deducted from
statistical data available from several sources. According to joinvision, an analysis
of current job offerings1 reveals, that six of the eleven most often named languages
are object oriented with the topmost two entries Java and C++. Similar tendencies
can be seen in automated internet search comparisons from “Language Popularity”2

or TIOBE3.

In object-oriented software systems the units are classes, which serve as the predom-
inant organization principle. One of the challenges of software development is to
find a suitable mapping from concerns to units. For maintenance reasons, a concern
should be addressed by a minimal set of units and a unit shall address only a min-
imal set of concerns. This idea was first described in 1974 by Edsger W. Dijkstra
[Dij82] and termed “Separation of Concerns”. As a unit is usually affected by more
than one concern, a clear separation is not always possible, resulting in an effect
called “tangling”. The same effect can be seen, when one concern affects several
units. This is called “scattering”. Both effects combined result in “Cross-cutting
concerns” [KLM+97].

2.2 Methodologies and Research Subjects

To tame the increasing complexity, new technologies for software development are
required. This involves several areas from improved languages via more flexible
frameworks and better tools to standardized and tailored processes. A selection of
relevant topics are discussed in this section.

2.2.1 Techniques to Address Separation of Concerns

One of the reasons for the existence of cross-cutting concerns is the “tyranny of
the dominant decomposition” as described by Ossher et al. [TOHSMS99]. Current
object-oriented languages usually offer only restricted mechanisms for composition
and decomposition by providing one dimension for separation. If a concern does

1http://www.joinvision.com/jv/x/n/t-TStatOfferHistoryDetail-statistic-pl-loc-en (checked
August 2009)

2http://www.langpop.com/ (checked August 2009)
3http://www.tiobe.com/index.php/content/paperinfo/tpci/index.html (checked August

2009)

http://www.joinvision.com/jv/x/n/t-TStatOfferHistoryDetail-statistic-pl-loc-en
http://www.langpop.com/
http://www.tiobe.com/index.php/content/paperinfo/tpci/index.html
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not fit to that dimension it usually cross-cuts to other units of the software, thus
complicating development and maintenance.

Several techniques have been developed to tackle this problem from the language
perspective. Ossher et al. describe a concept named “Hyperspaces” [TOHSMS99],
which uses “Hyperslices” to capture fragments relevant to one concern. A precursor
to this generic concept was “Subject-Oriented Programming” (SOP) [HO93], which
was implemented for Java in a tool suite named HyperJ4. Here, a Hyperslice is a
set of partial classes, which implement a certain concern. This concern, also called
“Subject”, thus presents a view on all classes of a system. HyperJ offers several com-
position mechanisms including extensions, configurations and traceability between
all software artifacts (e.g. requirements, design and code).

A similar approach is taken by “Aspect-Oriented Programming” (AOP), first in-
troduced by Kiczales et al. [KLM+97]. It adds a second decomposition mechanism
to the dominant class paradigm of object-oriented languages. Aspects are used to
implement cross-cutting concerns by adding behavior and structure to an existing
object-oriented software. This is accomplished by executing additional code (called
an “advice”) at certain points within the object-oriented code. These so-called join
points are described using a separate “pointcut” language. This composition pro-
cess, which integrates the aspects into the software, is called “weaving”.

The most popular implementation of AOP is AspectJ5. As the name implies it is
based on Java and—as the complete functionality is introduced at compile-time—
works with standard Java Virtual Machines6. AspectJ is used in commercial software
projects (e.g. The Spring framework7).

“Feature-Oriented Programming” (FOP) [Pre97] proposes a different composition
mechanism. Features resemble (incomplete) subclasses containing only the core
functionality. Any interaction between features is defined separately, allowing a
higher level of reuse. A similar approach to feature composition is taken by Ba-
tory at el. [BSR04]. Instead of simple compositions they describe a concept named
“feature refinement”, which not only composes features but also adapts elements ac-
cordingly. Their implementation—named AHEAD8—uses Jak (a superset of Java)
to represent programs. Jak embeds languages for refinements, state machines and
metaprogramming into Java. A refinement is described by a function, which trans-
forms both Jak artifacts and other (non code) artifacts. As these functions are
based on a mathematical foundation, additional reasoning and optimizations can be
applied.

4http://www.alphaworks.ibm.com/tech/hyperj (checked August 2009)
5http://www.eclipse.org/aspectj/ (checked August 2009)
6It has to be noted, that AspectJ also allows load-time weaving, which means the aspects can

be selectively enabled and disabled at loading time.
7http://www.springframework.org/ (checked August 2009)
8Algebraic Hierarchical Equations for Application Design

http://www.alphaworks.ibm.com/tech/hyperj
http://www.eclipse.org/aspectj/
http://www.springframework.org/
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Mezini and Ostermann [MO04] describe three disadvantages of feature-oriented ap-
proaches such as AHEAD. They claim that “FOAs9 are purely hierarchical”, which
means that an additional feature is always placed on top of an existing one, so free
combination of features is not possible. The second disadvantage is “lack of ap-
propriate support for reuse”, because the newly added feature is tangled with the
existing program and cannot be deployed elsewhere. As a third problem they note
“the lack of support for dynamic configuration”, which is related to the fact, that
features cannot be deployed at runtime. The authors propose a different concept:
The language CaesarJ [AGMO06], which adds several mechanisms to address these
problems. For instance cross-cutting composition to address concerns, bindings for
feature composition and dynamic aspect control.

A similar combination of AOP and FOP is described by Apel et al. [ALS06]. They
describe “Aspectual Mixin Layers”, which integrate AOP and FOP on an archi-
tectural level by using features as higher level structures and aspects to resolve
cross-cutting concerns.

Most of the aforementioned approaches have not been widely accepted, yet. They
rather present scientific work, which eventually leads to new and more advanced
programming languages. A critical discussion of AOP concepts can be found in
an essay from Steimann. He argues, “that much of aspect-oriented programming’s
success seems to be based on the conception that it improves both modularity and
the structure of code, while in fact, it works against the primary purposes of the
two...” [Ste06].

2.2.2 Patterns and Frameworks

The following techniques are already widely used within software development projects.
For instance the benefits of design patterns have been recognized for quite a while.
Those described by Gamma et al. [GHJV95] can be found in virtually any software
system. Design Patterns formally document a (reusable) solution for a common
design problem in a certain field. They can be applied on a architectural level
[BMR+96] or on a smaller scale. Useful combinations of patterns are also known as
pattern languages (see [BHS07] and the PLoP10 conference series).

Jan Bosch [Bos98] describes a few problems associated with the implementation
of patterns. For instance they cannot be easily detected within a software and
reusability is limited, because the pattern implementation is tangled with the re-
maining application. Also, the implementation of the pattern itself often involves
tedious work by implementing the often trivial behavior. The author proposes a
“layered object model”, which provides language support for design patterns.

9feature-oriented approaches
10Pattern Languages of Programs, http://hillside.net/conferences/plop.htm

http://hillside.net/conferences/plop.htm
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Johnson [Joh97] gives an introduction to the use and creation of frameworks and
how they differ from large-scale patterns and components. He writes “They are
more abstract and flexible than components, but more concrete and easier to reuse
than a pure design.”. One problem of frameworks can be seen in the correct usage.
Without sufficient documentation or demonstration artifacts it is often complicated
to find the needed interactions and extension points between the framework and the
application under development. An approach to automate framework instantiations
by annotating these extension points appropriately is described by Büchner and
Matthes [BM06].

Frameworks also help to “abstract away” technical detail. Johnson [Joh97] describes
the similarities between frameworks and application generators. The latter are based
on high-level domain specific languages, whereas frameworks employ the language
they are developed in to model the abstractions.

2.2.3 Domain-Specific Languages and Metamodeling

In contrast to general purpose languages such as Java or C++, domain-specific
languages (DSLs) are designed for a specific application area. This can either be
a technical domain or a functional domain. DSLs can either be embedded into
a general purpose language (called internal DSL, e.g. LINQ for C#11) or form a
separate syntax (external DSL, e.g. HTML, SQL). DSLs enable a concise and precise
description of domain aspects.

The process of creating DSLs is described in detail by Czarnecki and Eisenecker
[CE00, Chapter 2]. This “Domain Engineering” involves Domain Analysis, Domain
Design and Domain Implementation. As an example, the first known Domain Engi-
neering System “Draco”, developed 1980 by James Neighbors [Nei80], is described.
It employs transformation to implement domain-specific languages.

Although not limited to them, the term DSL is mostly used for textual languages.
In the context of graphical languages, the terms model and metamodel are used
instead. One example is the Unified Modeling Language (UML), which is defined
by the UML metamodel.

UML was the result of a standardization process for modeling languages in the 1990s.
First versions where published by Rational Software12, which was founded by Grady
Booch, Ivar Jacobson und James Rumbaugh. In 1997, the Object Management
Group (OMG)13 continued further standardization efforts. With the introduction of
version 2.0 [OMG05c, OMG05a], UML was based on the meta-metamodel standard

11As of June 2008 the LINQ Project can be found at http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/
netframework/aa904594.aspx.

12now part of IBM, http://www.ibm.com/rational/ (checked August 2009)
13http://www.omg.org (checked August 2009)

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/netframework/aa904594.aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/netframework/aa904594.aspx
http://www.ibm.com/rational/
http://www.omg.org
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“Meta-Object Facility” (MOF). In order to support domain specific aspects, UML
offers a lightweight extension mechanism through UML profiles. Most tools inter-
nally use different meta-metamodels to represent models and offer import and export
of MOF models using XMI files. XMI (XML Metadata Interchange) [OMG07b] is
OMG’s official serialization mechanism (not only) for MOF data. The MOF spec-
ification defines two variants named CMOF (for complete MOF) and EMOF (for
essential MOF). The Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) uses a metamodel named
Ecore, which is based on EMOF.

DSLs are often designed with automated code generation in mind, whereas graph-
ical models sometimes serve only informal purposes. Again this can be seen in
UML with its different diagram types, of which some cannot be transformed into
executable code (e.g. use case diagrams). Fowler and Scott [FS03] describe three
modes in which UML can be used: “Sketches” are used to communicate ideas infor-
mally, “blueprints” describe a system detailed enough to program it, “programming
language” is even more precise and enables automatic code generation.

First used for programming, aspect orientation is now also applied to analysis and
design. An overview of current research is given in “Survey of Analysis and Design
Approaches” [CRS+05] and “A Survey on Aspect-Oriented Modeling Approaches”
[SSK+07]. Currently, these are primarily focussed towards design without auto-
matic generation of executable systems and thus belong into the aforementioned
“blueprints” category. Of more interest in this dissertation is the category “pro-
gramming language”, where UML models serve as input to automated generation
of software. This variant can also be called “model-driven” development.

2.2.4 Model-Driven Approaches

In model-driven software development (MDSD) models become the primary de-
velopment artifact. They serve as input to model transformations systems, which
transform them into a different representation. After one or more transformation
steps all necessary artifacts for the executable software system have been produced.

The CASE tools, first appearing in the 1980s, can be seen as ancestors of todays
model-driven efforts. As argued by Douglas C. Schmidt [Sch06] the advances in the
past two decades made it possible to realize working model-driven approaches by
combining DSLs with model transformation. A slightly different approach is taken
by the Object Management Group, which proposes the “Model Driven Architecture”
(MDA)14. They recommend the use of the generic UML as a modeling language in
combination with specific UML profiles15.

The MDA vision aims at addressing the separation of functional and technical as-

14http://www.omg.org/mda/ (checked August 2009)
15Other modeling languages, which are based on MOF, can be used as well.

http://www.omg.org/mda/
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pects by introducing platform independent and platform specific models (PIM and
PSM, respectively). Although often misinterpreted, this is not a limitation to two
abstraction levels. Instead each model can play the role of a PIM or PSM depending
on whether it serves as source or target of the model transformation.

The wide adoption of the MDA idea by commercial software vendors can be ascribed
to its vage definition, which can mainly be found in the MDA Guide 1.0.1 [MJ03].
Thus, many model-based tools which offer UML diagram types and some sort of
model transformation or code generation, can call themselves “MDA tools”16. Sec-
tion 2.3 gives an overview of diverse model-driven development tools of which some
are based on the MDA vision.

Often, available tools only offer code generation facilities, refraining from model-to-
model transformations, which transform platform independent to platform specific
models. In addition, available transformation languages, both for code generation
and model-to-model transformation, are usually proprietary to the used tool. Thus,
in 2005 the OMG proposed “Query/View/Transformation” (QVT) [OMG07a] to
standardize model transformation languages for MOF and MDA. Implementations
relevant to this dissertation are discussed in Section 5.4.

Despite the fact that models are considered primary artifacts within model-driven
approaches, it is often not possible to generate the complete application purely from
models. A common technique is to create the static structure of the application
from a graphical model and to add dynamic behavior by introducing platform spe-
cific code into the resulting artifacts. This mixture of generated and hand written
code is considered bad style (cf. [VB05]) as it complicates synchronization between
these two representations. The automatic synchronization is often called “round-
trip engineering” and appears between model and code but also between two or
even more models. The problems surrounding round-trip engineering are discussed
in detail by Sendall and Küster [SK04].

2.2.5 The Engineering Processes

Every larger software project needs an established process to enable structured de-
velopment. It usually consists of the description of roles, activities and products
within the development cycle. The process is not limited to the product itself but
may also include supporting tasks such as project management, requirements, risk
analysis and quality control. Early process models, such as the waterfall model
(cf. [Roy87]), were purely linear with a list of fixed activities.

Current approaches, such as the “Rational Unified Process” (RUP) [JBR99], offer
much more flexibility by allowing specific tailoring to fit the current project and

16A list of existing MDA tools can be found at http://www.omg.org/mda/
committed-products.htm (last checked June 2008).

http://www.omg.org/mda/committed-products.htm
http://www.omg.org/mda/committed-products.htm
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company regulations. RUP is a framework for iterative and incremental develop-
ment. In iterative development, existing functionality is improved (or fixed), in
incremental development new functionality is added. Both are important aspects,
which address the shortcomings of linear approaches.

RUP is focussed on work products and documentation, which are especially im-
portant in large projects. A different focus is taken by agile approaches such as
“eXtreme Programming” (XP) [BA04] or “Scrum” [TN86]. The core principles of
these approaches are collected in the “Agile Manifesto”17. The first—and proba-
bly most important—principle is “Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer
through early and continuous delivery of valuable software.”. This “release early,
release often” strategy requires many incremental and iterative release cycles and
thus development tools and processes capable of handling it.

2.2.6 Software Product Lines

Parnas [Par76] defines program families “as sets of programs whose common prop-
erties are so extensive that it is advantageous to study the common properties of
the programs before analyzing individual members”. A more recent definition can
also be found in [Wit96]: “A product family is the group of products that can be
built from a common set of assets.” and further “A product line is a group of prod-
ucts sharing a common, managed set of features that satisfy the specific needs of a
selected market.”.

Thus, software product lines are ideal candidates for automated software develop-
ment using model-driven approaches. One example of this combination is described
by Greenfield et al. [GS04]: “Software Factories is a methodology for using domain
specific languages and other technologies to automate Software Product Lines.”.
Instead of different levels of platform specificity, a Software Factory Schema is or-
ganized by concerns and different levels of abstraction. In its simplified version this
can be seen as a grid, where a row represents an abstraction level and a column a
concern. However, as a concern does not exist on all abstraction levels and concerns
affect each other in multiple ways, in reality the schema is rather a graph, with
nodes as models and edges as dependencies. This dependencies manifest themselves
in model transformations.

2.3 Current Model Driven Development Tools

This section introduces current modeling tools, which are appropriate for model-
driven development. Both commercial tools and academic prototypes are presented.

17http://www.agilemanifesto.org/principles.html (checked August 2009)

http://www.agilemanifesto.org/principles.html
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In order to give a broad overview, a representative selection from the currently
available tools has been chosen.

Although the presented tools use different approaches to achieve model-driven de-
velopment, they also share some similarities. On one hand there are the tools with a
fixed set of modeling languages, which are often limited to a selection of commonly
used UML diagram types. Some tools enable “lightweight” extensions using the
definition of UML profiles or even “heavyweight” extensions, which add new dia-
gram elements to UML. On the other hand there are DSL based tools, which allow
the creation of new metamodels. However this added flexibility comes at the price
of more complexity during the design of the metamodel and creation of associated
editors and code generators.

All tools are capable of generating code from at least a part of the supplied model
types. Most of them also allow for the definition of custom model-to-code trans-
formations, often using a template-based language18. This single step directly from
model to code is only viable, when the “abstraction gap” between both is not too
big. If the model describes the system on a very high-level of abstraction, the trans-
formation is rather complex or the model even may not contain enough information
to create the complete code. If the model is very close to the code, it is merely a
different representation of it, not providing the abstraction benefit of model-driven
development.

This is one of the reasons, why the MDA approach, described in Section 2.2.4,
proposes the use of platform independent and platform specific models. Instead of
one model-to-code step, it splits the transformation in several steps, narrowing the
gap. Realizations often use one or more model-to-model transformations and a final
code generation step.

Support for multiple models and model-to-model transformation is available for most
tools. However, this support is often limited to a fixed set of models and transfor-
mations between them. This set is chosen at project start from a list of available
development scenario. To gain more flexibility, a model-to-model transformation
language is required.

As argued in Section 2.2.5, iterative and incremental software development ap-
proaches are becoming more important. In order to support this in a model-driven
environment, model transformations have to be executed repeatedly and be able to
deal appropriately with model changes. This automation support combined with
traceability—which enables tracking changes across models and code—is not trivial
and thus not fully implemented in most tools.

The table in Figure 2.1 gives an overview of the tools and evaluates them according

18Czarnecki and Helsen [CH03] see some deficiencies in these languages, as they are usually
untyped and thus may produce incorrect code.
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Name Company or University metamodel model transformation language
URL and Publication support to code to model automation

Fujaba Univ. Paderborn/Kassel/Darmstadt
http://www.fujaba.de/ [NNZ00]

API +

MagicDraw No Magic Inc.
http://www.magicdraw.com/ [Inc08]

profiles +

Together Borland
http://www.borland.com/us/products/together/ [Fon06]

EMF ++ ++ ++

Rational Software Architect IBM
http://ibm.com/software/awdtools/swarchitect/ [Cer04]

profiles/EMF ++ ++ +

OptimalJ Compuware
http://www.compuware.com [Com06]

- ++ + ++

ArcStyler Interactive Objects
http://www.interactive-objects.com/ [Int05]

- ++ +

OlivaNova CARE-Technologies
http://www.care-t.com/products/index.asp [Her03a]

- ++

Mia-Studio Mia-Software
http://www.mia-software.com/en/ [MS07]

no editor ++ ++ ++

MetaEdit+ MetaCase
http://www.metacase.com/ [PK07]

editor ++

DoME Honeywell
http://www.htc.honeywell.com/dome/ [OSBE01]

editor ++ ++

GME/GReAT Vanderbilt University
http://www.isis.vanderbilt.edu/projects/gme/ [KML+04]

editor & API + ++ ++

DSL Tools and GAT/GAX Microsoft
http://msdn.microsoft.com/architecture/aa699360.aspx [Coo07]

editor ++ ++

Domain Workbench Intentional Software
http://www.intentsoft.com/ [SCC06]

editor + ++ ++

Figure 2.1: Table of model-driven software development tools

to the mentioned criteria. The column “metamodel support” shows the capability
for custom definition or extension of metamodels. Full “editor” support includes
the ability to design metamodel and visualization from within the tool. Some tools
use “Java” to realize metamodels. “Profiles” enable the simple extension of exist-
ing UML diagram types. Two tools support the use of the Eclipse “EMF” Ecore
metamodel, which allows the use of other Eclipse plugins for editing.

The next three columns rate the transformation languages and automation support.
A single plus sign means basic support, a double sign reflects full support. The
following paragraphs give further details on the evaluated tools. Details concerning
the transformation languages can be found in Section 5.4.

The open-source CASE tool Fujaba [NNZ00] is developed by the universities of Kas-
sel, Paderborn and Darmstadt. It offers basic support for a few UML 1.x diagram
types including code generation for Java and C++. A plugin API allows the exten-
sion of existing and addition of new diagram types. Although the metamodel can
be defined using class diagrams, the visualization has to be programmed manually.

http://www.fujaba.de/
http://www.magicdraw.com/
http://www.borland.com/us/products/together/
http://ibm.com/software/awdtools/swarchitect/
http://www.compuware.com
http://www.interactive-objects.com/
http://www.care-t.com/products/index.asp
http://www.mia-software.com/en/
http://www.metacase.com/
http://www.htc.honeywell.com/dome/
http://www.isis.vanderbilt.edu/projects/gme/
http://msdn.microsoft.com/architecture/aa699360.aspx
http://www.intentsoft.com/
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An associated plugin generates code for UML class diagrams, method behavior is
modelled by a combination of activity and collaboration diagrams. These so-called
story diagrams can also be used for model-to-model transformation (cf. Section 5.5
and [GGZ+05]). This requires additional plugins, which may also implement needed
automation support for multi-level model-driven development.

The commercial tool MagicDraw [Inc08] from No Magic Inc. supports eleven
UML 2.x diagram types and several other modeling languages (for some types code
generation is available). Simple model transformations—primarily to implement
design patterns—are available. It also supports the definition of own transformations
using Java code. Due to its good model editor and plugin support it also offers
integration with some of the following tools (OptimalJ, ArcStyler, Mia-Studio).

Earlier versions of Borland Together [Fon06] used an extendable template-based
mechanism for implementing patterns. Model manipulations were possible by using
plugins written in Java. Current versions are based on the Eclipse platform and
offer support for UML 2.x and custom DSLs. In addition to previous pattern based
transformation, QVT/operational [OMG07a] and several template based languages
are available. Transformations can be automized using build scripts. Basic support
for tracing is available but incremental transformations are not supported.

Like Together, IBM’s Rational Rose family [Cer04] started with simple design pat-
tern support. Rational Rose XDE adds extensive model transformation capabilities
including code and pattern templates. In the current release—Rational Software
Architect (RSA), which is based on the Eclipse platform—these capabilities were
further extended. In addition to UML 2.x including profiles, support for Ecore
metamodels was added. The application of patterns and transformations is stored
and can be re-executed later in order to update destination models. Patterns can
be associated with templates to perform model-to-code transformations. The model
transformation is specified using Java or a simple mapping language. Transforma-
tion sets can be packaged to so-called “frameworks”, which can then be used for
automated application development.

OptimalJ19 [Com06] from Compuware is a Java-oriented model-driven development
environment specialized to generate J2EE applications. It supports editable source
code regions (so-called “free blocks”), which can be used to add hand-written code.
These blocks are automatically retained upon re-generation. Generated source code
fragments are locked and cannot be edited. OptimalJ provides a guided develop-
ment process, where first a type of application is selected and then the provided
model templates have to be completed by the developer. For example a database
definition starts with a domain model20, which is transformed into a database model
and can then be optimized further, before the actual database is created. This ap-

19After an internal reorganization, Compuware decided in May 2008 to discontinue further de-
velopment and distribution of OptimalJ.

20This is not to be confused with the creation of a domain specific language.
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proach basically consists of a chain of transformations. These are differentiated
between “technology patterns” (PIM to PSM, model-to-model) and “application
patterns” (PSM to code). The latter are implemented using a template language.
Model transformation follows a “structure-driven” approach [CH06]: The OptimalJ
framework creates the structure of the destination model and the actual objects are
created using Java code.

The MDA tool ArcStyler [Int05] from Interactive Objects follows the MDA ap-
proach where a platform independent model (PIM) is completely parameterized
and then transformed to a new platform specific model (PSM). ArcStyler collects
transformations in “cartridges”, which are specific to certain destination platforms.
Although these cartridges are defined graphically, the actual transformation is im-
plemented in a script language named JPython and primarily used for model-to-code
transformations. ArcStyler currently only supports UML 1.x models.

OlivaNova [Her03a] from CARE Technologies offers an extensive set of code gen-
erators but does not allow for the definition of custom transformations. The highly
guided development process is geared towards .NET, COM+ and J2EE applica-
tions and aims at the complete generation of all code without any manual written
parts. While suitable for simple scenarios, the employed modeling languages are not
sufficient for more complex applications.

More flexibility is available in Mia-Studio [MS07] from Mia-Software. It allows
for the definition of custom metamodels and transformations. Metamodels have to
be implemented manually using Java classes, no custom visualizations can be used.
Transformations are defined using a wizard-based process, where first the matching
context is described and then the needed transformation actions. The actions are
simple assignments but can also call Java code for more complex transformations.
Workflow automation is provided by so-called “scenarios”. Similar to OptimalJ,
code regions for hand-written code can be defined.

The following tools focus on domain specific languages including the definition of
customized textual and graphical editors.

MetaEdit+ [PK07] from MetaCase provides out-of-the-box support for 70 differ-
ent languages, albeit executable code generation is only available for UML class
diagrams. Additional metamodels and code generators can be added, a debugger
for the generator is available. An interesting aspect is the tight connection between
the metamodel and the code generator. Each type within the metamodel is directly
connected to a script within the code generator. On the one hand this simplifies
the creation of the code generator but also limits the possibilities for the generated
code.

The meta-CASE system Honeywell DoME [OSBE01] also support model-to-model
transformation using a pattern based transformation language. It can be used to
transform between different models but also to create parameterized patterns within
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one model. The parameterization includes defined ports, which connect to the re-
maining model and can be used to implement design patterns. Code generation is
accomplished using a separate template language and—similar to MetaEdit+—can
also be attached to the types of the metamodel (cf. [SOEB03]).

GME21 [KML+04], developed by Vanderbilt University, is an open-source platform
for the definition and use of domain specific languages. Special emphasis has been
placed on the composability of metamodels. This allows for the definition of view-
points, which combine data from different models in one view. Also possible is the
extension of existing metamodels, for instance to provide annotation mechanisms.
By registering hooks and actions with the types of the metamodel, transformations
can be executed automatically during modeling. Transformation languages can be
added as plugins. GReAT22 [AKK+06] (also Vanderbilt University) offers a very
complex model-to-model transformation engine based on graph-transformation and
a graphical defined control flow. A second plugin named C-SAW23 [GLZ06] (Univer-
sity of Alabama at Birmingham) uses a script language similar to OCL24 to define
simple transformations. It has been designed for weaving of aspects on model level.

Microsoft’s vision for model-driven development—Software Factories—has already
been mentioned in the previous section. A full implementation does not exist, yet.
The DSL tools [Coo07] for Visual Studio provide support for metamodel creation
including custom editors and code generation capabilities. Code generation is ac-
complished using a C#-based template language. Automation support is available
using the Guidance Automation Toolkit and Extensions (GAT/GAX) [RA06].
Currently no model-to-model transformation capabilities exist.

The Domain Workbench [CE00, Chapter 11], [SCC06] from Intentional Software
unifies the concepts of model and code. All model data is stored in a tree-like data
structure with additional “virtual” edges within the tree. It can be presented and
edited with different—both textual and graphical—views. Through this a clean
separation of domain specific data structure and its visualization can be achieved.
The transformation—called “reduction”—is implemented similar to an incremen-
tal compiler, where all changes are immediately transformed into a more concrete
representation. This process works on multiple levels and DSLs, all stored within
on data structure. The most concrete representation is the execution platform and
language, which is also represented within the structure. Using this approach it
is possible to use legacy code and—given appropriate transformation capabilities—
these code fragments can also be transformed into more abstract DSLs. The Domain
Workbench is not fully implemented and not available to the public, yet.

21Generic Modeling Environment
22Graph Rewriting And Transformation
23Constraint-Specification Aspect Weaver
24The declarative Object Constraint Language [OMG06] has been designed for constraints and

object queries on UML and MOF models. It is often extended with transformation capabilities.
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Discussion

The presented tools offer different approaches to model-driven development with
varying degree of flexibility, ease of use and productivity. In the following relevant
advantages and drawbacks are discussed.

DSLs are valuable constructs for describing systems on higher levels of abstraction.
A simple alternative to them are UML profiles, which provide basic support for
the annotation of models using domain specific abstractions. Depending on the
context, “heavyweight” extensions or the combination of existing metamodels are
a good compromise between both concepts. This approach however can only be
realized with a few tools. Fujaba for instance offers a plugin API, which allows
the extension of existing and the definition of new metamodels. GME provides a
powerful concept for the composition of metamodels into views.

Although most tools support model transformation, the implementations vary in
several aspects. MagicDraw, RSA and DoME primarily work within one model,
which is modified by the transformation (so-called “in-place” transformation, see
Section 5.2). This prohibits incremental development, as more abstract represen-
tations are “destroyed” by the transformation. RSA and DoME remember applied
transformations, enabling “undo and redo”. OptimalJ, ArcStyler and OlivaNova
use a fixed set of models to gather information and to create code or other artifacts.
In RSA, Together, Mia-Generation and the DSL Tools more flexibility concerning
the use of different models is available, even though the DSL Tools do not support
model-to-model transformation.

Transformation between models can be executed in different ways. In GME and
the Domain Workbench transformations can be performed automatically, when the
model is changed. Besides performance issues this approach is problematic when
models are in inconsistent states. In most tools, the transformation is started man-
ually and then builds the destination model from scratch. This approach however
discards any manually applied changes to the destination model. OptimalJ and Mia-
Studio offer a compromise by defining code areas, which are retained in subsequent
transformations. RSA checks the destination model and warns before overwriting
any manually changed data. Together, RSA, GME and the Domain Workbench
allow incremental transformations, which update the destination model or perform
merge operations between the previous and the newly created model.

The employed transformation languages are either used for simple in-place transfor-
mations (e.g. for the implementation of design patterns) or as monolithic transforma-
tion blocks, which transfer a complete model into one or more other representations.
The actual code generation is usually deferred to the last transformation step. Inte-
gration of model transformation and code generation are typically accomplished by
calling separate code templates from a model-to-model transformation. A full inte-
gration, which combines the two, is not available, yet. A minor exception to that is
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the Domain Workbench, which integrates a full code representation into the model
and thus uses one language for both types, although still a final model-to-code step
exists, which produces the textual artifacts.

To sum up, the tools cover very different scenarios ranging from predefined model
sets to fully customizable DSL solutions. Even in the latter category, the employed
monolithic transformations form a rather rigid structure for application develop-
ment.

2.4 Summary

This chapter discusses different methods to tame the increasing complexity of to-
days software systems. On one hand concern-based techniques help to regain both
overview and insight into the different aspects of a system. On the other hand
model-driven approaches streamline the process from model to executable code by
utilizing model transformation.

Both ideas are combined in the following chapter. A novel concept is introduced,
which applies stepwise refinement to models. Refinements introduce and implement
concerns into a system, this introduction is supported by a model transformation
language, which is described in detail in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 3

Architecture Stratification

New Latin, from Latin, spread, bed, from neuter of stratus, past participle of sternere to spread out. Date: 1599

Chapter 2 gave an overview of current software development trends with an emphasis
on model-driven approaches. This chapter introduces a methodology named “Ar-
chitecture Stratification”, which employs concern-oriented modeling and stepwise
refinement to achieve flexible model-driven development.

Section 3.1 gives an overview of the basic principles of architecture stratification.
Then stepwise refinement is described in Section 3.2 and concern-oriented modeling
in Section 3.3. The different mechanisms to describe concerns within models are
discussed in Section 3.4. After that Section 3.5 deals with the realization and de-
tection of concerns through automated refinement and abstraction. An important
facet of flexible model-driven development is the ability to manually edit interme-
diate models. Possible solutions are analyzed in Section 3.6. Finally Section 3.7
relates the approach to the techniques presented in the previous chapter.

3.1 The Stratification Concept

In this section, the basic principles of stratification are outlined. According to
the Merriam-Webster’s Online Dictionary, a stratum is: “one of a series of layers,
levels, or gradations in an ordered system”1. In “Dimensions of Component-based
Development” [AKB99] Atkinson, Kühne and Bunse applied this concept to software
architectures by describing a system using a “series of layers”.

They identified four fundamental hierarchies2, which dominate the structure of com-
ponent-oriented software systems. The first three hierarchies (containment, type

1http://m-w.com/dictionary/strata (checked August 2009)
2In this context, a hierarchy is a “set of entities related by some transitive, partially ordered

relationship”.

http://m-w.com/dictionary/strata
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and meta hierarchy) apply to the components themselves. The fourth architecture
hierarchy applies to the complete system.

This hierarchy becomes visible, when a software system is viewed on different levels
of abstraction. Here, an anomaly is uncovered, which was called by the authors
“Interface Vicissitude”: Depending on a chosen abstraction level, the interface of
a component changes and often reveals more (technical) detail. This gradual re-
finement of an architecture can be seen as several abstraction layers with each layer
representing the system on a certain abstraction level. Figure 3.1 outlines a stratified
architecture. The following paragraph sets the used terms into context:

A stratified architecture describes the complete architecture of a software systems
on multiple layers of abstraction. The layers are called strata and each stratum
describes the complete system on a certain abstraction level. The topmost stratum
contains the most abstract description of the system, the lowest the most concrete
description. The process of switching to lower strata is called refinement, when
switching to higher strata it is called abstraction.

stratified
architecture

...

most abstract stratum

...

most concrete stratum

...

abstraction

refinement

Figure 3.1: A stratified architecture

As argued by Atkinson et al. [AKB99], “strata are not layers in the normal sense”.
In a conventional layered architecture, objects only appear on one layer, whereas
in stratification, they may appear on several layers, albeit exposing different in-
terfaces. The refinement process is also not to be confused with the stages of a
software development process. Each layer within a stratified architecture describes
the complete system on a certain abstraction level. When information is added to a
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stratum, other strata are updated accordingly, keeping all strata synchronized with
each other.

3.2 Stepwise Refinement

The process of successive refinement was first described in 1971 by Niklaus Wirth
[Wir71]:

The creative activity of programming - to be distinguished from coding
- is usually taught by examples serving to exhibit certain techniques. It
is here considered as a sequence of design decisions concerning the de-
composition of tasks into subtasks and of data into data structures. The
process of successive refinement of specifications is illustrated by a short
but nontrivial example, from which a number of conclusions are drawn
regarding the art and the instruction of programming.

By refining one “specification” at a time, stratification effectively applies the prin-
ciple of stepwise refinement. His conclusions, although gained from other program-
ming languages, still have relevance today:

1. Program construction consists of a sequence of refinement steps.
[. . . ] Refinement of the description of program and data structures
should proceed in parallel.

2. The degree of modularity obtained in this way will determine the
ease or difficulty with which a program can be adapted to changes or
extensions of the purpose or changes in the environment (language,
computer) in which it is executed.

3. During the process of stepwise refinement, a notation, which is nat-
ural to the problem at hand, should be used as long as possible. [. . . ]
Each refinement implies a number of design decisions based upon a
set of design criteria. [. . . ]

4. The detailed elaborations on the development of even a short pro-
gram form a long story, indicating that careful programming is not
a trivial subject. [. . . ]

The refinement calculus, introduced 1978 in the Ph.D. thesis of Ralph-Johan Back
[Bac78] formalized stepwise refinement by specifying behavior using an abstract
program and refining it by a series of correctness-preserving transformations. This
approach was first applied to algorithms and small programs, later work by the
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author also showed its viability to refine object oriented systems. Section 3.7 com-
pares this and other techniques with stratification. A similar approach, the “Harvard
Program Development System”, also uses “notational extensions” and refinement
transformations for program development (cf. Cheatham et al., [CHT81]).

The Munich project CIP3 [BMPP89], initiated in 1975 by Bauer and Samelson,
developed the idea of transformational programming. Here, a formal problem spec-
ification is transformed by manageable, controlled, semantics-preserving steps into
an executable program.

3.3 Concern-Oriented Modeling

Architecture Stratification makes the intermediate refinement steps visible by pre-
senting them on strata within a stratified architecture. Thus, stratification not only
helps to understand a system but also guides the development process itself. This
process is not only influenced by the architecture itself but also by the requirements
of the developed product. As stratification is concerned with the architecture of
the system, requirements cannot directly be used to drive the development process.
Thus in Section 2.1, the concept of the “concern” was introduced.

By using concerns as the main organization principle for strata, separation of con-
cerns is implemented on the architectural level. This was suggested by Atkinson
and Kühne in “Separation of Concerns through Stratified Architectures” [AK00].

They argue, that current AOP4 implementations allow only for code level abstrac-
tions. Other means are necessary for architectural separation of concerns. Stratifi-
cation can address this need by providing a weaving mechanism for the introduction
of aspects into systems. The paper shows similarities between the refinement in
stratification and the discovery of cross-cutting concerns. Further it is argued that
the discovery of such cross-cutting concerns often lead to reconsideration of the high-
level architecture. In a stratified architecture, the affected (higher) strata reflect this
change, keeping all strata synchronized with each other.

According to [AK00], the disadvantage of code-level weaving as undertaken by most
AOP implementations is the interdependence of the aspects themselves. When
aspects affect each other it is sometimes unclear, which aspects have to be woven
first5. This problematic is also discussed by Bodden et al. [BFS06]... The strict
hierarchy of a stratified architecture resolves this issue by “weaving” one aspect per
stratum.

3Computer-aided, Intuition-guided Programming
4Aspect-oriented programming (cf. Section 2.2.1)
5More recent works on AOP deal with this issues by defining explicit dependencies between

aspects.
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The introduction of an aspect into a system leads to a change in behavior of af-
fected components, and—considering the added advices—to a changed structure.
This is illustrated in Figure 3.2, where the communication from X and Y is refined
by adding two intermediate objects. This structural change shows similarities to
the aforementioned “Interface Vicissitude”, because structural changes often also
necessitate changed interfaces.

X Y

Y
X'

A

B

Figure 3.2: Interaction refinement [AK00]

In the context of stratification, this change can be considered an “interaction refine-
ment”, as it primarily affects the communication between units of a system. The
concept of interaction refinement is first formally described by Broy [Bro97]. He dis-
tinguishes between property refinement (“replace a behavior by one with additional
properties”) and interaction refinement (“may change the names and numbers of
input and output channels of a system but still relate the behaviors if6 a formal
way.”). According to [AK00], stratification defines the concept of interaction refine-
ment as a refinement pattern, which introduces an aspect into a system. As this
refinement takes place on all abstraction levels, it becomes clear that both high and
low level refinements—and therefore high and low level aspects—exist.

AOP languages like AspectJ introduce aspects to address cross-cutting concerns.
The stratification approach can also be applied to non-crosscutting concerns within
a software system. Thus, the more general term “concern realizations” was intro-
duced in Section 2.1. It not only includes domain aspects as mentioned in [KLM+97]
(e.g. synchronization, failure handling) but also the user-interface of the system, data
structures, algorithms etc. It also covers different technical realization techniques
like components, design patterns, framework integrations or aspectual language ex-
tensions, which are used to address both cross-cutting and non cross-cutting con-
cerns. In comparison to AOP, stratification can thus be seen as a more general
concern realization technique. Combinations of aspect languages with stratification
are also possible and would add dynamic aspect deployment (e.g. at runtime) to
compile time weaving mechanisms, which can already be realized by stratification.

The integration of off-the-shelf frameworks becomes increasingly important in mod-

6He probably meant “in”.
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ern software projects. Instead of building certain functionalities from scratch, pre-
existing software components are integrated, saving effort and therefore time and
money. Still, a good deal of time is spent with the integration and parameterization
of such frameworks.

In response to this tedious task of framework parameterization Atkinson and Kühne
describe the idea of “Aspect-Oriented Development with Stratified Frameworks”
[AK03]. By organizing the variation points of a framework according to their con-
cerns and assigning them to separate strata, instantiation of the framework can be
simplified and—in part—be automated.

3.4 Concern Descriptions

A suitable mechanism for the parameterization of the framework variation points is
needed. As models are the main communication mechanism in stratification, using
model annotations is a reasonable choice not only for the description of framework
instantiations but also for other concerns of a system. This section describes different
variants for model annotations.

In system development, the term “model” often incorrectly implies the use of graph-
ical modeling languages. Although models have a predominant representation sys-
tem, they can be visualized both graphically or textually. Depending on the meta-
model structure, mixed representation are possible as well. Stratification can also
be applied to primarily textual models, but the following concentrates on the use of
more common graphical modeling languages such as UML.

Conceptually, a stratified architecture is neither limited to a single diagram type nor
one diagram per stratum. As with UML, several views of the same architecture can
be used on one abstraction level. These views can either use the same or different
diagram types.

The following examples and the reference implementation described in Chapter 4
employ a combination of UML class diagrams for the structural description and
so-called story diagrams (cf. Section 5.5) to describe behavior. Class diagrams can
be used on different abstraction levels, which can also be seen by the fact, that
they are already used throughout standard development processes even on early
design stages. In addition, more “concrete” class diagrams can easily be mapped
to executable code. The missing behavior of created methods is filled by the above
mentioned story diagrams.

Bunse and Atkinson discuss the use of UML for different abstraction levels and
propose a restricted extension to UML (called “Normal Object Form”) [BA99],
which is “semantically close” to object-oriented programming languages. The CASE
tool Fujaba, used for the reference implementation of stratification, follows a similar
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approach.

high potential for synergy from their inte-
grated application. The synergies between
components, frameworks, and model-
driven development have in fact been recog-
nized for some time in leading-edge frame-
work technologies such as San Francisco4

and the newest generation of development
methods such as Catalysis5 and KobrA.6

Despite its promise, AOP’s separation of
cross-cutting concerns has yet to be fully inte-
grated with the other approaches. As a result,
many developers view aspect-oriented develop-
ment as an “academic” software-development
technology less suited for enterprise soft-
ware development than components frame-
works and MDA. We describe a strategy
that exploits the advantages of aspect-ori-
ented development in model-driven and
component-based frameworks. Key to our
strategy is the use of architecture stratifica-
tion,7 rather than weaving technology, to
address cross-cutting concerns. This not
only addresses the limitations of the indi-
vidual technologies but leverages the syner-
gies between them.

Structural view of system
architectures 

In the software engineering literature,
you’ll often see phrases like “The architecture
of a software system is …,” implying that a
single architecture uniquely captures a given
system’s important high-level properties. Al-
though developers typically view an architec-
ture from various perspectives8 or using a
range of decomposition techniques emphasiz-
ing different concerns (such as multiple
tops9), these views are usually regarded as
providing different windows onto the same
basic underlying architecture. For example,
structural views describe the underlying struc-
tural organization of the system, dynamic
views describe system behavior, and physical
views describe system deployment, including
the mapping of software onto hardware.

Of the various possible views, developers
generally regard the structural view as the
most important, because it provides the foun-
dation for organizing the other views in
terms of the system’s components and con-
nectors. It also provides the basis for classify-

ing common architecture styles.10 In practice,
however, you can define several structural ar-
chitectures—depending on the level of ab-
straction at which you would like to see the
system—each with different sets of connec-
tors and components.

Consider Figure 1, a UML class diagram
describing a simple banking system that uses
remote and logged communication to access
accounts holding international currencies.
This representation provides a high-level
view of the component and connector types
making up the system’s architecture. A secure
communication protocol and a subscription
scheme implying implicit invocation connect
the bank and account component types.

Figure 2a describes the same system, again
in terms of components and connectors, but at
a lower level of abstraction. In the diagram,
we’ve reified the notion of international cur-
rencies into new Dollar and Euro compo-
nents. Even this more detailed scenario ab-
stracts from other realization details—in this
case the particulars of remote and secure com-
munication. Figure 2b illustrates how we real-
ize both the “logged” property of the commu-
nication between bank and account in terms
of lower-level interactions with a logger ob-
ject, and the communication’s “remoteSecure”
property in terms of lower-level interactions
involving object request broker objects
(clientOrb and serviceOrb). Figure 2c
shows an even more detailed architecture in
which the encrypted property of the commu-
nication between the object request brokers is
realized in terms of interactions with a lower-
level encryption object.

Figure 2 demonstrates that there are
many valid ways to capture a system’s struc-
tural architecture (that is, its component
and connector types). The prevailing prac-
tice has been to pick one architecture (usu-
ally the least abstract) as the “real” or
“best” architecture. Developers often see
the others as temporary by-products to be
discarded once they have determined the fi-
nal version. With an appropriate organiza-
tion scheme, however, you can use these ar-
chitectures to systematically access views
detailing important system concerns. More-
over, these concerns are typically the type of
cross-cutting concerns AOP addresses. 

We use architecture stratification to organ-
ize the various architectural representations so
that they expose and relate the system’s cross-
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Figure 1. A simple 
architecture for 
a banking system. 
A secure 
communication 
protocol and a 
subscription scheme
connect the two 
components, bank
and account.

Figure 3.3: Annotated links [AK03]

In the aforementioned paper by Atkinson and Kühne [AK03] a notation similar to
UML stereotypes was used to annotate links between objects. Figure 3.3 shows
an example from this article. The association between “Bank” and “Account” is
annotated with “Communication”, which relates to the interaction between these
components. It is further parameterized with three tagged values, which refer to sub-
concerns, which appear on deeper strata. The three subsequent strata in Figure 3.4
reveal these sub-concerns through refined interactions. Thus, the model is detailed
step-by-step and each step focusses on one specific concern of the system.

The annotations in this example are used to describe framework instantiations.
Here, a financial transaction framework is envisioned, which supports—among other
features—remote communication and different currency types. Using the annota-
tions, specific features from the framework are selected and parameterized, thus
satisfying the concerns and sub-concerns of the stratified architecture.

cutting concerns. This lets us integrate an
AOP-style separation of concerns with com-
ponent, framework, and pattern technologies. 

Architecture stratification 
Architecture stratification’s basic goal is to

identify, elaborate, and relate different archi-
tectural views so that they best represent a
system’s cross-cutting concerns. Instead of ig-
noring the different architectural levels, we re-
gard them as individual strata in a transcend-
ing architecture hierarchy. The development
of these views is analogous to the well-estab-
lished principle of stepwise refinement,11 with
the connectors between components as the
entities driving the refinement.12

Figure 3 shows how this approach refines
an interaction between two components, X
and Y, and reifies it in a lower stratum—
that is, a lower level of abstraction. Assum-
ing X is Bank and Y is Account, the refine-
ment explains how the two components
communicate via the object request brokers
A and B. In general, the semantics of an in-
teraction between two components X and Y
is given by a set of lower-level components
and interactions with less rich semantics.

In the higher stratum in Figure 3, Y is X’s
communication partner, whereas in the lower
stratum A is. Thus X turns into X', reflecting

the communication partner change. A refine-
ment transformation not only replaces com-
plex interactions with components and sim-
pler interactions but also adapts and modifies
affected components accordingly. The refine-
ment doesn’t affect Y because the asymmetry
of the client-server component interaction
model means that a client needs to know its
server’s identity, but a server doesn’t need to
know its clients’ identities.

Note that the fundamental characteristics
of an architectural stratum or its relation-
ships to neighboring strata are independent
of the notation used to capture the compo-
nents and connectors involved. Thus, we can
use the stratification concept with any de-
scription language, including a high-level
modeling language such as UML, a domain-
specific architecture-description language, or
a low-level, general-purpose programming
language. When used with a high-level de-
scription language, architecture stratifica-
tion provides an excellent basis for the MDA
approach because it directly addresses the
central question of how to organize and re-
late different kinds of architectural models.

Refinement transformations 
Refinement transformations capture the

relationship between a connector in one stra-
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Figure 2. Different levels of abstraction in a banking system’s structural architecture: (a) low detail, 
(b) medium detail, and (c) high detail.Figure 3.4: Annotated links on subsequent strata [AK03]
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Frameworks help to “abstract away” technical detail. Instead of building a full
implementation from scratch, they are instantiated and integrated through param-
eterization. Annotated models contain this information within the model compared
to separate configuration files, often used in “classical” development with frame-
works. This offers several advantages, e.g. guidance for the instantiation process,
improved documentation and separation of concerns.

Albeit the notation from Figure 3.3 conforms to UML, it has a few disadvantages.
The idea of tagging links within the diagram stems from the notion of interaction
refinement, discussed in Section 3.3. This approach, however, is not sufficient for
interactions with more than two participants. In addition, stepwise refinement not
only involves interaction between components but also the evolution of the compo-
nents themselves. In comparison to “interaction refinement”, Broy [Bro97] described
this effect as “property refinement”. Tagged links are also not capable of assigning
named roles to participating components.

An analysis of more complex framework integrations and concerns in general re-
veals the need for more a sophisticated annotation method. In response Klar et
al. [KKG05] presented a notation based on UML collaborations [OMG05b, Sec-
tion 5.66]. UML collaborations are used to instantiate patterns or templates, which
is quite similar to concerns within strata. Figure 3.5 shows a UML collaboration
for the design pattern “Observer”7. The collaboration name (“Observer”) is shown
within a dashed ellipse, the edges are labeled with role names and are connected to
participants within the pattern (“Subject” and “Observer”). Additional instantia-
tion parameters are given in an informal note element.

3-118 OMG-Unified Modeling Language, v1.5     March 2003

3  UML Notation Guide

A Collaboration can be defined in terms of other, so-called subordinate, 
Collaborations. Each role in the former Collaboration, the so-called superordinate 
Collaboration, is either a new role that is defined in the superordinate Collaboration or 
it is a role defined in one or several of the subordinate Collaborations and reused in the 
definition of the superordinate Collaboration. In the latter case, the role is often 
renamed so it better suits the purpose of the superordinate Collaboration. If so, the 
original names of the roles are shown within curly brackets after the name used within 
the superordinate Collaboration (see Figure 3-66 on page 3-120).

3.66.2 Notation

A use of a Collaboration is shown as a dashed ellipse containing the name of the 
Collaboration. A dashed line is drawn from the collaboration symbol to each of the 
symbols denoting Classifiers that participate in the Collaboration. Each line is labeled 
by the role of the participant. The roles correspond to the names of elements within the 
context for the Collaboration; such names in the Collaboration are treated as 
parameters that are bound to specify elements on each occurrence of the pattern within 
a model. Therefore, a collaboration symbol can show the use of a design pattern 
together with the actual Classifiers and Associations that occur in that particular use of 
the pattern.

Figure 3-62 Use of a Collaboration.

As a Collaboration is a GeneralizableElement, it may have Generalization relationships 
to other Collaborations. In this way it is possible to define one Collaboration to be a 
specialization of another Collaboration. It is depicted by the ordinary Generalization 
arrow from the dashed ellipse representing the child Collaboration to the icon of the 
parent Collaboration. The roles of the child Collaborations may be specializations of 
roles in the parent Collaboration. This is shown by redefining the role name of the 
parent collaboration in the child collaboration.

Observer

SlidingBarIcon
Observer

CallQueue Subject

queue: List of Call
source: Object
waitAlarm: Alarm

reading: Real
color: Color
range: Interval

Observer.reading = length (Subject.queue)

capacity: Integer

Observer.range = (0 .. Subject.capacity)

Figure 3.5: A collaboration within a class diagram [OMG05b]

According to the specification, UML collaborations can only be used within class
diagrams and only classifiers can be participating elements. Compared to that, the
notation presented by Klar et al. [KKG05] is not limited to class diagrams and allows
links to arbitrary model elements. The ellipse is called “annotation” and shows the
name of the described concern. The named links connect the annotation with the

7As described in “Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software” [GHJV95].
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model elements, which are affected by the concern. Additional formal parameters,
both for the annotation and the links, are specified in a separate editor dialog and
are denoted by a boxed “P”-icon.

element

Void :)Item:item (testItem
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Tester

ManualTester AutomaticTester

Scale

concreteVisitor

concreteVisitorHuman Float :weight
String :ID

Item

kickOffVisitor

abstractVisitor

Visitor

Figure 3.6: Collaboration notation for visitor design pattern

Figure 3.6 shows the collaboration within the design pattern “Visitor” [GHJV95].
The annotation “Visitor” defines—among others—the role of the element to be
visited and the concrete visitor classes. The use of this collaboration-like notation
avoids the disadvantages of the stereotype notation and offers more flexibility by
supporting links to arbitrary model elements.

3.5 Automated Refinement and Abstraction

Having introduced a suitable technique to describe concerns, the next logical step
is their realization. Stratified frameworks, as described in [AK03], already sup-
port concern realization by creating necessary binding and parameterization files
for framework instantiations. Although sufficient for trivial cases, it is often nec-
essary to create glue code8 as well. It ties the application to the framework by
adapting data structures and interfaces. Furthermore, frameworks often employ the
“template” design pattern [GHJV95], which offers defined parameterization points
(so-called “hot spots”). The necessary classes and inheritance relationships are ideal
candidates for additional automation support.

An example can be seen in Figure 3.7. Here the design pattern from the previous
section has been implemented. As can be seen, an interface with the generalization
to the class Tester and the methods visit and accept have been added.

The major difference to the aforementioned “development with stratified frame-
works” is the shift from separate artifact generation (e.g. for the instantiation of
frameworks) to model-to-model transformation within a stratified architecture. This

8Glue code adapts application specific data and interfaces to the framework.
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Figure 3.7: Implemented visitor design pattern

enables automated refinement, which transforms the abstract description of a con-
cern on one stratum into its implementation on the stratum below. Annotations
serve as input to the model transformation and, therefore, guide the transformation
process. Instead of transforming the complete model, annotations thus enable selec-
tive transformation by means of concern based transformation rules. As these rules
implement concerns, they are also called “refinement rules”.

Annotations and corresponding refinement rules are organized by concern in an ex-
tensible library. They implement concerns into software systems and thus enable
model-driven, stepwise software development. Frameworks can extend the library
by providing annotations, which help to integrate the framework into an applica-
tion. Similar to design pattern catalogs, the library provides detailed information on
annotations. This includes intent, applicability, participants and relations to other
annotations.

This model-driven approach also supports iterative and incremental development.
Annotations and associated rules “document” the necessary transformations, which
allows subsequent iterations to re-execute them automatically, transferring any chan-
ges applied to the model to the following strata.

This is one of the key aspects of stratification: The ability to freely navigate between
strata. As all strata show the same system—albeit on different abstraction levels—
changes on one stratum are propagated automatically to other strata. Keeping the
whole stack of strata synchronized is accomplished through model transformation.

In addition to the described propagation towards lower strata, this may also include
transformations to higher—less concrete—strata. Two different scenarios have to
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be considered here. In the first scenario a concern was implemented manually by
the developer and has to be transformed into annotations on a higher strata. Here,
“abstraction rules” are used for the transformation process. These transformations
recognize concern realizations and transform them to their abstract counterparts.

Defining these transformations is rather difficult, as concerns are not always imple-
mented in the same way—for instance names vary and objects interact differently.
Abstraction rules have to accommodate for all these situations. Transformation
based pattern recovery is restricted to static analyses, which yields unsatisfactory
results (cf. [NSW+02]). Current research in the area of reengineering focusses on
behavioral detection of patterns using dynamic analyses (e.g. instrumenting applica-
tion and monitoring at runtime, cf. [HHHL03] and [WO06]), which are too complex
in the model transformation context.

In the second scenario, changes to a concern, which was implemented by a refine-
ment, have to be propagated to a higher stratum. Here, “reverse refinement rules”9

are applicable. They use traceability information, stored during the refinement
transformation, to propagate changes back to higher strata.

In this context, each refinement rule is related to a reverse refinement rule. Both
can be combined to form a bidirectional transformation, which then specifies both
directions in one rule. For instance, Triple Graph Grammars [Sch95] support this
approach and use—in addition to the two models between the transformation is
applied—a third model, which holds the traceability data by connecting both mod-
els.

A third scenario is not strictly related to transformations towards higher strata but
nonetheless shall be noted here. If a concern needs to be addressed in a stratified
architecture, and no refinement rule exists, two strategies are possible. Either the
developer implements the concern manually and defines an abstraction rule, which
produces the concern description on a higher stratum, or the developer defines a
new refinement rule and adds the concern description to a higher stratum. As the
definition of abstraction rules is—as stated above—rather difficult and reusability
of refinement rules is usually more important, the latter strategy is preferred.

3.6 Support for Editing Intermediate Strata

Without transformation capabilities, stratification is primarily useful for documenta-
tion purposes. With the addition of automated refinement, it now actively supports
the development process. Its most simple form can be described as “determinis-
tic stratification”. Here, the most abstract stratum already contains all necessary
information to generate the final system and intermediate strata serve as detailed

9The term was taken from the book “Software Factories” [GS04, Chapter 15].
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visualizations of concerns and sub-concerns. Editing these strata is not possible, as
it would contradict the idea of determinism.

The ability to inspect intermediate strata has two main purposes: During develop-
ment, analyses may reveal errors in the transformation process, which can easily be
pinpointed to specific transformations or erratic parameterization on the topmost
stratum. After development, they serve as detailed documentation of the imple-
mented system.

In order to support deterministic stratification, highly parameterizable annotations
are needed. However, the presented notation with links and parameters is not suffi-
cient. For instance framework integrations are not only based on parameterization
but also employ techniques like the template design pattern, where the framework
defines the overall control flow and specific behavior is added by means of subclassing
framework classes and implementing abstractly defined methods.

This pattern inspired an additional parameterization mechanism for annotations,
called “hook spots”. The name is derived from framework “hot spots” (cf. [Pre94])
and the “hook methods” used for example in the template design pattern. The con-
cept, initially proposed in [GKK06], enables transformation rules to mark created
elements as hook spots. After the transformation is complete, the developer can
modify these newly created elements. This “constrained editing” does not compro-
mise the stratification principle as the modification can be seen as “late parameter-
izations” of annotations. Compared to parameterization before the transformation
this offers the advantage of editing within the implemented concern.

When applied to single method bodies, hook spots follow the template pattern.
However, they can also be used by code fragments within a method, thus providing
clean separation of generated and hand-written code even on a very fine grained
level. Both variants can also be employed to generate glue code for frameworks.
Applied to general model elements, other usages can be envisioned as well.

With this addition intermediate strata not only serve as documentation but can
also actively be edited. Still, the architecture of the complete system is determined
by the first stratum and the annotations residing on it. As argued in Section 3.4,
the concerns described by these annotations give rise to related sub-concerns on
lower levels. This dependency manifests itself in refinement transformations, which
create new annotations on lower levels. For instance, a high-level annotation for
persistency may add low-level annotations for database connectivity.

Thus, concerns are the main organization scheme in stratification. They are de-
scribed by annotations and implemented through transformations, which do not
only modify the main model, but also add annotations for lower level concerns.

This dependency, where annotations on higher strata create other annotations on
lower strata, can also be called a “chain of concerns”. The chain provides a guid-
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ance for developing a software system. By offering transformations for different
application scenarios, which create annotations for lower level (sub-) concerns, a
modular system for application development is created. This guided process shows
similarities to architectural patterns and software product lines.

According to Frank Buschmann et al. “Architectural patterns express fundamental
structural organization schemas for software systems. They provide a set of pre-
defined subsystems, specify their responsibilities, and include rules and guidelines
for organizing the relationships between them.” [BMR+96]. By enforcing these “or-
ganization schemas” through annotations and providing guidelines by successively
creating annotations for sub-concerns, stratification can be used to deploy architec-
tural patterns.

As defined in Section 2.2.6, software product lines share a common, managed set
of features. This selection and assembly of features can be guided by annotations
and their parameterizations. Dependencies between features manifest themselves in
the creation of annotations on lower strata through the above mentioned “chain of
concerns”.

The deterministic approach prohibits—with the exception of hook spots—editing
intermediate strata. In consequence, all annotations on these strata have to be fully
parameterized. Either these parameters already exist on the first stratum or they are
determined by the transformation, which creates the annotation. The first variant
results in superfluous data, because these parameters belong to a concern, which is
described in detail on a lower stratum. The second variant removes flexibility by
“choosing” parameters according to predefined rules.

This flexibility can be regained by further enabling controlled editing on intermediate
strata. One possible concept is the use of “abstract annotations”. They are created
during transformation and serve as placeholders for concerns. When the concern
is specified in detail on a lower stratum, the developer chooses a concrete anno-
tation, which “implements” the abstract annotation. The transformation library
may contain several implementing annotations for different purposes or platforms.
In addition to the parameters defined by the abstract annotation they may require
additional input from the developer.

For instance an abstract database connectivity annotation on a higher level is con-
cretized by a vendor specific annotation on a lower stratum. As a consequence,
the developer may add parameters and annotation links on intermediate strata. It
becomes clear, that often new model elements are required as well. These elements
extend the stratum in order to fully describe and implement its concern.

Although the described extensions relax the restrictions of deterministic stratifi-
cation, they do not violate the stratification approach itself. Added elements are
always part of a concern realization and first appear on the stratum, where the
concern is detailed. As each stratum describes the complete system, all concerns
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are—implicitly or explicitly—present.

Annotations and related transformation rules are not limited to concern realizations.
They can also help to solve detail problems, which appear during the specification of
a concern. For instance, if a stratum is primarily concerned with the description of a
database connection, the used annotation may require a local registry class. The de-
veloper adds the class to the model and decides to make it a singleton (cf. [GHJV95])
by adding a “Singleton” annotation to it. Here the annotation does not present a
concern itself but merely simplifies development. These additions are always related
to the concern described on the current stratum. Thus, each model element can be
traced back to its initial creation and the related concern.

Both the hook spot concept and the manual additions to intermediate strata make
the stratification approach more flexible. On closer examination, an interesting dif-
ference exists between those two. The parameterization of annotation takes place,
before the concern is implemented. In comparison, the hook spots are filled after the
implementing transformation has finished. If the transformation defines the transi-
tion to the next stratum, the question arises, which of the both strata “describes”
the concern? The abstract stratum delivers an abstract definition of it, the more
concrete stratum shows the implementation.

As a consequence, each stratum plays two roles, showing the implementation of one
concern and describing another. This duality can be eliminated by introducing two-
sided strata. The upper side contains the abstract description of a concern, the lower
side reveals its implementation. Obviously, the model transformation is executed
when switching from the upper to the lower side. When the developer completed
all hook spots, he switches to the upper side of the next stratum.

This situation is illustrated in Figure 3.8. The topmost frame shows the imple-
mentation side of a stratum (Ai). In the next frame—the description side of the
next stratum (Bd)—the developer chooses the annotation to the right for further
refinement (depicted by the arrow pointing to the annotation). He also adds an
additional class and a link pointing to it. Then the transformation is executed and
the concern implemented into the system. This is shown in the following frame,
which represents the implementation side of the stratum (Bi). Now the developer
is able to complete any hook spots created during the transformation (e.g. method
fragments). After he has finished, he switches to the next stratum (Cd) and again
chooses the next annotation for further refinement.

3.7 Related Work

After the concepts of architecture stratification have been introduced, this section
relates them to the techniques described in Chapter 2. First, the methodologies and
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...

...

Figure 3.8: Two-sided strata

research subjects are discussed, then model-driven development tools. After that
additional research work is presented.

Architecture stratification achieves separation of concerns by distributing them to
different abstraction levels and implementing them by means of model transforma-
tion. Like SOP10 and AOP, stratification uses separate entities to describe cross-
cutting concerns. Instead of the declarative form of aspects, concern descriptions
are contained in model transformation rules. They offer—similar to CaesarJ and
AHEAD—a higher level of reuse by applying a parameterizable weaving process. A
similar technique to weave aspects on model level and adapt them appropriately is
described by Reddy et al. [RGF+06].

The weaving of concerns is accomplished at modeling time, allowing the developer
to see the effect of the added concern. Other approaches weave concerns at compile
time and also offer dynamic deployment of concerns even at runtime. This is a
very powerful approach, but the resulting applications are more complex and thus
harder to understand. Still, both approaches do not contradict each other and can
be combined by adding modeling capabilities for aspects (or other SoC mechanisms)
to stratification. This idea is described further in Section 7.2.

10Subject-Oriented Programming, see Section 2.2.1.
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Stratification not only deals with cross-cutting concerns but is also applied to non
cross-cutting concerns, which follow the dominant decomposition of the underlying
platform (the actual programming language or framework abstractions). Compared
to the approach described by Büchner and Matthes [BM06], it does not require the
frameworks themselves to be annotated. Instead separate transformation rules are
provided, which help the developer to automatically instantiate the framework and
integrate it into the application.

Some of the tools, discussed in Section 2.3, support the implementation of design
patterns. It is often accomplished using simple annotation mechanisms or a wizard-
based process, which adds the necessary elements to an existing model. Stratifi-
cation in contrast offers an extended annotation mechanism and a more powerful
transformation language, capable of adapting existing objects. The separation of
the pattern description on one strata and its implementation on the next further
improves the use of design patterns.

As argued in Section 3.3, the stratification concept is not limited to UML class
diagrams. If a concern can be described more easily with a domain specific language,
it can be used in addition to the existing class diagram on the relevant stratum.
The implementation of the concern is accomplished using model transformation. A
detailed description of this approach is out of scope for this dissertation and subject
for future research.

Aspect-oriented modeling approaches primarily address the tracing of requirements
to design artifact. The work by Baniassad and Clarke [BC04] is based on the idea
of subject-oriented programming [HO93]. It generalizes the concept of an aspect to
a “Theme”, which addresses a single feature. The composition of features shares
similarities with the implementations of concerns in architecture stratification.

Model-driven development with aspects is often related to model-based weaving.
One example is the framework outlined by Simmonds et al. [SRF+05], for which
no implementation exists, yet. Another example is XWeave, presented by Groher
and Völter [GV07]. It uses named based merging for aspects and offers a pointcut
language based on openArchitecture [HVEK07].

Stratification also shares many similarities with the MDA idea. Both use several
levels of abstraction to model a software system, although most MDA implementa-
tions work with predefined transformations between a fixed set of abstraction levels.
These “monolithic” transformations are designed to transform a complete model
into a less abstract form. Compared to that, stratification is more flexible. New
strata can be introduced as needed and transformations implement single concerns
by modifying only the relevant parts of the model.

“Classical” (non model-driven) software development does not directly support in-
cremental and iterative development. In subsequent iterations any existing models
have to be updated manually and concerns have to be “re-detected” in order to
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apply changes. In stratification, the different concerns are stored within models in a
persistent manner and can be modified and extended more easily. For instance, the
developer may insert additional strata to add new features or edit an existing stra-
tum in order to fix existing bugs. The fine granularity of the transformation rules
also enables the developer to apply fixes to the transformation rules themselves. All
of the effects are especially important in agile approaches, with their “release early,
release often” strategy.

The implementation of the stratification approach (cf. Chapter 4) delivers the neces-
sary support for automated model transformation. The annotation model provides
a clean separation of application specific artifacts and the parameterization of ele-
ments contributed by the transformation. Combined with the guidance offered by
the “chain of concerns”—described in Section 3.6—it forms the basis for software
product lines.

Most of the MDSD tools, introduced in Section 2.3, are in principle capable of
supporting the stratification approach. However, automation support has to be
added and the employed model transformation language may not fit the needs for
concern implementation. A detailed evaluation of transformation languages and the
requirements for stratification can be found in Chapter 5. Still, most of the tools
follow the MDA pattern with a rigid structure of abstraction levels, which may not
be adaptable for stratification. In the following characteristic features of the tools,
presented in Section 2.3, are discussed11.

OlivaNova offers complete code generation with no support for hand written code or
roundtrip engineering. However, the employed modeling techniques only support a
limited set of application scenarios. OptimalJ and Mia-Studio use defined code areas
for manually written code and prevent the editing of generated code. Other tools
(e.g. RSA and Together) provide round trip capabilities, which try to reconstruct
the model after the code was changed, keeping model and code synchronized. This
often conflicts with the reapplication of transformations.

The modeling language employed by the reference implementation (cf. Chapter 4)
uses class diagrams to describe the structure while method behavior is represented by
code fragments. Both are strictly separated with no duplication of information, thus
no synchronization is required. As code is only stored as part of the behavior model,
no round trip capabilities between the structural model and the code are required.
The “hook spot” concept, introduced in Section 3.6, shows similarities to OptimalJ
by providing regions for manually written code and separating them from generated
parts. However, hook spots are more tightly integrated with the transformation
rules, which makes them more robust to changes. For instance, when in OptimalJ
a class is renamed or some parameters are changed (resulting in different classes
to be created), the hand written code might be lost. The transformation rules

11References and web links for the tools can be found in Figure 2.1.
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use unique identifiers to handle hook spots, which enable precise recreation during
transformation. This concept is not only applied to code fragments but also to
model elements such as methods, attributes and classes, which can also be added to
models and are retained on re-generation.

Microsoft’s implementation of Software Factories [GS04] does not support hand
written code directly. Instead well-known techniques from framework integration
such as the template design pattern [GHJV95] or subclassing can be used. Further-
more, C# supports partial classes. These techniques work only on the method level,
hook spots can also be used within methods. The Software Factories idea envisions
a “grid” of models, where any dependencies between the models are described by
model transformations. If the grid is not carefully designed, this results in many
conflicts, when different transformations affect the same model. In addition, the
developer needs to deal with a multitude of models and at the same time be aware
of the interdependencies between them. These problems are circumvented by the
strict hierarchy of strata within the architecture stratification approach.

The Domain Workbench from Intentional Software unifies code and model into one
data structure. Similar to stratification it represents a software system simulta-
neously on several abstraction levels. The representation of the data structure is
primarily textual. The reduction process used for the transformation (cf. [SCC06])
seems to be rather complicated, albeit powerful.

The following paragraphs discuss current research work, which shows parallels to
architecture stratification.

Similar to annotations and framework specific transformation rules, the model trans-
formation framework “Mercator” [WJ04] uses stereotypes to control platform spe-
cific parameterization of frameworks. It employs a rather simple expansion process
for the stereotypes, which cannot be controlled further.

The work by Almeida et al. [ADP+05] specializes in the description of refinements for
“interaction between application parts”. They discuss several kinds of interaction
refinement on varying abstraction levels. Their analysis reveals different types of
operations, needed to describe the refinement. This categorization may help to
structure transformations rules and thus—as noted by the authors—contributes to
the stratification concept. Currently they apply these operations manually and on
an architectural level only.

The refinement calculus, mentioned in Section 3.2, was also applied to stepwise
feature introduction within UML class diagrams [Bac02]. The focus is on preserv-
ing behavior when introducing new features into a software system. The feature
introduction is not automated, instead the refinement calculus uses “abstraction
functions” to verify the implementation against a specification.

Czarnecki et al. propose the concept of “staged configuration” for feature model-
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ing [CHE04]. This multi-layered modeling approach exhibits some similarities to
stratification. The annotations within a stratum can be compared to the features,
which are selected in staged configurations. While annotations allow more flexibil-
ity, staged configurations are easier to create and apply, because the features are
limited to a defined set and less complex than refinement transformations.
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Chapter 4

Implementing Stratification

late Middle English (in the sense [article of furniture, equipment, or dress] ): partly from medieval Latin implementa (plural), partly

from late Latin implementum ‘filling up, fulfillment,’ both from Latin implere ‘fill up’ (later ‘employ’ ), from in- ‘in’ + plere ‘fill.’

The verb dates from the early 18th cent.

Although architecture stratification can be used with any modeling tool and even
by drawing on plain paper, its main advantages of strata synchronization and auto-
mated implementation by means of model transformation can only be utilized with
special tool support.

An implementation of the stratification concept, based on an open-source CASE
tool, was started in 2004 and since then constantly improved. This chapter describes
the implementation in detail, leaving out the model transformation language, which
follows in Chapter 5.

In Section 4.1, possible choices for a modeling tool as a basis for the stratification
approach are discussed. The selected CASE tool—Fujaba—is described in Sec-
tions 4.2 and 4.3. It is followed, in Section 4.4, by the integration of stratification.
First, the modeling language needs to be extended in order to support annotations
(Section 4.5), then the handling of transformation rules and strata is discussed (Sec-
tion 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8). The separate plugin used for the final code generation step,
is shortly described in Section 4.9. Finally, in Section 4.10, an overview of the
user-interface is given.

4.1 Platform Selection

As much of the required modeling functionality is already available in existing tools,
designing and implementing a modeling tool from scratch was not a viable starting
point. Instead a list of requirements was compiled and after careful examination an
existing tool was selected. The following characteristics were considered:
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Modeling language support Support for commonly used UML diagram types
and the ability to add new ones (e.g. for domain specific languages) is manda-
tory. In order to support the notation described in Section 3.4 not only new
diagram types but also the extension of existing types is required. This in-
cludes the metamodel data and a customizable visual representation.

Application Programming Interface To manipulate the model, access via a
programming interface is necessary. An interface working on the metamodel-
level is preferred, as it handles different modeling languages equally. To im-
plement the whole stratification process, it is also necessary to control user
interface aspects of the tool (e.g. loading and saving files, showing dialogs
etc.).

Model transformation In addition to model manipulation through the API, tools
may also offer a built-in model transformation language.

Code generation In order to create executable applications, some kind of code
generation facility has to exist, which is capable of creating Java code for the
supported diagram types.

Software license Several commercial vendors offer free licenses for educational in-
stitutions. These licenses are often time-limited or only work on campus net-
works, which restricts further development by students or other affiliated re-
search institutions. This limitation does not exist with open-source platforms.
In addition, development is simplified by the availability of source-code. Thus
open-source tools are preferred.

The selection was based on tools available in 2004. Details can be found in the
diploma thesis by Felix Klar [Kla05]. Since then, several new tools entered the mar-
ket, a reevaluation however revealed no major differences. Under closer examination
were the following tools:

Eclipse/EMF (open source)

The Eclipse Modeling Framework1 provides an API to access models conforming
to the Ecore metamodel. Although visual editors can be build easily using the
Eclipse “Graphical Editing Framework (GEF)”, EMF itself does not supply any
visual editors but only provides the basis for other tools.

1http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/ (checked August 2009)

http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
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Omondo EclipseUML (commercial, free academic license)

EMF-based UML editor for Eclipse. Announced in 2004, the necessary “OpenAPI”
was not released within time, making model access impossible. Moreover, the defi-
nition of custom graphical elements is not possible.

Borland Together (commercial2)

In 2004 Together was a stand alone application, featuring a plugin concept and an
API for model access. The definition of custom graphical elements was not possible,
no model transformation capabilities existed. The current release is based on the
Eclipse platform and includes transformation capabilities, namely a QVT/opera-
tional3 implementation (cf. Section 5.4).

ArgoUML (open source)

Provides editors for seven main UML diagram types. Development of own plugins is
supported, including model access and definition of new diagram types. No model
transformation capabilities are available.

Fujaba (open source)

Only three UML diagram types are supported, new types can be added using the
very flexible plugin concept. In comparison to ArgoUML, extending existing dia-
gram types is easier to accomplish. Fujaba provides extensive graph transformation
capabilities, which can be reused for model transformation.

Although Eclipse is widely used nowadays, the available graphical editors in 2004
did not provide the needed functionality. Fujaba offered the needed editor, a flex-
ible plugin concept and the basic mechanisms for model transformation and was
consequently selected.

4.2 Modeling with Fujaba

Development of the CASE tool Fujaba started 1997 at the University of Paderborn.
The main focus was to create a modeling tool based on a precisely defined subset

2A price-reduced academic licence is available.
3QVT is a model transformation language standardized by OMG.
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of UML, which enables the full generation of executable Java applications. Fur-
thermore, extensive support for roundtrip-engineering is included. Both manifest
themselves in the acronym Fujaba, which means “From UML to Java and Back”.

With the release of version 4, Fujaba added plugin support, which provided the
necessary mechanisms to add and extend diagram types and the Fujaba user inter-
face. Support for other programming languages (e.g. C++) was added. The plugin
CodeGen2, developed at the University of Kassel further improves code generation
by utilizing a template language.

This section describes the current release of Fujaba 5. It forms the basis of the
current stratification implementation SPin (for Stratification Plugin).

Figure 4.1: Screenshot of Fujaba 5.1

Fujaba requires at least Java SE 5.0, which is available for all major operating
systems. Figure 4.1 shows a screenshot of the application. To the left, the list of
open projects is shown. Below that, the property inspector for selected elements.
The main area is reserved for diagrams. Fujaba supports only a few diagram types,
but new types can be added by means of plugins. The lower right area is reserved
for status messages.

The main purpose of Fujaba is to create executable Java applications from graphical
models and to reverse engineer models from Java code. For the structural description
UML class diagrams are available. They are tailored towards code generation for
Java (e.g. support for predefined stereotypes for Java and automatic generation for
association attributes and accessor methods).
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0..n0..1
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String :name
String :city

Entry

Void :)String:cityFilter (printByCity

AddressBook

Figure 4.2: Example of Story Driven Modeling: class diagram

An example class diagram is shown in Figure 4.2. It contains a class AddressBook

and a class Entry connected by an association named entries. The excerpt of the
generated Java code presented in Listing 4.1 shows a part of the generated attributes
and methods for the association.

1 pub l i c c l a s s AddressBook
2 {
3 pub l i c void printByCity ( S t r ing c i t y F i l t e r )
4 {
5 . . .
6 }
7
8 /∗∗
9 ∗ <pre>

10 ∗ 0 . . 1 e n t r i e s 0 . . n
11 ∗ AddressBook −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− Entry
12 ∗ addressBook entry
13 ∗ </pre>
14 ∗/
15 p r i va t e FHashSet entry ;
16
17 pub l i c boolean addToEntry ( Entry value )
18 {
19 . . .
20 }
21
22 pub l i c boolean removeFromEntry ( Entry value )
23 {
24 . . .
25 }
26 . . .
27 }

Listing 4.1: Excerpt of Java code for the class diagram in Figure 4.2

The behavior of class methods (e.g. printByCity in the example) is specified by
means of Story diagrams [FNTZ00], which resemble a combination of UML activity
diagrams and collaboration diagrams.

To quote from the UML specification: “An activity diagram is a special case of a
state diagram in which all (or at least most) of the states are action or subactivity
states and in which all (or at least most) of the transitions are triggered by completion
of the actions or subactivities in the source states. The entire activity diagram is
attached (through the model) to a classifier, such as a use case, or to a package, or
to the implementation of an operation.”4 [OMG05b, Section 5.84].

4This definition is based on the UML 1.x, in 2.0 the semantics of activity diagrams follow
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Fujaba follows this definition and uses Story diagrams to describe method bodies5.
The UML specification lists only informal activity types, which cannot be used for
code generation. Fujaba resolves this problem by providing more formal activity
types. In addition to the well-known start and stop activities and decision nodes,
Java source code fragments (in Fujaba called “statement activities”) are supported.
However, most important are “Story patterns”, which can be considered full dia-
grams within the activity diagram. Because they describe collaborations between
objects, they share similarities with UML collaboration diagrams [OMG05b, Sec-
tion 5.65]. Their semantics are based on graph grammar theory and thus enable a
formal and precise specification.

Similar to collaboration diagrams, story patterns contain object structures (e.g.
instantiated classes). To navigate along associations, links between objects are used.
The objects can be seen as attributed nodes and the links as edges within a graph.
To find actual objects, search operations within the graph are used—a process, which
is called “pattern matching”. In order to modify the graph—and thus the object
structure—objects can be marked with “create” or “destroy”. Method behavior is
specified by executing these operations along the control flow of the enclosing story
diagram.

]each time[

System.out.println(entry.getName());

]end[entries

this cityFilter==city

Entry:entry

AddressBook::printByCity (cityFilter: String): Void

Figure 4.3: Example of Story Driven Modeling: story diagram of printByCity

The behavior of the method printByCity within the class AddressBook is specified
by the story diagram shown in Figure 4.3. This diagram contains a start activity
at the top and a stop activity to the right. The activity with the double border in
the middle of the diagram is a special story pattern, which resembles a “for each”
activity. In this case, it searches the entries collection6 for an entry, where the
city attribute equals the cityFilter variable, which is a parameter of the method.
For each found entry, the lower statement activity is executed, which prints the

petri-nets.
5called “operations” in the UML specification
6Fujaba automatically generates association objects and access methods for all assocations.
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name of the entry using standard Java code. After all instances have been checked,
the stop activity is reached.

The control flow of the diagram also serves as starting point for the code generation.
Listing 4.2 presents the code generated for the story diagram by Fujaba. As can
be seen, the “for each” activity is mapped to a while loop, which iterates over the
collection containing all entries. The statement activity is simply copied into the
generated code.

1 pub l i c void printByCity ( S t r ing c i t y F i l t e r )
2 {
3 boolean f u j aba Suc c e s s = f a l s e ;
4 I t e r a t o r fu jaba I te rTh i sToEntry = nu l l ;
5 Entry entry = nu l l ;
6
7 t ry
8 {
9 f u j aba Suc c e s s = f a l s e ;

10
11 // i t e r a t e to−many l i n k
12 f u j aba Suc c e s s = f a l s e ;
13 fu jaba I te rTh i sToEntry = th i s . i t e ra to rOfEnt ry ( ) ;
14 whi l e ( fu jaba I te rTh i sToEntry . hasNext ( ) )
15 {
16 try
17 {
18 entry = ( Entry ) fu jaba I te rTh i sToEntry . next ( ) ;
19 JavaSDM. ensure ( entry != nu l l ) ;
20
21 // a t t r i b u t e cond i t i on
22 JavaSDM. ensure (JavaSDM. stringCompare ( entry . getCity ( ) , c i t y F i l t e r ) == 0) ;
23
24 System . out . p r i n t l n ( entry . getName ( ) ) ;
25
26 f u j aba Suc c e s s = true ;
27 }
28 catch ( JavaSDMException fu j aba In t e rna lExc ep t i on )
29 {
30 f u j aba Suc c e s s = f a l s e ;
31 }
32 }
33 JavaSDM. ensure ( f u j aba Suc c e s s ) ;
34 f u j aba Suc c e s s = true ;
35 }
36 catch ( JavaSDMException fu j aba In t e rna lExc ep t i on )
37 {
38 f u j aba Suc c e s s = f a l s e ;
39 }
40 re turn ;
41 }

Listing 4.2: Generated Java code for method printByCity

The syntax of story diagrams is considered to be a complete graph rewrite language.
These languages describe subgraph replacements by means of transformation rules.
More information on graph based transformation systems and graph grammars can
be found in “Handbook of Graph Grammars and Computing by Graph Transfor-
mations, Volume 1: Foundations” [Roz97]. Graph grammars are a generalization
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of Chomsky string grammars [Cho57]. Instead of string concatenation, graphs are
“glued” together using graph morphisms.

Story diagrams adopt several features of PROGRES (PROgrammed Graph REwrit-
ing Systems) [SWZ99], developed at the RWTH Aachen 7. These capabilities for
graph transformation are not only well-suited for behavior description but can also
be employed for model transformation. This is described in detail in Section 5.5.
One of the main differences between PROGRES and story diagrams is the removal
of backtracking, which enabled rollback of partly executed transformations. The re-
moval also restricted the control flow and enabled the translation to plain Java code
[FNTZ00, Section 4]. Fujaba provides only a graphical syntax, whereas PROGRES
also offers a textual representation of transformations.

A simplified overview of the employed metamodel is presented in Figure 4.4.

UMLClass

UMLMethod

UMLAttr UMLAssoc

2

*

UMLDiagramItem
*

UMLGeneralization

UMLStereotype

UMLStopActivityUMLStartActivity

UMLStoryActivityUMLStatementActivity

UMLActivityUMLDeclaration UMLConnection

UMLTransition

2

*

2

structural part behavioral part

Figure 4.4: Simplified UML metamodel

4.3 Fujaba Internals

In order to understand both the integration of the stratification plugin into Fujaba
and the employed transformation language, this section introduces a few necessary
internal concepts of the Fujaba tool suite.

Although Fujaba supports UML, its current metamodel is not based on MOF8.

7http://www-i3.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/tikiwiki/tiki-index.php?page ref id=213
(checked August 2009)

8MOFLON (http://www.moflon.org/) is build on top of Fujaba and offers a MOF metamodel,
which will eventually be integrated directly into Fujaba.

http://www-i3.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/tikiwiki/tiki-index.php?page_ref_id=213
http://www.moflon.org/
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Instead a proprietary model is used. The basis forms the ASG9 metamodel. A
simplified version of the metamodel is shown in Figure 4.5. ASGElementRef enables
the extension and combination of existing metamodels and is used in Section 4.5 to
add model annotations to Fujaba diagrams.

Each model element contains a hash map, which handles references to other ele-
ments. For each concrete type, the hash map contains one entry (thus the employed
qualifier getClass().getName()). This entry (a class implementing ASGEelement-

Ref) then handles all references of this type.

elements

0..*diagrams

ASGDiagram

0..1elementReferences

0..1

element
getClass().getName()

hasInReferences 

ASGElementRef

ASGElement

hasInElements 

Figure 4.5: Abstract Syntax Graph metamodel [Kla05]

The elements of the Fujaba UML metamodel inherit from the class ASGElement10

and implement interfaces from the generic Fujaba metamodel package. These Fujaba
metamodel interfaces (short F-interfaces) represent a more generic access to the
metamodel without the specifics of UML. Thus each concrete model element is
represented by a Java class, which directly or indirectly inherits from ASGElement

and implements one or more F-interfaces. The representation by Java classes is
mandatory, because story diagrams describe method behavior by means of object
manipulation and these objects are instantiated from the metamodel classes.

Fujaba employs a variant of the well-known Model-View-Controller principle to de-
couple the model representation from the visualization. For each model element
class an “unparse module” class exists. During the creation of the model element
(either from the user interface or during import or loading) Fujaba searches for the
matching unparse module and executes its create method. This method creates
the appropriate user interface elements, which visualize the model element. It also
attaches appropriate event listeners to the interface objects. Instead of directly
using Java’s Swing implementation, Fujaba uses adapter classes11, which contain
attributes to link back to the associated model element. This is required to forward
changes from the user interface to the model.

Fujaba currently offers two file formats for project files. The deprecated mechanism
“FPR” traverses the data and serializes it to a plain text file. The newer format

9Abstract Syntax Graph
10For instance the abstract class UMLDiagramItem shown in Figure 4.4 inherits from ASGElement.
11Abbreviated with FSA for Fujaba Swing Adapter.
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(“CTR”) is based on CoObRA212 [Sch07] and stores—also as plain text—a stream
of model modifications. In addition to these formats, the Graph eXchange Language
GXL13 is supported. Combined with an XML stylesheet, im- and export of XMI
files is accomplished. Export of both bitmap and vector graphics is available as well.

Although a project file may contain several diagrams, it consists only of one model.
It is for instance not possible to have two class diagrams containing classes with the
same name but different attributes.

As the main focus of Fujaba is the creation of executable Java programs, it contains
an extensive foundation for code generation facilities. The actual code generation
is provided by plugins, of which the most commonly used plugin is CodeGen2 14

[GSR05]. It uses a model-driven and template-based approach to code generation,
which can be extended for other destination languages or new metamodels.

The user interface of Fujaba and its plugins is described in XML files. Each event
definition refers to a java class containing the code to be executed when the event
is initiated (e.g. from menus or the toolbar). Plugins consist of a plugin definition
XML file, a JAR file containing the classes and additional resources such as user
interface and preference descriptions.

4.4 Integrating Stratification into Fujaba

Architecture Stratification is implemented by a set of Fujaba plugins. They extend
the user interface to support navigation between strata, annotation of models and
automated model transformation.

Development of the main component—SPin—was started in 2005 with the diploma
thesis of Felix Klar [Kla05]. It reused Fujaba’s graph transformation capabilities for
model transformation and added support for multiple strata. SPin was subsequently
improved and adapted to later Fujaba versions, while additional plugins refined the
transformation process. An overview is given in Figure 4.6. The upper left part
contains the components of Fujaba, the lower part belongs to SPin. To the right
the separate code fragment generation plugin Futemplerator is shown.

The remaining chapter describes the current state of the implementation and details
a few technical aspects of architecture stratification. The components related to
the transformation process (Traceability, Transformation and “Futemplerator”) are
described in the following chapter.

12Concurrent Object Replication frAmework, see http://www.se.eecs.uni-kassel.de/∼maven/
sites/coobra2/ (checked August 2009) for more information.

13http://www.gupro.de/GXL/ (checked August 2009)
14http://www.se.eecs.uni-kassel.de/index.php?codegen2 (checked August 2009)

http://www.se.eecs.uni-kassel.de/~maven/sites/coobra2/
http://www.se.eecs.uni-kassel.de/~maven/sites/coobra2/
http://www.gupro.de/GXL/
http://www.se.eecs.uni-kassel.de/index.php?codegen2
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Figure 4.6: Architecture of Fujaba and the plugins implementing stratification
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4.5 Extending the Modeling Language

Section 3.4 introduced a model annotation concept based on UML collaboration.
It has been implemented by extending Fujaba’s metamodel using the “meta-model
extension pattern” [BGN+04]. Figure 4.7 shows the relevant parts of the extended
metamodel. The added classes are prefixed with an “R”, which indicates “Refine-
ment”.

Shown in the middle is the abstract base class of the SPin metamodel: RElement.
By inheriting from ASGElement, instances of its concrete subclasses RAnnotation

and RLink can be placed into Fujaba diagrams. The parameters are stored by
RParameter objects, which are connected through an association to RElement. Con-
forming to the “meta-model extension pattern”, RLink contains associations to the
adapter class RLinkToASGElement, which inherits from ASGElementRef. Instances
of this (and other) adapter classes are stored within the hasInReferences associ-
ation of the ASGElement class, thus enabling “cross metamodel” connections from
instances of RLink to arbitrary Fujaba metamodel elements. This construction
makes it possible to extend a metamodel without modifying it.

Fujaba supports structural class diagrams and uses story diagrams to model method
behavior. This combination can be seen as a “hierarchical metamodel” with two
layers. Because no information is duplicated between those two layers, no synchro-
nization issues exist.

ASGElementRef

ASGElement :) (getTarget
Boolean :)ASGElement:target (setTarget

RAnnotation

ASGElement :) (getTarget
Boolean :)ASGElement:target (setTarget

String :targetType
String :targetRoleName

RLink

"ASGAdapter " + getID() =String :name

RLinkToASGElement

String :) (getNewParameterName

Integer :visibility
String :name

1 =Integer :REF_VISIBILITY_EXPANDED

0 =Integer :REF_VISIBILITY_COLLAPSED

RElementhasInParams

0..1
0..1 name

String :value
"String" =String :type

String :name

RParameter

hasInReferences

0..1
0..1getClass().getName()ASGElement

String :ID

BasicIncrement

0..*1

haveASGAdapter

1
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«JavaBean»

«JavaBean»

«JavaBean»

«JavaBean»

«JavaBean»

Figure 4.7: The SPin metamodel extension for annotations
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4.6 Transformation Rules

As described in Section 3.5, each annotation type relates to a refinement transfor-
mation rule, which employs model transformation to implement a concern into the
system. In addition, stratification can also be used to reengineer existing systems.
For this case additional transformation rules (called abstraction rules) exist, which
extract abstract concern descriptions from implementations. This process creates
annotations on more abstract strata.

Rules are represented by Java classes and additional metadata is saved in XML
structures (see following section for details). The method apply(annotation:

RAnnotation)15 of the class is responsible for the transformation. Writing model
transformations in pure Java code is obviously a complicated and complex task, so
instead more abstract mechanism are used to describe transformations. Details on
the model transformation approach can be found in Chapter 5.

4.7 Rule Library

Architecture Stratification is a very flexible approach to model-driven software de-
velopment, which necessitates an extensive library of annotations16 for all different
kinds of concerns. This section introduces the organization mechanisms of this li-
brary, which are needed to describe dependencies between rules and give information
on the addressed concerns.

Figure 4.8 shows the model used to describe transformation rules. SPin loads all
available rules along with their metadata and provides the user-interface to browse
through the library. The RuleInfo object, shown to the left, contains several clas-
sification schemes:

packageName (attribute of RuleInfo) Mirrors the package name of the asso-
ciated transformation rule. Used to determine vendor and other packaging
aspects like relations to frameworks (e.g. de.tud.spin.j2ee.beans for trans-
formation rules related to the J2EE platform).

category (attribute of RuleInfo) Main category for the concern to be imple-
mented by this annotation (e.g. security, persistency).

keywords (association from RuleInfo to String) Additional list of keywords
related to this transformation rule.

15The parameter annotation contains the annotation to be refined.
16Which are, in fact, transformation rules.
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Figure 4.8: Model for transformation rules metadata

An additional hierarchy is built by inheritance. The extends and implements ref-
erences (modeled as associations to the String class) contain fully qualified names
of other transformation rules. Similar references to other rules are denoted by
requirements, which list the required presence of other annotations. These ref-
erences are currently informal only. The transformation rules are responsible for
implementing and enforcing them.

If the flag abstractRule (an attribute of RuleInfo) is true, no actual transforma-
tion rule exists. In this case, the annotation cannot trigger a transformation, until
a “real” rule implementing the abstract rule is chosen. The main use case for this
scenario is the automatic creation of new annotations during model transformations.
An example was already given in the previous chapter. A persistency annotation
may create—among others—an abstract database annotation, which is concretized
by a vendor specific annotation on a subsequent stratum. This concretization reuses
links from the abstract annotation.

The roles association holds the information on all annotation links17. Both the
rule itself and the links may contain several parameters (class ParameterInfo).
Additional information on the vendor, versioning and a description completes the
rule metadata.

17The association and the class are called roles respectively RoleInfo as they give information
on the end of the link, instead of the link itself.
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4.8 Stratum Handling

SPin uses separate Fujaba project files to store each stratum. As mentioned above,
no data is propagated to more abstract strata, so switching to higher strata is
simply achieved by loading the appropriate project file18. To navigate to a lower
stratum, SPin “replays” the transformation steps and recreates the intermediate
strata. This automatically propagates any changes to these strata. Details on how
the transformation is replayed and how changes are propagated are discussed in
Section 5.8.

4.9 Code Generation

The most concrete stratum contains a detailed and complete description of the
developed application. In order to execute it, code has to be created from the model.
For this step, SPin uses the capabilities provided by Fujaba and the aforementioned
CodeGen2 plugin. Extensions to this code generation mechanism are discussed
in Section 5.7.3. This final code generation step is not to be confused with the
generation of code blocks during SPin’s model transformation.

4.10 User Interface

The structural model of an application is created with Fujaba’s UML class dia-
gram editor, which has been extended with annotations. An example is shown in
Figure 4.9. It contains a simple address book model and a class representing the
user interface. The annotation “ListView” adds a list window to the user interface
displaying entries from the address book. “PrintList” and “EditWindow” represent
specific actions within the user interface, “Access” adds getter/setter methods to
the entry class.

Model annotation is accomplished with SPin’s annotation editor, which is shown
in Figure 4.10. The annotation type can be selected from the popup menu. Below
the popup menu, the annotation links of the currently selected annotation (in this
case “Access”) are shown. The “create links...” button populates the links section
with the mandatory and optional links. A separate dialog for link and annotation
parameters is available as well. The annotation metadata is shown in the lower
section of the dialog. It gives a description on the annotation and the associated
concern including required and optional links and parameters.

18Of course, SPin provides a separate user-interface for strata navigation, which in turn loads
the relevant file. See Section 4.10 for more information.
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Figure 4.9: Fujaba’s class diagram editor with an annotated class diagram

Figure 4.10: SPin’s annotation editor
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Figure 4.11 shows the SPin strata navigator for the address book application. Each
stratum may contain a textual description of the addressed concern, which can be
edited from this dialog. Clicking on a stratum automatically either loads the relevant
project file for higher strata or replays the transformations necessary to reach lower
strata.

Figure 4.11: SPin’s strata navigator and the strata description window

To create a new stratum, the developer selects one or more annotations from the
model and chooses the refinement operation from the toolbar. SPin then executes
the appropriate transformations in the selected order. If a higher stratum already
exists, the developer is asked, whether a new stratum has to be inserted before
the adjacent higher strata or whether previous selected annotation refinements are
replaced by the current selection. A warning is displayed, if the latter selection leads
to data loss in following strata. SPin also provides extensive wizard functionalities
for transformation rule developers.
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Chapter 5

Model Transformation

Middle French modelle, from Old Italian modello, from Vulgar Latin *modellus, from Latin modulus small measure, from modus.

Date: 1575.

The previous chapter gave an overview of the architecture stratification implemen-
tation SPin. The missing piece for automated concern implementation is a model
transformation facility. In this chapter, current model transformation languages
are presented, a suitable language is selected and necessary language extensions are
discussed.

Section 5.1 introduces general transformation concepts. In order to describe and
classify model transformation languages, Section 5.2 then presents two classification
schemes. Based on the described features and classifications, the language require-
ments are detailed in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4 suitable transformation languages
are analyzed.

The selected language is explained in detail in Section 5.5, the integration into SPin
is described in Section 5.6. Two important transformation language extensions are
presented in Section 5.7 and Section 5.8. First the integration of a code generation
language and then the mechanism to enable manual model modifications. The
chapter closes in Section 5.9 with a short summary.

5.1 Concepts

Some of the technical terms used in this chapter may not be commonly known and
are therefore briefly introduced here.

• A transformation requires an input (source) and uses it to create an output
(target).
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• A transformation language is a domain specific language, designed to de-
scribe transformations. It consists of a syntax and a semantic description.

• A transformation rule expresses a transformation using the transformation
language. Rules can be grouped into rule sets and may contain several rule
steps.

• The rules are executed1 by a transformation engine.

• Many transformation languages are pattern based. In this case, a transforma-
tion rule usually consists of a pattern (or query) and the actual transformation.
The input is scanned for the pattern and resulting matches are used to create
the output.

• Patterns can be displayed in abstract or concrete syntax. Concrete Syntax—
similar to templates—shows the pattern in the syntax of the model, abstract
syntax uses the syntax of the metamodel. An example can be found in Fig-
ure 5.1. To the left is a pattern represented in the concrete syntax of UML
class diagrams, to the right is the same pattern in abstract syntax using the
metamodel of the CASE tool Fujaba.

• Graph-based transformations represent the model by using a typed, at-
tributed graph. Depending on the employed metamodel, the type sys-
tem may support inheritance and other specific features. The graph pat-
tern consists of a typed graph fragment and additional guards, which specify
boolean expressions on the graph element attributes. Some engines also sup-
port “negative application conditions” (NACs), which specify the absence
of graph fragments.

• Different techniques are used to define transitivity within the graph. Textual
path expressions (often using the Object Constraint Language [OMG06])
are one possibility, recursive matching techniques another.

• In the context of graph transformation it is often distinguished between the
search pattern on the “left hand side” (LHS) and the transformation pattern
describing the result on the “right hand side” (RHS)2.

5.2 Model Transformation Classification Schemes

In the context of architecture stratification, transformations are responsible for im-
plementing concerns into a system. Hence, the employed transformation language

1Whereas “execution” can be seen in different ways, see below.
2Some tools unify both in one diagram, see below.
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Figure 5.1: A model fragment represented in concrete and abstract syntax

has to fulfill certain requirements. Before stating these requirements, two classifica-
tion schemes for model transformation languages are introduced. They are used to
organize the requirements and categorize the evaluated approaches.

The first classification scheme, outlined by Czarnecki and Helsen [CH03, CH06], uses
a feature-model to describe “the different design choices for model transformations”
with regard to model-driven development. They identified five main application
scenarios (cf. [CH06], enumeration added):

1. Generating lower-level models—and eventually code—from higher-level mod-
els

2. Mapping and synchronizing among models at the same level or different levels
of abstraction

3. Creating query-based views of a system

4. Model evolution tasks such as model refactoring

5. Reverse engineering of higher-level models from lower-level models or code.

Both the first and last scenario is relevant to stratification. A broad range of tools
and languages have been analyzed for the feature-model and helped to define a few
major categories. First, a short summary of the relevant criteria from the feature
model are given, then the major categories are described.

Transformation Rules This criterion describes, how the transformations are spec-
ified.

Domains If both models conform to the same metamodel, a transformation
is called “endogenous”, if the metamodels are different “exogenous”.
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Patterns Three types can be distinguished: string, term and graph pattern.
The latter two can be represented both textually and graphically in ab-
stract or concrete syntax.

Logic Computations of attributes may be expressed declaratively or impera-
tively.

Parameterization Rules may be parameterizable in several ways. Control
flags can be used to add variability, generics and higher-order rules may
provide a higher level of reuse.

Rule Application Control A strategy to determine the location within the model,
where the rule is applied: deterministic, nondeterministic or interactive. Dif-
ferent kinds of scheduling: implicit (without control constructs) or explicit.
The latter can be external with a separate control structure or internal with
rules invoking other rules. Rule selection can be explicit, nondeterministic or
interactive.

Rule organization Modularization and reuse mechanisms (e.g. inheritance be-
tween or composition of transformation rules). Also the organizational struc-
ture of the rules (oriented towards the source or target metamodel).

Source-target relationship Some tools use explicit source and target models
(sometimes described as “out-place”), others perform the transformation in
place, modifying an existing model.

Incrementality Target incrementality enables the updating of existing target mod-
els. Source incrementality defines the “amount of source that needs to be re-
examined by a transformation when the source is changed”. Preservation of
user edits in the target is also considered in this criterion.

Directionality Are the transformations uni-, bi- or multidirectional3?

Tracing Recording of information (e.g. trace links between source and target) dur-
ing the transformation process. The information is either stored within the
model or separately. The creation might be automatic or manual.

Considering these criteria and the evaluated approaches, Czarnecki and Helsen pro-
posed the following major categories:

Model-to-text

Visitor-based The internal representation is traversed and written to an out-
put file.

3Multidirectionality can be emulated by defining unidirectional rules for every direction.
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Template-based Text fragments are interleaved with “metacode”, which ac-
cesses information from the source.

Model-to-model

Direct-manipulation An API is offered to manipulate the model. The ac-
tual transformation aspects have to be implemented manually.

Structure-driven Two distinct phases, one for constructing hierarchical struc-
ture of the target model and one for setting attributes and references. The
scheduling and application strategy is fixed.

Operational Here, languages with basic transformation support (e.g. extend-
ing OCL [OMG06] with imperative constructs) are combined.

Template-based Similar to the model-to-text variant, model templates con-
taining model fragments and metacode to access model information are
employed (e.g. by using model annotations).

Relational This category subsumes declarative approaches, which use con-
straints to specify relations between models.

Graph-transformation-based These languages usually operate on typed,
attributed, labeled graphs and use graph-rewriting techniques for the
transformation.

Hybrid approaches A combination of the approaches mentioned above, im-
plemented as separate components or at a more fine-grained level within
the transformation rules.

A second classification scheme was proposed by Mens and Van Gorp [MG06]. It
shares some criteria with the aforementioned publication [CH06] but focusses on
issues such as usability and extensibility. The following selection of criteria proved
also to be helpful in the context of this dissertation.

Horizontal versus vertical transformations This criterion describes the change
of abstraction. In vertical transformations, source and target reside on differ-
ent abstraction levels, in horizontal transformation they are on the same level.

Syntactical versus semantical transformations Syntactical transformations
only change the representation, semantical transformations also the semantics.

Testing and validating Subsumes systematic techniques for debugging, testing
and validation.

Non-functional requirements Contains aspects such als usability and usefulness,
verbosity versus conciseness, performance and scaleability, etc.
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5.3 Language Requirements

The two classification schemes, introduced in the previous section, are now applied
to stratification. The conclusions are then condensed into seven requirements for a
transformation language, which is suitable for concern implementation in the context
of stratification.

Applying the criteria of the first scheme [CH06] leads to the following conclusions:

The reference implementation, introduced in Chapter 4, uses static class diagrams
for the main model. But as the approach itself is not limited to that, transformation
languages should support other modeling languages as well. As long as only one
metamodel is utilized for all strata, endogenous transformations are sufficient. If
additional DSLs are used on intermediate strata, it is still necessary to transfer
any model information from the strata above to the strata below. Thus it becomes
necessary, to compose all needed metamodels and merge the complete information in
one model. Hence exogenous transformations are—strictly speaking—not required.

As primarily graphical models are used, graph-pattern languages are preferred. The
expressiveness of attribute computations is very important but can be achieved with
both declarative and imperative logic. Parameterization is also very significant, be-
cause the (parameterized) annotations serve as input to the transformation process.

Rule application control is related to the model annotation process. The location
and selection of a rule is defined by the annotation and can thus be considered
deterministic or interactive, even though the annotation process is separated from
the transformation. If the transformation is applied to one location at a time, non-
deterministic algorithm would lead to the same result as deterministic approaches.
In both cases the affected area is well-defined.

Scheduling control of rule sets is not required as only one explicitly selected rule is
applied at one time. Explicit scheduling can also be available within a transforma-
tion rule, for instance in hybrid approaches, which often combine imperative control
elements with declarative transformations. In this case, scheduling is an important
aspect to structure the transformation rule. It is also related to rule parameteri-
zation, because often parameters lead to “if-else” distinctions, which can easily be
handled with control flow constructs.

A major difference between stratification and other model-driven approaches is the
rule organization. In stratification the transformation only affects a part of the
model, other approaches (e.g. most MDA tools) transform the complete model into a
different representation. Their transformation rules are often organized by the source
metamodel, resulting in one transformation rule per type within the metamodel.
Compared to that stratification organizes the rules according to the concerns they
solve. This may rule out structure-driven approaches, which are often organized by
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source metamodel.

The implementation of a concern affects typically only one part of the system while
most parts are copied from the previous stratum during transformation. Although
in-place transformations would simplify transformation rules, they are not necessar-
ily the optimal choice, because source and target are two separate strata within the
stratified architecture. One possible solution is a “deep-copy” mechanism, which
copies the model to the next stratum and then applies the transformation in place.

In order to support strata synchronization and the controlled editing of intermediate
strata, both “target incrementality” and “preservation of user edits” are important
features.

Theoretically, bidirectional transformations can be used to transfer changes back to
more abstract strata. However, as each stratum details one concern, any modifica-
tion to this stratum is related to this concern only, so there is no need to propagate
the changes upwards. Consequently, any change, which is not related to this concern
should be made directly on the correct stratum. The propagation of new elements
to higher strata may pollute these (more abstract) layers with unneeded informa-
tion and is, therefore, not appropriate. Hence, bidirectional transformations are not
required.

This dissertation concentrates on (unidirectional) refinement transformations, which
implement concerns within a stratified architecture. The requirements for abstrac-
tion rules, which “detect” the presence of concerns within an existing software sys-
tem, differ in several ways and are thus subject to future research.

Tracing element transformations from source to target can be implemented in dif-
ferent ways. For instance, Borland Together only produces “trace logs”, which
contain information on the used transformations but they have no effect during sub-
sequent transformations. Other tools (e.g. GReAT, MOLA) use trace data during
the transformation to store auxiliary information, but this data is discarded after
the transformation has finished. In order to support target incrementality, the trace
information has to be stored persistently4. This property of tracing is also required
to support preservation of user-edits and is thus mandatory for stratification.

Based on the criteria, Czarnecki and Helsen [CH06] outlined major categories of
transformation languages. “Low-level” approaches (direct-manipulation, structure-
driven, operational) are not further considered. Although at first sight template-
based model-to-model transformation languages seem to be useful, they cannot be
used for model transformation easily but rather to generate new models. Owing to
the fact that transformations are applied to graphical models, graph-transformation-
based approaches seem a natural choice. This also includes hybrid approaches,
which employ graph-transformation. Czarnecki and Helsen see deficiencies in current

4This is often accomplished by an additional data structure, which connects both models.
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graph-based approaches, because these usually consider only graphs with unordered
edges, making them unpractical for code models such as abstract syntax trees5.
Therefore, other mechanisms to generate code fragments have to be evaluated.

Since primarily models are transformed into models, the model-to-text category is
not directly relevant to architecture stratification. However it becomes relevant,
when the implementation of a concern also includes the creation of code fragments.
These code fragments are also stored within the model. Thus, a code generation
engine needs to be able to access the model to produce the necessary code blocks
and re-integrate the generated code.

The classification scheme by Mens and Van Gorp [MG06] helps to derive a few
additional conclusions, which are outlined in the following.

The abstract description of concerns is based on model annotations, which serve as
input to the transformation process. The transformation then implements the con-
cern, usually by removing the annotations and adding or modifying model elements.
The result of the transformation is a “less abstract” stratum. In the authors’ scheme
this is considered a “vertical” transformation.

The second distinction—syntactical versus semantical transformations—cannot be
decided easily. On the one hand, all strata describe the same, complete system,
on the other hand, the actual implementations—and thus the behavior changing
aspects—only appear after the transformation.

The creation of new transformation rules is considered to be part of the stratification
process. Thus the language is required to be intuitive and easy to learn, because not
only specialized framework and transformation developers but also “regular” system
developers may need to create or refine transformations.

The conclusions, drawn from the two classification schemes, lead to the following
requirements for a model transformation language for stratification.

1. Expressive attribute computation logic and support for parameterization

2. Explicit control structure within the transformation rule

3. Based on graph patterns, preferably with a graphical notation

4. Intuitive and easy to learn syntax

5. Integrated code generation facility

5It has to be noted, that Fujaba and MOFLON [AKRS06] are among the few approaches, which
support ordered sets of edges.
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6. In-place semantics, which modify a “copy” of the model

7. Support for the preservation of user edits

5.4 Analysis of Transformation Languages

Now that the main requirements are defined, adequate transformation languages
are described. The transformation languages marked with an asterix (∗) are part
of tools, which have already been discussed in Section 2.3. With the exception of
some QVT6 implementations, openArchitectureWare, Rational Software Architect
and DoME the languages are research prototypes. After a short introduction and
analysis of each language (in alphabetical order), the table shown in Figure 5.2 gives
an overview.

Atlas Transformation Language (ATL) [JK06b]

ATL is a hybrid language combining OCL-like constructs with basic control flow
mechanisms. It was developed by the ATLAS group7 and was submitted to the initial
QVT “Request for Proposals” [OMG02]. A comparison between the final QVT
standard and ATL was published in 2006 [JK06a]. The textual language employs a
syntax similar to OCL to match and create elements within the model. In addition to
this declarative syntax, the transformation may also contain imperative parts. With
“called rules” other transformations can be executed (similar to procedures), with
“action blocks” the control flow of the transformation rule can be modified (“explicit,
internal scheduling” according to the first classification scheme). The called rules
can also be specified in a native language (e.g. Java). In this case, the complete
model is exported, modified externally and imported again. Although ATL does
not allow in-place transformations, it provides a special “refinement” mode. Here
all elements, which have not been matched by any rule from the applied rule set,
are automatically copied to the target model.

The Atlas Model Weaver (AMW) is a graphical editor for defining relationships be-
tween two metamodels. Based on these relationships ATL rules are created, enabling
a simple transformation between the two metamodels.

Assessment: The mentioned refinement mode seems to be ideally suited for strati-
fication, but actually differs from in-place transformation by only copying elements,

6Query, View, Transformations. A standardized model transformation language, see below.
7“The ATLAS group is an INRIA research team located at the University of Nantes and

linked to the LINA research laboratory.” http://www.sciences.univ-nantes.fr/lina/atl/AMMA/
presentation/ (checked August 2009)

http://www.sciences.univ-nantes.fr/lina/atl/AMMA/presentation/
http://www.sciences.univ-nantes.fr/lina/atl/AMMA/presentation/
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which have not been matched during transformations. Moreover, ATL neither offers
a graphical syntax nor a built-in code generation facility.

Bidirectional Object-Oriented Transformation Language (BOTL) [BM03]

BOTL is a graph-based declarative bidirectional transformation language. Similar
to other graph-based approaches it uses a pattern to define the query in the source.
The target pattern is always completely created and then merged with other target
patterns as well as the target model. The merging is based on key identifiers within
the model. Given the fact that BOTL is a purely declarative approach no control
or scheduling language exists. Restrictions within attribute calculations guarantee
unambiguous results, independent from rule execution order. Furthermore these
restrictions enable bidirectional transformations. The current implementation uses
text based descriptions only, even though a graphical syntax exists.

Assessment: The merging of transformation results with the target model enables
incremental transformations, but it depends on the stability of the employed key
identifiers. This requires careful selection of the attributes, which are used for the
identification. Object names are unsuitable, because the renaming of objects may
result in the creation of superfluous objects. The restricted attribute computation
language and the lack of a control flow language makes the design of transformations
rather complicated.

DOmain Modeling Environment (DoME)∗ [OSBE01]

The primary focus of DoME is the pattern-based implementation of software sys-
tems. Initially developed for internal use at Honeywell International it was later
released to the public. Since 2003 no updates appeared on the website8. Transfor-
mations are based on parameterizable patterns, which are instantiated and merged
with an existing model. The merging is described by portals: “Through portals,
a user completes an instantiation of a pattern or completes the instantiation of a
model with elements from within the pattern.”. The patterns are stored in a library
and contain the templates for code generation.

Assessment: The pattern applications are stored permanently and can be updated,
if the pattern or the parameterization changes. This emulates multi-level modeling
but does not allow the model to be viewed on a higher abstraction level. The
pattern instantiation process is less powerful than a complete model transformation
language, but it offers a good integration with the employed template language.

8Please note, that, the website is unavailable from time to time, check http://www.archive.org
instead.

http://www.archive.org
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Fujaba Story Driven Modeling (SDM)∗ [NNZ00, FNTZ00]

Fujaba provides a graph transformation language named “story driven modeling”,
which is used to model behavior of operations within a software. Implemented by the
Universities of Paderborn, Kassel and Darmstadt, this CASE tool forms the basis for
the stratification implementation presented in this dissertation (cf. Chapter 4). The
applicability for model transformation is demonstrated by Grunske et al. [GGZ+05].
SDM employs extended activity diagrams to describe control flow. Different activity
types are supported (e.g. declarative graph transformations and Java code), new
types can be easily added by using plugins.

Assessment: The main focus of SDM is modeling behavior and not model trans-
formation, therefore some restrictions apply. For instance only endogenous transfor-
mations within one metamodel can be performed. The extensibility of the transfor-
mation language through the use of plugins is not available in the other languages
presented here.

Graph Rewriting and Transformation (GReAT)∗ [AKK+06]

Compared to other graph rewrite languages, the GME plugin GreAT from Vander-
bilt University employs concrete syntax (cf. Section 5.1) to describe transformations.
It allows an arbitrary number of input and output models and uses an additional
non-persistent model, which contains the tracing links and auxiliary elements. Color
coding is used to mark created and deleted objects, for attribute assignment a lan-
guage similar to C++ is available. Each step within the rule has input and output
ports, which are connected to form a data flow diagram. When an output port is
empty, the transformation ends. Specific operations for sequencing, branching and
hierarchical composition enhance the data flow to a full control flow language.

Assessment: Although the concrete syntax is more compact, its use leads to prob-
lems, when defining invisible model artifacts or expressing attribute calculations.
The input and output ports of the transformation steps are quite useful in practice.
In-place or incremental transformations cannot be performed easily and no code
generation facility exists.

MOdel transformation LAnguage (MOLA) [KCS05]

In MOLA, which is developed at the University of Latvia, transformation rules con-
sist of an imperative control flow defined by a structured flowchart. The nodes of
the flowchart are declarative graph transformation patterns, which use a combined,
abstract syntax for LHS and RHS, marking deleted and added elements by using
colors. Furthermore a merged metamodel, containing the source and target meta-
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model, is required. It also contains—similar to GReAT—auxiliary elements and
tracing edges between the metamodels, which can be used during the transforma-
tion. The flowcharts offer loop constructs and the ability to call other rules, which
enables recursion and reuse.

Assessment: MOLA does not consider any type of code generation. Besides that
the language offers a good combination of imperative and declarative constructs,
quite similar to Fujaba’s SDM. Incremental transformation—although possible by
using the tracing data structure—is not implemented, yet. According to the devel-
opers of MOLA, it may require changes to the procedural language or especially
designed transformation rules.

openArchitectureWare (oAW) [HVEK07]

Initiated by the German company B+M Engineering, the now open-source transfor-
mation framework has gained wide acceptance in commercial model-driven devel-
opment projects. It consists of two languages, XTEND for model-to-model trans-
formations and XPAND for model-to-text transformations. XTEND is a textual,
functional language, which is not only used for model transformation but also for
validation (using an OCL-like syntax) and metamodel extension. Both languages
can be combined with a third workflow language. Additionally oAW offers a Java
API for in-place model transformations.

Assessment: XTEND does not offer any graphical syntax and the integration with
XPAND is only indirectly accomplished using the workflow language. Merging of
models is supported, though no true incremental transformation exists. The XTEND
language offers simple control flow statements and calling external Java methods for
more complex transformations.

Query-View-Transformation (QVT) [Fon06, Tel08, KE07, Tat06]

In 2002 OMG issued a “Request for Proposals” [OMG02] concerning a transforma-
tion language based on the existing OMG standards UML and MOF with a primary
focus on MDA. In 2007, the final specification was released [OMG07a]. Depending
on the actual implementation, QVT supports an arbitrary number of input and
output models. In-place transformations can be performed as well by using the
same source and target model. An auxiliary trace data structure can be used to
implement incremental transformations.

QVT consists of several parts. The “operational mapping” specifies a textual proce-
dural language, which uses an extended version of OCL to express transformations
and control structures. Additional constructs enable the reuse of transformations
through composition and extension. Two nearly complete subsets of QVT/oper-
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ational have been implemented by Borland (Together [Fon06], commercial) and
France Telecom R&D (SmartQVT [Tel08], open source).

The second part of QVT is called “relations”. This purely declarative language
defines mappings between models. A graphical syntax is specified, but all known
implementations currently use the textual syntax only. When two models are “re-
lated”, trace information is created automatically allowing subsequent incremental
transformations. Supplementary clauses control the application of relations, however
a full control structure is not available.

The execution and thus the semantics of relations is defined by a mapping to a third
QVT language named “core”. This imperative language can be seen as an inter-
mediate transformation language used to implement other QVT languages, it is not
designed for end users. QVT/relations is available as an open-source implementation
from IKV++ Technologies AG (medini QVT [KE07]) and Tata Consulting (Mod-
elMorf [Tat06]). Yet another implementation is planned by the Eclipse Foundation
and will be realized by OBEO9.

As a fourth language, QVT also allows “blackbox” transformations. They are imple-
mented externally and their only requirement is the ability to deal with MOF/XMI
models. Currently no implementations are known.

Assessment: The operational mapping is a very powerful, yet complex, transfor-
mation language. Due to its design it is limited to a textual syntax. The automatic
population of the trace data structure is only possible with QVT/relations. The
generation of code fragments is neither defined by QVT nor available in current im-
plementations. A separate specification for model-to-text transformations has just
been released [OMG08].

Rational Software Architect (RSA)∗ [SCG+05]

The transformation capabilities of IBM’s RSA stem from different previous products
together with third party frameworks. The pattern engine, available in previous ver-
sions, uses Java for code generation and model transformation. The current release
adds a mapping language, which transforms between rather similar models. This
mechanism is extended by Java code for more complex transformations. Support
for tracing is available but has to be implemented manually. The transformation
engine is based on the Eclipse infrastructure and is primarily designed for one input
and output model. For model-to-text transformations, the Eclipse JET engine10 is
used.

Assessment: Parts of the transformations are specified on a rather high abstraction

9http://www.obeo.fr/ (checked August 2009)
10http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/m2t/?project=jet (checked August 2009)

http://www.obeo.fr/
http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/m2t/?project=jet
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level, but the actual transformations are implemented in Java code on a rather low
level. Integration of code generation through the JET engine is possible but the
integration of both engines is rather low.

Triple Graph Grammars (TGG) [Sch95]

The primary application for Triple Graph Grammars is incremental model synchro-
nization. TGG rules consist not only of LHS and RHS but also of a persistent third
graph, which connects LHS and RHS. The information in this graph can be used
for subsequent incremental transformations and information propagation. Specific
implementation issues for incremental transformations are discussed by Giese and
Wagner [GW06]. TGGs were first described by Schürr [Sch95], implementations now
exist for several tools. One example is the MOF-based metamodeling CASE tool
MOFLON [AKRS06], developed at the TU Darmstadt. It is based on Fujaba and
uses story diagrams as intermediate language to execute model transformations.
TGGs are purely declarative and do not provide any control structure, although
support for it has been discussed by Van Gorp et al. [GMJ06].

Assessment: Similar to QVT/relations and BOTL, TGG is a purely declarative
transformation language without structuring control flow constructs nor direct code
generation facility. The graphical syntax and the use of a persistent tracing structure
are quite powerful constructs, which are ideally suited for synchronization between
strata.

VIsual Automated model TRAnsformations (VIATRA2) [BV06]

This framework, designed at the Budapest University of Technology and Economics
(Department of Measurement and Information Systems), uses a textual graph rewrit-
ing language for transformation. Matching-patterns can be defined recursively in-
cluding negation, which is a very powerful concept. Transformation patterns can
be described separately or combined with the query pattern. In order to support
the reuse of patterns, runtime parameterization and typing of patterns is supported,
effectively creating a “meta-pattern” approach. Control flow is defined through an
abstract state machine (ASM), which also enables calling native Java code for more
complex transformations. Code generation is handled by a template based lan-
guage extension, which is similar to Velocity11. Support for live transformations12

[RBÖV08] was added recently.

Assessment: Even though a graphical syntax exists, the current implementation
uses the textual syntax, only. The integration of the template language merely

11http://velocity.apache.org/ (checked August 2009)
12Live transformations are automatically triggered by model changes.

http://velocity.apache.org/
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supports context transfer towards the template engine and not back to the model.
While incremental transformations are possible, they have to be specified manually
using negative application conditions in order to prevent creation of superfluous
model elements.

Visual Modeling and Transformation System (VMTS) [MLLC06, LLVC06]

VMTS consists of a metamodeling environment and a model transformation facil-
ity based on graph transformation. It was developed at the Budapest University
of Technology and Economics (Department of Automation and Applied Informat-
ics). The source and target patterns are defined separately and so-called “internal
causalities”—specified in a separate dialog—describe the relationships between them
(e.g. links, deletions, creations, etc.). Furthermore, “imperative OCL” constructs
are used to describe attribute calculations. Transformations are organized using the
Visual Control Flow Language (VCFL), which resembles UML activity diagrams
(e.g. decision nodes, split and join nodes). Data flow between transformations is
accomplished by using “external causalities”, which select elements from the RHS
of one rule and pass them on to the LHS of another rule. The transformation lan-
guage is also used for code generation by creating an intermediate model similar to
an abstract syntax tree.

Assessment: The use of separate editor dialogs for relationships and attribute cal-
culations removes important information from the main transformation. Moreover
the surrounding control flow is shown in a separate diagram. Code fragment gener-
ation in the context of stratification requires different mechanisms, which cannot be
implemented using VMTS.

Summary

The table in Figure 5.2 gives an overview of the presented transformation languages.
Implementations supporting textual syntax are marked with a “T”, graphical syntax
is denoted by a “G”. A combination of both is possible. If the graphical syntax is only
described informally with no existing implementation, the “G” is put in parenthesis.

Automatic tracing, which is usually required for incremental transformations, is
only possible in relational/declarative approaches. Most other engines support the
manual creation of a supporting data structure, albeit not all of them store this
structure persistently. An implementation of QVT/relations and QVT/operational
in a single engine is not available, yet. It would combine the advantages of relational
approaches with imperative constructs.

Besides DoME and VIATRA2, no integration of a code generation facility with a
model transformation language is available. Both are not directly capable of trans-
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ferring the generated code back to the model. The partly contradictory requirements
of in-place semantics and incremental transformation are also not satisfied by the
evaluated tools.

The reference implementation, described in Chapter 4, is based on the CASE tool
Fujaba. Despite the fact, that story diagrams do not fulfill all of the stated re-
quirements, Fujaba’s open plugin architecture provides an ideal basis to extend the
transformation language in order to satisfy the demands of stratification.

Fujaba already meets the requirements 1 to 4. An expressive, Java-based com-
putation logic and an explicit control structure are available, the transformations
are graph-pattern based and use a graphical notation. Finally, the combination
employed is easy to understand as it contains only few language constructs. The
remaining requirements 5 to 7 are discussed in the following sections.

5.5 Story Diagrams and Model Transformations

Section 4.2 gave an introduction to story diagrams. This section shows, how they
can not only be used to describe method behavior but also to describe model trans-
formations. The story diagram itself describes the control flow, while the activities
within the diagram (e.g. story patterns or statement activities) specify the object
manipulations. The following paragraphs explain the relevant concepts of object
manipulation using story diagrams and story patterns.

Figure 5.3: Fujaba’s story pattern transition editor

The edges between activities are called transitions and can be edited using the
transition editor dialog shown in Figure 5.3. If an activity has more than one
outgoing transitions, the guard conditions on each transition are evaluated. The
popup menu in Figure 5.3 lists the available guard options. “Success” and “Failure”
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are used in conjunction with story patterns. “Each Time” and “End (for all)” are
used to construct loops. An example for this can be found in Figure 4.3 on page 60.
“Else” and “Boolean Expression” enable branching. “Exception” and “Finally” are
available for Java exception handling.

The model transformation is performed by story patterns, which match, modify or
delete existing objects or add new ones. Story patterns consist of objects and links,
both are specified using editor dialogs, which are described in the following.

Figure 5.4: Fujaba’s story pattern object editor

The editor dialog for objects is shown in Figure 5.4. All objects within a story
diagram are assigned to a local variable, whose name is specified in the name field.
In order to reuse an object, which was already assigned to a local variable in a
previous story pattern, the state of the object can be set to “bound”.

The three modifiers “None”, “Create” and “Destroy” denote the matching, the
creation and the destruction of an object. The “None” modifier can be combined
with the “Negative” constraint to express negative application conditions. The
constraint “Optional” used in conjunction with “None” or “Destroy” continues the
execution of the story pattern even though an object has not been matched. In
conjunction with “Create” it creates the object only, if it was not found.

Objects also contain an attribute section, in which boolean guard expressions for
the matching can be defined and attribute values set. The syntax is based on Java
and regular expressions.

The link editor dialog, shown in Figure 5.5, has options similar to the object editor,
although here the link name refers to the association, which has to be used. The
dialog lists all available associations existing between the two adjacent types. Path
expressions can be specified as well (not shown in the figure).

The objects and links used in story patterns are instantiated from classes and asso-
ciations, which are contained in class diagrams. This is enforced by Fujaba’s story
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Figure 5.5: Fujaba’s story pattern link editor

pattern editors, which shows only types, attributes and associations available in the
underlying class hierarchy.

This relationship between classes and objects is similar to metaclasses (the structural
elements of metamodels) and model elements. Thus, if a class diagram depicts a
metamodel, story patterns can be used to describe model transformations, which
conform to this metamodel.

Transformer::transform (cld: UMLClassDiagram): Void

«create»
hasInMethods

hasInElements
cld UMLClass:c

:=name

UMLMethod:m
«create»

"get()"

name.endsWith("Singleton") == true

Figure 5.6: Model transformation using a story diagram

To illustrate this approach, Figure 5.6 shows a transformation of a model conforming
to Fujaba’s UML metamodel. In order to start the matching process, an initial
element has to be given as a parameter, in this case a class diagram, which is
assigned to the variable cld. The link hasInElements and the UMLClass object
c check for the presence of a class within the diagram. The guard attribute checks
(by using Java code), whether the name of the class ends with “Singleton”. If this
is the case, a new method m with the name “get()” is created and added to the class
c.
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In addition to graphical model transformation using story patterns, Fujaba’s state-
ment activities can be used to describe transformations textually using Java code.
This alternative can be used for transformations, which are not easily specified
graphically. It also enables access to external Java libraries.

5.6 Integration into SPin

The previous section outlined, how story diagrams can be used to describe model
transformations. In this section, the integration of this approach into SPin is de-
scribed. First the handling of strata using project files is discussed, then the support
for reconstructing class diagrams from Java classes using introspection. The section
closes with a description of the tool support for editing and exporting transformation
rules.

5.6.1 Strata and Project Files

SPin stores each stratum in a separate project file. Instead of a “deep-copy” algo-
rithm, which copies the contents of a stratum to the subjacent13 stratum, the project
file is copied on file-system level and after that the transformation is performed in
place. This meets the “in-place semantics” requirement, stated in Section 5.3.

SPin automatically creates new project files as needed. The employed naming
scheme also enables the insertion of new strata without the need for renaming files
or central registries. Each project file name within a stratified architecture consists
of the original project name, a high and a low bit-field and a version number. An
example is shown in Figure 5.7.

example︸ ︷︷ ︸
project name

higher bit field︷ ︸︸ ︷
000001@ 000000︸ ︷︷ ︸

lower bit field
@

version number︷︸︸︷
v0 .fpr

Figure 5.7: SPin’s project file name structure

The following rules are evaluated to determine the project’s file name during trans-
formation:

1. If a new stratum b is added below the most concrete stratum a, the higher
bit-field of a is increased by one and assigned to b.

13The adjacent, less abstract
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2. If the stratum b has already been created before, only its version number is
increased by one.

3. If a stratum b has to be inserted between strata a and c, the bit-fields of a
are concatenated and added to the concatenated bit-fields of c. The sum is
divided by 2 (by shifting the bit-field to the right) resulting in the new bit-field
of b14.

Using this algorithm, the strata can always be sorted by their concatenated bit-
field. The implementation currently uses 6 bits for both the high and low bit-
field providing room for at least 26 = 64 strata. These stratum identifiers are also
necessary to provide traceability support for stratification, which is explained in
Section 5.8.

5.6.2 Metamodel synchronization

Fujaba does not offer a metamodel interchange format. Its ASG and UML meta-
models are “hardcoded” into the application and any metamodel extension is based
on Java classes, as well. These Fujaba specific classes can be generated automatically
from class diagrams, which is useful when developing Fujaba plugins.

In order to allow automated type checking in story diagrams, the necessary meta-
model elements have to be present in the current project. As the original class
diagram may not be available, SPin uses a different mechanism to create the re-
quired metamodels. The responsible VMSynchronizer15 class employs the Java Re-
flection API to infer classes, attributes and associations from the metamodel classes
exported by Fujaba.

Its functionality is useful during the modeling of applications, when reference classes
(e.g. from the Java class library) are needed. Figure 5.8 illustrates this using
an example. To the left, a class diagram is shown, which contains an interface
from the Java API (javax.swing.tree.TreeModel)16 and the implementing class
MyTreeModel. To implement the interface correctly, certain methods have to be
added. Instead of checking the Java documentation, the developer chooses “sync
with VM” from the context menu and the relevant methods are added automatically.
The result can be seen on the right of Figure 5.817

14Example: a = 010@000, c = 011@000. a + c = 101000. After shift right: b = 010@100.
15The name is derived from the Java Virtual Machine and the “synchronization” with the meta-

model.
16The Fujaba-specific stereotype <<reference>> disables code generation for this class.
17After the synchronization, a separate function can be used to add unimplemented methods to

the class MyTreeModel.
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Void :)Object:p2,TreePath:p1 (valueForPathChanged

Integer :)Object:p1 (getChildCount
Integer :)Object:p2,Object:p1 (getIndexOfChild

Boolean :)Object:p1 (isLeaf

Void :)TreeModelListener:p1 (addTreeModelListener

Void :)TreeModelListener:p1 (removeTreeModelListener

Object :)Integer:p2,Object:p1 (getChild

Object :) (getRoot

TreeModel

«reference»

«interface»

MyTreeModel

TreeModel

«reference»

«interface»

MyTreeModel

Figure 5.8: Example of the VMSynchronizer

SPin uses this technique to create a class diagram containing the Fujaba UML
metamodel and the SPin refinement metamodel. After this, automatic type checking
is available within the story patterns. This simplifies the creation of transformations
and avoids typing problems.

5.6.3 Transformation Rules

The SPin plugin for Fujaba provides several utility functions to handle transforma-
tion rules. Rules are stored in Fujaba projects, and the rule creation is simplified by
a setup wizard. After starting the wizard from the class diagram context menu, a
name for the rule needs to be supplied. SPin creates the necessary metamodels (see
above), a class diagram containing the transformation rule class and a story diagram
for the method apply(annotation: RAnnotation) of that class (cf. Section 4.6).
The diagram already contains the basic matching-pattern for the rule and three
example activities. One for textual transformation using Java code, one for code
generation using Futemplerator (cf. Section 5.7) and a story pattern. The context
menu provides additional options to add links and parameters to the matching-
pattern. An example rule with one annotation link is shown in Figure 5.9. As
the rule implements a concern, the concern description using the annotation is not
needed anymore and is consequently removed from the model. This is denoted by
the red “destroy” label.

The rule can be modified as needed and exported using a toolbar icon. The Java
code is created, compiled and added to the rule library. It is available immediately
for transformation. To test a transformation rule, an annotation with the neces-
sary links and parameters has to be added to a new class diagram. If an XML file
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]success[

]failure[

RRExample::apply (element: FElement): Boolean UserMessage.error(this, "Initial pattern matching failed. Recheck annotation parameters.");

false

## Insert Velocity Template Code here.

de.uni_paderborn.fujaba.uml.behavior.UMLStatement :aStatement =resultparam__[req]
newMethod =de.uni_paderborn.fujaba.uml.structure.UMLMethod :targetparam__[req]

»SPin_AddStatement«

// Insert Java code that transforms model textually here.

«destroy»

annotation

Use story patterns like this to perform visual model transformations. true

hasInReferences

haveASGAdapter

hasInLinks

modelRootNodes hasInElements

UMLProject:project

RLinkToASGElement:targetMethodAdapter
"targetMethod"==targetRoleName

RLink:targetMethodLink

UMLMethod:targetMethodMethod

UMLClassDiagram:classdiagram

this.getName()==name

element)RAnnotation(:=annotation

This first pattern matches the annotation structure.

Figure 5.9: An example transformation rule with one annotation link

describing the rule metadata (cf. Section 4.7) is available, the link and parameter
names and types can be filled in automatically. By choosing “refine” from the con-
text menu of the annotation the transformation is executed. Debugging is currently
limited to the source code level using standard Java IDEs (e.g. Eclipse).

5.7 Integrating Code Generation into Story Diagrams

In this section requirement 5 (“Integrated code generation facility”, cf. Section 5.3)
is discussed. This section is based on the paper “Integrating Template based Code
Generation into Graphical Model Transformation” [Gir08]. First the need for an
integrated code generation facility is motivated by an example. Then criteria for a
code generation language are discussed, followed by a description of the integration
into the main transformation language. The section closes with the description of
some language extensions and a discussion on performance issues.

5.7.1 Motivation for a Code Generation Facility

To model method behavior, Fujaba supports plain Java code blocks within activity
diagrams. These statement activities also forms the basis of the hook spot concept,
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described in Section 3.6. Generated code is separated from editable code by placing
it in separate statement activities within the same activity diagram. This enables a
clean separation of generated and hand-written code without the need of artificial
code comments used by other round-trip capable modeling tools18.

The implementation of a concern not only involves the transformation of the model
but also the generation of code blocks. The following example is related to the user
interface of an application and implements—based on a given data model class—a
Java Swing dialog, which displays appropriate edit fields for the attributes of the
class.

target

Boolean :hidden
Integer :age

String :surname
String :name

Person

SwingDataDialog

Figure 5.10: Swing Data Dialog: The annotated class diagram

The class diagram in Figure 5.10 shows the data model class “Person” and a “Swing-
DataDialog” annotation, which represents and parameterizes the concern. The an-
notation link “target” tells the annotation for which class a dialog has to be imple-
mented.

The concern is implemented by executing the transformation associated with the
annotation “SwingDataDialog” resulting in the diagram shown in Figure 5.11. On
the right side the transformed class diagram, on the left the generated code of the
created methods is shown. As can be seen, two classes, an association, a gener-
alization and several methods along with their method bodies have been created.
In order to describe this transformation, a language is needed, which supports the
transformation of primarily graphical models and the ability to generate source code
blocks.

As can be seen in this example, concern implementation primarily involves the
creation of new code fragments, which are connected to methods within the model.
If a method already contains code blocks, new blocks are inserted before or after one
of the existing blocks. The transformation of existing code is not within the focus
of this thesis. Possible applications are discussed in Section 7.2.

Figure 5.12 shows an excerpt of the story diagram describing the transformation.
The first story pattern within the diagram matches the structure shown in Fig-
ure 5.10. When the transformation is initiated, it finds the annotation object within
the class diagram and binds the variable “targetClass” to the destination of the

18These tools insert special markup code with “do not edit” comments into the code in order to
prevent the user from editing this regions.
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super();
setTitle("Person editor");

getRootPane().setBorder(BorderFactory.
               createEmptyBorder(10,10,3,10));
GridBagLayout layout = new GridBagLayout();
setLayout(layout);
GridBagConstraints gbConstraints =
      new GridBagConstraints();
gbConstraints.fill = GridBagConstraints.HORIZONTAL;
...
cancelButton.addActionListener(new ActionListener(){
   public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) {
      cancelPressed();
   }
});

if (model != null) {
   model.setName(nameTextField.getText());
   model.setSurname(surnameTextField.getText());
   try {
      model.setAge(Integer.parseInt(a
geTextField.getText()));
   }
   catch (NumberFormatException e) {
      // ignore it
     -- wrongly formated integers will be unchanged
   }
}

if (model != null) {
   nameTextField.setText(model.getName());
   surnameTextField.setText(model.getSurname());
   ageTextField.setText(Integer.
             toString(model.getAge()));
}

updateModel();
dispose();

dispose();
model

JFrame

«reference»

Boolean :hidden
Integer :age

String :surname
String :name

Person

Void :) (updateModel
Void :) (update

Void :) (cancelPressed
Void :) (okPressed

) (AddressGUI

JTextField :hiddenTextField
JTextField :ageTextField

JTextField :surnameTextField
JTextField :nameTextField

PersonGUI

Figure 5.11: Swing Data Dialog: The result after the transformation

annotation link “target” (in this case the class “Person”)19. In the following, the
state of a transformation rules—which contains all bound objects—is called the
“context”. The next story pattern, marked with a double border (denoting a “for
each” activity), searches for all attributes within “targetClass”. For each element
found, it executes the third story pattern, which creates a new private attribute and
attaches it to the class ”gui”20.

To fully implement the concern, code for the construction of the dialog and its
behavior has to be generated as well. Although in principle possible the generation
of these code fragments using story patterns is rather cumbersome. Thus, different
means for code generation are needed. Two different approaches can be envisioned:

• The code generation is separated from the model transformation. This ap-
proach is taken by most model-driven development tools such as openArchi-
tectureWare. A common technique with these tools is to apply several model
transformation and use a final code generation steps to generate the executable
code. Fujaba already supports this procedure with its CodeGen plugins.

• An alternative is the integration of a code generation facility into the main
transformation language. The transformation tools DoME and VIATRA2—
described in Section 5.4—follow this approach. This enables the direct transfer

19The intermediate object “targetAdapter” is needed for technical reasons.
20The creation of the class “gui” is not shown in this diagram.
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]end[

]each time[

hasInAttributes
UMLAttr:attrtargetClass

«create» isOfType

«create»hasInAttributes

«create»

UMLAttr.PRIVATE:=visibility
attr.getName() + "TextField":=name

UMLAttr:textField
jTextFieldType

gui

...

...

]failure[
false

hasInReferences

haveASGAdapter

this.getName()==name

element)RAnnotation(:=annotation
hasInLinks

RLinkToASGElement:targetAdapter

"target"==targetRoleName

RLink:targetLink

UMLClass:targetClass

RRSwingDataDialog::apply (element: FElement): Boolean

Figure 5.12: Swing Data Dialog: An excerpt of the transformation rule

of the transformation context between the model transformation and the code
generation.

Although stratification also uses multiple model transformations, code generation
is not only required in the last step. Each concern implementation transforms the
model and also generates code. Hence, an integrated approach is preferred. The
described context transfer removes the need to rematch any elements created during
model transformation within the code generation in order to attach code fragments
to them or obtain parameters from the annotation.

A simple solution for the integration of code generation into story diagrams is the
use of statement activities, which contain Java code. Using this approach, the code
has to be created ”manually”. Figure 5.13 shows a statement activity, which creates
the code for the method updateModel(). The activity is simply included into the
control flow of the main transformation shown in Figure 5.12.

This approach has several disadvantages: The multi-line string has to be concate-
nated manually, quotes and line ends have to be escaped and the mixture of the
executing Java code and the Java code to be generated is confusing. In the follow-
ing section the selection of a more suitable language is discussed. After that, the
integration into story diagrams is presented.
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String modelSetCode = "";
for (Iterator i = targetClass.iteratorOfAttrs(); i.hasNext(); attr = (UMLAttr) i.next())
{

if (attr.getAttrType().getName().equals("Integer"))
{

modelSetCode += "try {\n model.set" + attr.getName() +
"(Integer.parseInt(" + attr.getName() + "TextField.getText()));\n"
+ "   }\n   catch (NumberFormatException e) {\n" +
"   // ignore it -- wrongly formated integers will be unchanged\n}";

}
else if (attr.getAttrType().getName().equals("String"))
{

modelSetCode += "model.set" + attr.getName() + "TextField.getText());\n";
}

}

UMLStatementActivity updateModelMethodBody =
ActivityDiagramHelper.insertStatementAtStartOfMethod
(updateModelMethod, "updateModelMethodBody", modelSetCode);

Figure 5.13: A statement activity responsible for code generation

5.7.2 Criteria for a Code Generation Language

As argued in the previous section, concern implementation mainly requires code
generation and not transformation. Transformation of existing code would require
tokenization and a more detailed representation of the code (e.g. by using abstract
syntax trees) and is out-of-scope for this thesis. As a consequence, the textual
representation is sufficient for stratification. Concern implementations can be seen
as codified best practices and patterns. The created code fragments can thus be
taken from previous implementations and only minor changes are required to adapt
this code to the situation at hand.

Template based approaches are ideally suited for this situation as they produce
parameterized text blocks. This is accomplished by mixing the output text with
control elements, which are evaluated during runtime and insert computed results
into the output.

Depending on the control elements needed and the type of the output text (struc-
tured XML, unstructured plain text, source code, etc.) different approaches exist.
In his bachelor thesis Bausch evaluated existing template languages according to the
following criteria [Bau07]:

Integrability Availability of an API to control the template execution from Java
in order to incorporate it in the transformation rule. Easily integrable into
Fujaba.

Context Transfer Access to Java runtime objects (either direct or via introspec-
tion). The parameters of the graphical transformation rule should be easily
transferable to the template. The template output needs to be transferred
back to the rule.
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Control Elements Support for if/else constructs, loops and macros.

Syntax Simple markup model21. Suitable for Java code generation.

The evaluation started with a collection of 19 languages, presented by the web site
java-source.net22. Some languages were discarded, as their XML based syntax is
unsuitable for code generation or the template engine was not available for download
anymore. The popular engines JET and Xpand2 were added to the list. Table
Figure 5.14 gives an overview of the evaluated languages.

A full evaluation revealed, that JET and Xpand2 were not suitable for integration
into fujaba, because of their tight coupling with Eclipse. The remaining languages
are primarily geared towards generation of web pages. One exception is Velocity,
which already proved its capabilities for Java code generation, for instance in Fujaba
itself, where the plugin CodeGen2 [GSR05] uses Velocity to generate the executable
code for Fujaba models. This existing implementation simplified the integration into
Fujaba, hence Velocity was chosen.

Velocity is an interpreted template language. Markup is needed only for variables
and control elements, the remaining text is copied verbatim to the output including
line breaks. Listing 5.1 shows the Velocity template creating the same code as the
statement activity in Figure 5.13.

1 i f ( model != nu l l ) {
2 #foreach ( $a t t r in $ ta rg e tC la s s . i t e r a t o rO fAt t r s ( ) )
3 #i f ( $a t t r . AttrType .Name == ” In t eg e r ” )
4 t ry {
5 model . s e t $ { a t t r .Name . sub s t r i ng (0 , 1 ) . toUpperCase ( ) }${ a t t r .Name . sub s t r i ng (1 ) }(

In t eg e r . pa r s e In t ( ${ a t t r .Name}TextFie ld . getText ( ) ) ) ;
6 }
7 catch ( NumberFormatException e ) {
8 // i gno re i t −− wrongly formated i n t e g e r s w i l l be unchanged
9 }

10 #e l s e i f ( $a t t r . AttrType .Name == ” St r ing ” )
11 model . s e t $ { a t t r .Name . sub s t r i ng (0 , 1 ) . toUpperCase ( ) }${ a t t r .Name . sub s t r i ng (1 ) }( ${

a t t r .Name}TextFie ld . getText ( ) ) ;
12 #end
13 #end
14 }

Listing 5.1: The Velocity template equivalent to Figure 5.13

Control elements start with a #, variable references with a $. Attribute values
are determined by using Java introspection. Calls to Java methods (including side
effects) are possible, as well. Compared to Figure 5.13 the template provides cleaner
separation of fixed and variable text.

21Template languages employ markup characters, which separate control elements from remain-
ing text.

22http://java-source.net/open-source/template-engines (checked August 2009)

http://java-source.net/open-source/template-engines
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5.7.3 Integrating Templates into Story Diagrams

Similar to statement activities, templates are integrated into story diagrams as a new
activity type. The Fujaba plugin “Futemplerator” (Fujaba Template generator)—
developed as part of a bachelor thesis [Bau07]—extends the Fujaba metamodel for
story diagrams with a new template activity and adds the visualization and code
generation to it.

In order to execute transformation rules, the associated story diagram is transformed
into executable Java code. This step is performed by the Fujaba plugin CodeGen2
[GSR05]. Futemplerator provides the necessary files for CodeGen2 to enable the
transformation from template activities to Java code.

In addition to the Velocity template, the new activity supports the specification
of template parameters. Figure 5.15 shows such a template activity. The upper
compartment contains a popup menu where a stereotype can be selected. This
template stereotype describes further processing of the output generated by the
template. It also defines a set of template parameters, which are displayed in the
middle compartment.

stereotype

parameters

template

if (model != null) {
#foreach( $attr in $targetClass.iteratorOfAttrs() )
#if( $attr.AttrType.Name == "Integer" )
   try {
      model.set${attr.Name}(Integer.parseInt(${attr.Name}TextField.getText()));
   }
   catch (NumberFormatException e) {
      // ignore it -- wrongly formated integers will be unchanged
   }
#elseif( $attr.AttrType.Name == "String" )
   model.set${attr.Name}(${attr.Name}TextField.getText());
#end
#end
}

 :updateModelMethodBody =newStatementparam__
updateModelMethod =targetparam__

SPin_StatementAtStartOfMethod«

UMLStatementActivity

»

Figure 5.15: The template activity equivalent to Figure 5.13

The template stereotype SPin_StatementAtStartOfMethod for example inserts a
new code block at the beginning of the method referred to by param__target23.
The new code block is assigned to a local variable whose name is defined by param

__newStatement. This enables further use of the created code block in the remaining
transformation rule. For instance the stereotype SPin_StatementAfterCodeBlock

inserts a statement after an existing block. In order to reference this block, a
reference to the aforementioned code block is needed.

Futemplerator already provides several stereotypes for different purposes, more defi-

23The prefix "param " was chosen to prevent name clashing with other variables.
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nitions can be added easily. Information on the extensible stereotype concept follows
in Section 5.7.5.

5.7.4 Context Transfer between Model and Template

In comparison to languages, which separate model transformation from code gener-
ation by providing two separate languages, the integrated approach—described in
the previous section—enables co-evolution of model and code. An important aspect
of this integration is the ability to transfer the context of the transformation (e.g.
model elements bound or created during the transformation) to the template engine
and attach the created code fragments to the model. As the graphical model trans-
formation is executed by the Java Virtual Machine (JVM), a mechanism is needed,
which transfers the context or state of the JVM to the Velocity Template Engine
(VTE). The VTE evaluates the template and returns the created code to the JVM,
which integrates it into the model.

Velocity is an interpreted language and is executed separately with no direct access
to the JVM. Hence, the context of the graphical transformation has to be fed man-
ually into the the VTE context. In addition, the parameters defined in the middle
compartment of the template activity are transferred.

Referring back to the example in the previous section consider the middle story
pattern within the transformation rule in Figure 5.12 on Page 98. The matched
attribute attr is reused in the template activity in Figure 5.15 on Page 102 to
determine the type and the name of the attribute.

The graphical transformation description is translated to executable Java code using
the CodeGen2 plugin. The plugin ensures, that all objects of the story diagram
have a local variable name and are added to a list. When a template activity is
reached, the variables of the list are copied to the VTE context. After the template
evaluation, the variables are retransferred back to the JVM. The latter step allows
back-propagation of template evaluation side effects (e.g. creation of new elements).

This process is visualized in Figure 5.16. It shows the behavior of the code, which
is created for a template activity. This code is inserted into the executable transfor-
mation rule24. The diagram is divided into three “swim lanes” for data residing in
the file system, the Java Virtual Machine and the Velocity Template Engine. The
arrows denote control and data flow within the diagram, the rectangular pins on the
left side of an activity show “data-in” and “-out” ports. In addition to the UML 2
notation, activities have a step counter in the upper left corner.

In the first step, macro definitions are taken from the file system and prepended
to the template code from the template activity. The use of macros is discussed in

24This is accomplished by adding an additional code template to CodeGen2.
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Section 5.7.6. After the initialization of the VTE in step 2 its context is populated
with local variables and template activity parameters. It is followed in step 4 by
the template evaluation and then the retransferral of the context back to the JVM.
The result of the evaluation is processed by template stereotype definitions, which
are described in the next section.

Java Virtual Machine (JVM) Velocity Template Engine (VTE)

The template code is taken from the 
activity and prepended with macro 

definitions.

A new Velocity Template Engine
is initialized.

The VTE context is populated. This 
includes template activity 

parameters and local variables of 
the transformation rule.

The template is evaluated by the VTE, 
the output written to a local variable.

The context of the VTE is transferred 
back to the JVM.

Depending on the stereotype of the 
template activity a stereotype definition 

is loaded and the template output is 
processed.

«datastore»
local variables

ta: TemplateActivity

»«stereotype
parameters

template

File System

«datastore»
macro

definitions

«datastore»
stereotype
definitions {filename=

ta.stereotype +".vm"}

parameters

template

1

2

3

4

5

6

template
output

template
output

Figure 5.16: Control and data flow within a template activity [Gir08]

5.7.5 Template Stereotypes

The example in Section 5.7.1 already illustrated the use of template stereotypes.
Their application is not limited to code generation, they can also be used for the
generation of other artifacts (e.g. build scripts or configuration files). As the list
of template stereotypes is extensible, additional functionalities can be implemented
easily.
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1 #se t ( $ r e s u l t = $imports . addToImports (” java . i o . F i l eWr i t e r ”) )
2 F i l e f u t e m p l e r a t o r f i l e w r i t e r = new Fi l eWr i t e r ( $ !{ param f i l ename }) ;
3 f u t e m p l e r a t o r f i l e w r i t e r . wr i t e ( futemplerator templateOutput ) ;
4 f u t e m p l e r a t o r f i l e w r i t e r . c l o s e ( ) ;

Listing 5.2: Stereotype template: Filewriter.vm

Each stereotype is defined by two files: A Velocity template and an XML parame-
ter definition file. The list of available stereotypes can be extended by providing a
simple Fujaba plugin containing these files and a few lines of code, which attach an
additional search path to Futemplerator. The new stereotypes appear in the popup
folder at the top of each template activity. During the creation of the transforma-
tion rule the template associated with the selected stereotype is parsed (step 6 in
Figure 5.16). Listing 5.2 shows an example stereotype template, which writes the
output from step 4 to the file specified by param__filename.

When the stereotype template shown in Listing 5.2 is parsed, param__filename is
replaced by the parameter value and the result is inserted into the model trans-
formation code. During execution of the model transformation, this code instanti-
ates a FileWriter and writes the output (contained in the variable futemplerator

templateOutput) to the file.

A stereotype template is supplemented by an XML file describing the mandatory
and optional parameter names and types along with a help text displayed as a tool
tip within the template activity. When the stereotype is selected, the parameters
are added automatically to the template activity. Listing 5.3 shows the parameter
definition file for the template from Listing 5.2.

1 <?xml ve r s i on =”1.0” encoding=”UTF−8”?>
2 <fpd : params xmlns : fpd=”http :// fu temple ra to r . s f . net / . . . >
3 <fpd : param name = ” f i l ename ”
4 type = ” java . lang . S t r ing ”
5 d e f au l t = ”&quot ; output . txt&quot ; ”
6 d e s c r i p t i o n = ” St r ing s p e c i f y i n g the name o f the output f i l e . ” />
7 </fpd : params>

Listing 5.3: Stereotype parameter definition file: Filewriter.params

The implementation of the stereotype concept is very flexible and allows other ap-
plications outside the actual code or text generation. For instance the stereotype
“UserMessage” can be used to create messages during transformation. These mes-
sage are linked to model elements and can remind the developer to finish parameter-
ization of created objects (e.g. fill in annotation parameters or add manual written
code to hook spots).
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5.7.6 Template Macro Definitions

Step 1 in Figure 5.16 mentions the inclusion of macros. Velocity supports the defini-
tion of macros, which can be used similar to functions. Futemplerator automatically
includes a set of global macros and macros specific to certain stereotypes in the tem-
plate code. For instance, the stereotype templates for SPin provide macros, which
ease the development of transformation rules. As an example, the macro in List-
ing 5.4 helps to add import statements to a class. Macros are called from templates
by prepending their name with a # (e.g. #addToImports("java.util.Iterator")).
The example also shows additional uses of Velocity in addition to plain code gener-
ation. Its ability to call Java methods from a template is used to add the import
entries to a model class.

#macro ( addToImports $text )
#s e t ( $ r e s u l t = $umlFactory . addToImportedClasses ( ${ param target } , $ ! t ex t )

)
#end

Listing 5.4: Macro definition: addToImports.vm

5.7.7 Measuring Transformation Performance

The previous sections presented two alternatives for code generation: compilable
statement activities (shown in Figure 5.13) and interpreted template activities (List-
ing 5.1). Bausch [Bau07] compared both alternatives in a synthetic benchmark,
which measured the execution time of n activities within a story diagram. The
overhead generated by the Velocity engine resulted—for very large n—in a rather
poor performance of the template activities.

In order to verify the feasibility of template activities for model transformation a
more realistic comparison was undertaken. Two transformation rules, which create n
methods and add them to an existing class were built. One uses statement activities
and the other template activities to create the code added to the methods.

Figure 5.17 shows the execution times for each activity type, when creating n meth-
ods on a Core 2 Duo 2.33 GHz machine. The time includes the complete transfor-
mation process (loading the transformation rule, copying the stratum, transforming
the model).

A single transformation rule seldom contains more than a dozen template activities.
Even when considering that several transformations have to be re-executed when the
developer switches to a lower stratum, the total count of code generation does not
exceed 1000. Thus the chosen sample sizes are sufficient. Within the complete trans-
formation process, the delay resulting from the use of interpreted template activities
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n 100 200 500

statement activity 1,49 sec 5,18 sec 35,11 sec
template activity 2,32 sec 5,80 sec 37,42 sec

Figure 5.17: Execution time of statement activity vs. template activity

is negligible. Bausch [Bau07] also conducted an analysis of memory consumption,
which did not reveal any specific differences between the two approaches.

5.8 Preservation of User Edits

The last remaining requirement from Section 5.3 (support for the preservation of
user edits) is discussed in this section. One way to achieve it, is the use of target
incremental transformation, which update an existing model without destroying any
manual modifications.

The existing problems with target incremental transformations are analyzed first.
This leads to the use of traceability concepts in model transformation, which are
discussed in Section 5.8.2. Here existing solutions from other transformation lan-
guages are presented. After detailing the special properties for stratification in Sec-
tion 5.8.3, the implemented solution is described in Sections 5.8.4 to 5.8.6. Related
work is discussed in Section 5.8.7.

5.8.1 Target Incremental Transformations

As already stated in the summary of Section 5.4, target incrementality prohibits the
prerequisite for “in-place semantics”. If a model is modified in-place, the source
information is destroyed, making incremental transformations impossible. SPin
resolves this by duplicating the project file. The source information is retained,
but with this solution each subsequent transformation duplicates the project anew,
which in turn prevents target incrementality.

The table in Figure 5.18 lists the different model modifications and how target
incremental transformations have to deal with them. It has to be noted, that any
combination of these modifications is possible as well. When modifications are only
applied to the source model (type SM) or the transformation rule (type TR), the
target model can be created from scratch. If the target model is modified as well
(type TM), incremental transformations are necessary. Type TR is not considered by
current transformation engines, but is highly relevant for model-driven approaches,
where updated transformations are required to deal with new framework revisions
of the destination platform.
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type applied modification transformation

SM source model update target model
TR transformation rule update target model
TM target model detect and resolve conflicts

Figure 5.18: Table of target incrementality requiring scenarios

For type TM two scenarios have to be taken into account. The first is model syn-
chronization, where the transformations are usually applied in both directions and
any changes are propagated to the other model. This often implies, that both mod-
els are on the same abstraction level and the transformation can thus be classified
as horizontal according to the scheme described in Section 5.2. The second sce-
nario entails stepwise refinement with vertical refinement transformations. Here,
the modifications in the target model are not transformed back to the source model
(cf. Section 5.3).

Independent of the scenario the changes applied to the target model fall into two
categories. The first category contains modifications of generated elements. Here,
conflicts during incremental transformations are to be expected and they are usually
handled by defining a dominant model. If the source is dominant, the transforma-
tion overwrites the modifications. If the target is dominant, the modifications are
retained. Both variants may lead to inconsistent models.

Changes from the second category are model amendments. If these new model ele-
ments are part-of or related-to generated model elements, they may also be affected
by incremental transformations. For instance when the transformation removes or
renames elements in the target model.

As argued in Section 3.6, stratification supports “controlled editing” of strata. This
prohibits—with the exception of hook spots—the editing of generated elements and
only allows the addition of new elements. Thus, changes in the target model only
belong to the second category.

The main challenge in implementing incremental transformations is to detect the
changes in the source model and to update the right target elements accordingly. In
order to find the right elements, some kind of connection between source and target
has to exist. This intermodel relationship is often called traceability. The following
section describes this concept and its application to model transformation.

5.8.2 Traceability and Model Transformation

Traceability is often related to requirement traceability, which—according to Gotel
and Finkelstein [GF94]—“...refers to the ability to describe and follow the life of
a requirement, in both a forwards and backwards direction.” Applied to software
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artifacts in general, traceability helps to relate elements within and between these ar-
tifacts. A discussion of the different applications of traceability, associated problems
and implementation techniques can be found in “Model traceability” [ARNRSG06].

In the context of model transformation, traceability information connects the source
with the target model. The granularity of this information can range from coarse
(rule level, e.g. which transformation was applied) to fine (element level, e.g. which
source element is related to which target element). This information can be stored
permanently or only during rule application. In order to implement target incre-
mental transformations, fine grained, permanent relationships are required.

The trace information can be represented in different ways. An overview is given
by Espinoza et al. [EAG06] and Aizenbud-Reshef et al. [ARNRSG06]. The trans-
formation languages, described in Section 5.4 employ different techniques to create
this data. The automatic generation of traceability information is only available
in declarative languages such as QVT, TGG and BOTL. In other languages it is
necessary to create the traceability information manually using the transformation
language.

Only a few transformation languages currently support incremental transformations.
VIATRA2 [BV06] enables incremental updates using live transformation. A sim-
ilar approach—with a planned implementation for Fujaba—is described by Varró
[Var04].

Triple Graph Grammars [Sch95] use a separate graph to store traceability informa-
tion, which enables bidirectional incremental transformation. The QVT/relations
implementation from IKV++ [KE07] supports the QVT feature “incremental up-
date”25.

Within stratification, incremental transformation is primarily needed to support
preservation of user edits. This goal is also targeted by other languages. Tratt
proposes PMT26 [Tra06] as a “change propagating” language, which is able to deal
with modifications of the target model.

BOTL [BM03] and M2ToS27 [Rei05] simulate incremental transformation by merging
the transformation result with the target model. In order to identify elements from
the result with elements from the target model they rely on key attributes. These
attributes are typically defined in the metamodel. If their values are equal, the

25As defined in the QVT specification [OMG07a]: “Once a relationship (a set of trace instances)
has been established between models by executing a transformation, small changes to a source
model may be propagated to a target model by re-executing the transformation in the context of
the trace, causing only the relevant target model elements to be changed, without modifying the
rest of the model.”

26“Propagating Model Transformation language”
27german: “Modell-zu-Modell-TransfOrmations-Sprache” (model-to-model transformation lan-

guage)
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element from the transformation result is merged with the target model element.
The main drawback of these approaches lies within the selection of key attributes.
If—for instance—element names are chosen, the renaming of elements produces
duplicate elements.

5.8.3 Stratification Traceability

The definition of stratification traceability adheres to the more general notion to
“follow the life of a requirement” [GF94]. As defined in Section 2.1 a concern is
a reification of one or more requirements. Each stratum introduces a concern im-
plementation, which is described by one or more annotations. The implementation
manifests itself in the generation of model elements, it can thus be said, that the an-
notation “induces” model elements. Hence, this relationship is called “inducement”.
The following cases for “inducement” can be distinguished:

concern → annotations A stratum is related to a concern, the concern is de-
scribed by annotations.

concern → concerns Concern implementations may “reveal” sub-concerns, which
are added as annotations.

annotation → generated model elements Model elements created by a model
transformation are induced by the annotation, which triggered the model
transformation.

annotation → hook spots Hook spots are created by annotations and are thus
induced by them.

annotation → other model elements New model elements are always part of a
specific system concern. In order to integrate them into the architecture, they
are linked from and therefore induced by an annotation (cf. Section 3.6).

In consequence all elements of a stratified architecture are induced by concerns.
Adding this information to the architecture enables traceability from concern to
implementation artefacts. This traceability also enables incremental transformation
and preservation of user edits. With it the model transformation is able to propagate
changes correctly to the next stratum without destroying the additional information
on it.

5.8.4 Enabling Incremental Transformation in Stratification

With the special properties described in the previous section, target incremental
transformations and traceability can be achieved. The technical solution is de-
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scribed in this section. In Section 5.8.2 two approaches for the realization of target
incremental transformations have been described. The first is model synchronization
using incremental model transformation. All transformations respect the established
information between source and target and only propagate the changes. The second
approach is model transformation combined with model merging. The transforma-
tion is always executed completely, the target is created from scratch and is merged
with the previous target from the previous transformation run.

The available inducement information, described in the previous section, and the
restriction to controlled editing, described in Section 3.6, enables a combined ap-
proach: The established traceability information can be used to perform a controlled
merge of a fully executed transformation with new model elements of the subjacent
stratum.

update inducement information

apply transformation rules

copy stratum data

update inducement information

copy added elements

update stratum data

«datastore»
source stratum

1

2

3

4

5

6

«datastore»
target stratum
(new version)

«datastore»
target stratum

(previous version)

Figure 5.19: Control and data flow during a transformation with controlled merge

Figure 5.19 illustrates the control and date flow during a transformation with con-
trolled merge. The notation is similar to Figure 5.16 on Page 104. In step 1 the
inducement information in the source stratum is updated. This ensures, that all
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elements within the stratum contain valid inducement relationships. Step 2 then
executes the in-place transformation and saves the result as a new project file—the
new target stratum. Stratum data (e.g. the name and description of the stratum)
is copied from the previous version in step 3. In order to notice any manual modi-
fications applied to the previous target stratum and the modifications executed by
the current transformation, the inducement information on both the previous and
the new target stratum is updated in step 4. With the help of the inducement re-
lationships any elements manually added to the previous target stratum are copied
to the new version (step 5). Finally, in step 6, the stratum data is updated, which
ensures that the source and the new target are linked together.

5.8.5 Stratification Identifiers

Instead of representing the inducement relationships by using an additional persis-
tent intra- and intermodel data structure, a less coupled approach was taken. To
each model element a unique identifier is attached, which contains the identifiers of
“inducing” elements.

As described in Section 5.8.3 the creation of each element can be traced back to
a concern. By assigning a unique identifier to each model element, this trace can
be established. This “stratification identifier” (SID) needs to have the following
properties:

1. The SID is unique within the entire stratified architecture.

2. An element appearing on several strata has always the same SID.

3. The SID of an element never changes.

4. Any references to other elements are represented using their SID.

The first three properties are mandatory in order to support the fourth. Instead of
an additional data structure, the direct representation of relationships using SIDs
simplifies data keeping. The second and third property can be achieved by comput-
ing and assigning the SID when an element is first created.

Some transformation languages (e.g. M2ToS) rely on key attributes to identify el-
ements. However, simple choices like the name of an element are not sufficient,
because changing the name attribute would violate property 3. A different ap-
proach is a global ID registry, which assigns unique identifiers to each new object.
Most modeling environments follow this approach to identify elements internally.

Two problems arise, when this technique is applied to the stratification approach
described in this dissertation. Firstly, the registry needs to be able to assign the
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same ID to an element, which exists on two strata (in order to achieve property
2). Secondly, because strata are recreated from scratch during transformation, the
registry needs to assign the same ID to a recreated object thus making the ID
“reproducible”.

These problems are solved by the combination of the SID data structure with an
adapted transformation process. An SID consists of a type, a “global” and a “local”
part. An overview of these elements is given in Figure 5.20. As can be seen, two
cases are considered. On the left SIDs for generated elements, on the right SIDs for
manually added elements are described.

generated manually added
type without with linked from placed within

hook spots hook spots annotation diagram

stratum identifier -
global part SID of annotation, which SID of linked

triggered transformation annotation

local part28 RID (set by transformation rule) link name parent + LID

Figure 5.20: Parts of a stratification identifier (SID)

SID: Type

The type is used to differentiate between generated elements, manually added el-
ements and hook spots. During transformation, generated elements are created
automatically. Manually added elements and the contents of hook spots have to
be copied from the previous version of the stratum after the transformation has
finished.

SID: Global Part

The global part describes the inducement relationship with a concern, which is
represented by a stratum using one or more annotations. The stratum is specified
using the structure from Section 5.6.1, which was designed to achieve property 3. If
the element was induced by an annotation, the SID of this annotation also belongs
to the global part. This applies to two situations: Either the element was generated
by the transformation rule of the inducing annotation or the element was manually
added and linked to an annotation.

28RID: refinement identifier, LID: local identifier
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SID: Local Part

The local part identifies the induced element within a set of elements. As argued in
Section 3.6, added elements are always related to a concern and therefore connected
to an annotation using an annotation link. However, this connection may be indirect
(e.g. a class with attributes, where only the class is connected to an annotation).
In this case, the local part consists of the SID of the parent object (e.g. the class
containing the attributes) and a unique “local identifier”. This identifier—also called
LID—can be computed and reproduced easily due to the locality of the name space
(e.g. only elements within the class are affected). For links between elements (e.g.
associations) the SID of the linked elements are used.

For elements generated by a transformation rule the local part is set by the rule dur-
ing the refinement transformation. This “refinement identifier” is also called RID.
How the transformation rule achieves the necessary properties “reproducibility” and
“uniqueness” is described in the following section.

5.8.6 Integration into the Transformation Process

Stratification identifiers are automatically assigned after the transformation process.
They rely on the refinement identifiers created by the transformation rule. The
following example illustrates this process.

target
Boolean :myBoolean

String :myString

MyClass

AccessWithHookSpot

new.ae_001@000.1

new.ae_001@000.1.target

new.ae_001@000.1.target.1

new.ae_001@000.1.target.2

Figure 5.21: Implementing access methods: The topmost stratum

Figure 5.21 shows a class with two attributes annotated with “AccessWithHookSpot”.
Before the transformation, SIDs are assigned to all manually added elements. They
are shown in green on the left side of Figure 5.21. The first part is the type, “new”
denotes manually added elements. The global part consists of the stratum identifier
(here ae_001@000)29. The local part for the annotation is a LID (e.g. 1). As the
initial stratum is never rebuilt and any assigned SIDs are retained in the project
file, using consecutive numbers is sufficient here. The class myClass is linked by the
annotation, thus the SID of the annotation is added to the global part. The local
part consists of the link name (here target). The attributes are indirectly linked
and thus their local part consists of the parent element myClass and LIDs (e.g. 1
and 2).

29ae is the project name (access example), the high and low field is shortened to 3 bits to
simplify the presentation of SIDs.
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Figure 5.22: Implementing access methods: The transformation rule
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The corresponding transformation rule for the annotation is shown in Figure 5.22.
It iterates over all attributes found in the linked class, creates a getter and setter
method and generates code for both methods. In order to execute custom code
before the value is set within the setter method a hook spot is inserted (cf. template
activity in the lower right of Figure 5.22).

The subjacent stratum revealing the generated access methods is shown on the left
side of Figure 5.23. The activity diagram of the generated setMyString method is
shown to the right.

target

String :) (getMyString

Void :)String:myString (setMyString

Boolean :) (getMyBoolean

Void :)Boolean:myBoolean (setMyBoolean

Boolean :myBoolean
String :myString

MyClass

Singleton

// hook spot this.myString = myString;

MyClass::setMyString (myString: String): Void

Figure 5.23: Implementing access methods: Second stratum and generated method

To compute the RIDs for these methods two simple solutions can be envisioned:

1. Enumerating the methods (e.g. 1, 2, 3, 4)

2. Using the name of the methods (e.g. getMyBoolean, getMyString, ...)

The first variant fails when the creation order of elements changes or elements are
added or removed. The second variant fails, if attributes are renamed. Both issues
can be resolved by using identifiers from the transformation rule itself. In Listing 5.5
an excerpt from the executable transformation code is shown. This code is generated
by Fujaba from the story diagram shown in Figure 5.22. All objects within a story
diagram have a name, which is used for the local variable within the generated code.
As can be seen in line 23, the created set method is assigned to a local variable
named setter, which is defined in line 2 of the generated code. The name of the
local variable is reproducible during subsequent transformations thus satisfying the
first requirement.

The loop from line 8 to 33 is executed for all attributes and thus each newly created
set method is assigned to the same local variable setter, which prevents uniqueness.
The solution is already shown in Listing 5.5. In line 5 an RIDGenerator is initialized
with a stack. When a loop is entered, the iterated element is pushed on the stack
(cf. line 15). After a new object is created, an RID is assigned automatically (line
24). Here the SIDs of the elements from the stack are added to the newly created
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RID, which ensures both reproducibility and uniqueness. The automatic assignment
of RIDs for story pattern and template activity stereotypes has been integrated
into the code generation process for story diagrams by adapting CodeGen2 velocity
templates.

1 pub l i c boolean apply ( FElement element ) throws Exception , Error {
2 UMLMethod s e t t e r = nu l l ;
3 . . .
4 java . u t i l . Stack<FElement> s p i n r i d P r e f i x e s = new java . u t i l . Stack<FElement >() ;
5 RIDGenerator sp in r idGen = new RIDGenerator ( ( RAnnotation ) element ,

s p i n r i d P r e f i x e s ) ;
6 . . .
7 fu jaba I t e rTarge tToAtt r = ta rg e t . i t e r a t o rO fAt t r s ( ) ;
8 whi l e ( fu jaba I t e rTarge tToAtt r . hasNext ( ) )
9 {

10 try
11 {
12 a t t r = (UMLAttr) fu jaba I t e rTarge tToAtt r . next ( ) ;
13 // check ob j e c t a t t r i s r e a l l y bound
14 JavaSDM. ensure ( a t t r != nu l l ) ;
15 s p i n r i d P r e f i x e s . push ( a t t r ) ; // RID support
16 // a t t r i b u t e cond i t i on v i s i b i l i t y == 1
17 JavaSDM. ensure ( a t t r . g e t V i s i b i l i t y ( ) == 1 ) ;
18 // s to ry pattern
19 try
20 {
21 f u j aba Suc c e s s = f a l s e ;
22 . . .
23 s e t t e r = p ro j e c t . getFromFactor ies ( UMLMethod . c l a s s ) . c r e a t e ( ) ;
24 sp in r idGen . generateRID ( s e t t e r , ” s e t t e r ” , f a l s e ) ; // generate RID
25 . . .
26 // c r e a t e l i n k
27 ta r g e t . addToMethods ( s e t t e r ) ;
28 f u j aba Suc c e s s = true ;
29 }
30 . . .
31 }
32 . . .
33 s p i n r i d P r e f i x e s . pop ( ) ; // RID support
34 }
35 . . .

Listing 5.5: Excerpt of Java code for the transformation rule from Figure 5.22

In the example the local part for the method getMyBoolean consists of the SID of
myBoolean and the local variable name getter. A readable representation of the
SID is shown in Figure 5.24.

The SID of the hook spot differs in the type (modifiable) and the local variable
name, which is setterHookspot. After retransformation, the contents of the hook
spot are available under that SID in the previous version of the stratum and can be
copied to the current version retaining any manual code changes.

The SID assignment process and the im- and export of manually added elements
has been implemented as part of the diploma thesis of Haha [Hah08].

The presented naming concept and its implementation enables the reproducible and
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type︷ ︸︸ ︷
generated . ae 010@000︸ ︷︷ ︸

stratum identifier
.

SID of triggering annotation︷ ︸︸ ︷
ae 001@000.1 . ae 001@000.1.target.2︸ ︷︷ ︸

SID of attribute myBoolean

.
local variable name︷ ︸︸ ︷

getter

Figure 5.24: Implementing access methods: SID of the method getMyBoolean

unique creation of identifiers during the transformation. By linking manually added
elements to generated elements, a traceability relationship is built, which in turn
allows the reintegration of these manually added elements after retransformation.

5.8.7 Related Work

Although already a number of transformation languages with traceability support
exist, none of them supports both traceability between and within models. Triple
Graph Grammars [Sch95] use a middle graph to permanently link models. ATL [Jou05]
and QVT [OMG07a] use transformation traces to store information. There are
similarities of the local and global naming concept for stratification identifiers to
traceability “in the large” and “in the small” as considered by the Global Model
Management [BFB07] approach from the ATLAS group. An overview on concepts
for traceability in the MDSD context is given by Espinoza et al. [EAG06]. Vanhoff
et al. [VBJB07] discuss a different approach to extract traceability information from
model transformations.

Tratt [Tra06] proposes a “change propagation” language, which connects source to
target elements using computed identifiers. These identifiers are based on a unifi-
cation of participating source elements with further input from the transformation
rule. During the transformation, the identifier is used to find the target object and
propagate any changes to it. This is different from SPin’s approach, where the tar-
get model is always created from scratch. Albeit similarities in the naming concept
exist, the underlying transformation languages are different and SPin also considers
loops and dependencies within the model.

5.9 Summary

This chapter described a model transformation language suitable for architecture
stratification. After outlining two classification schemes, requirements on a trans-
formation language have been compiled. An analysis of existing languages showed,
that “story driven modelling” (SDM) satisfied most of these requirements. SDM
uses Java to describe attribute computations and the integration with the anno-
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tation concept and the transformation rule library allows flexible parameterization.
The available control structure elements enable the definition of transformation rules
in an “imperative” manner. The notation is based on a graphical abstract syntax in
the Fujaba metamodel. By using abstract syntax, it can easily be applied to other
modeling languages and offers intuitive inclusion of attribute computation.

SPin’s integration of story driven modeling as a concern implementation technique
also enabled the necessary in-place semantics and the support for preservation of
user edits. By enhancing SDM with a template based code-generation language,
now not only the model can be transformed but also code can be generated.
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Chapter 6

Case Study

In this chapter, the concepts of architecture stratification are evaluated using a
case study. An existing application was chosen, which contains both high-level
concerns1 (like the integration of an application framework) and low-level parts
(e.g. the implementation of design patterns or the connection to a certain database).
The chosen “Java Pet Store” from SUN’s BluePrints Program2 already served as a
guideline for several demonstration projects and is ideally suited to demonstrate the
stratification approach.

The chapter begins with a description of the original Java Pet Store followed in
Section 6.2 by an overview of implementations for other frameworks or in other
languages. The Pet Store architecture is described in Section 6.3, and Section 6.4
discusses its stratification process, which is based on a study thesis by Schulz [Sch08].
The chapter closes with an evaluation in Section 6.5.

6.1 The Java Pet Store

Designed as sample application for J2EE technology it served as a running example
in the J2EE book “Designing Enterprise Applications with the J2EETM Platform,
Second Edition” [SSJ02]. A detailed description of its architecture can be found in
the online published appendix titled “Sample Application Design and Implementa-
tion”3 [Mic02].

The case study is based on version 1.4 of the Java Pet Store. The most recent
release, 2.0, is a complete rewrite and focused on different architectural aspects

1A high-level concern pertains to an abstract concept within an application.
2http://java.sun.com/reference/blueprints/index.html (checked August 2009)
3http://java.sun.com/blueprints/guidelines/designing enterprise applications 2e/

sample-app/sample-app1.3.1.pdf (checked August 2009)

http://java.sun.com/reference/blueprints/index.html
http://java.sun.com/blueprints/guidelines/designing_enterprise_applications_2e/sample-app/sample-app1.3.1.pdf
http://java.sun.com/blueprints/guidelines/designing_enterprise_applications_2e/sample-app/sample-app1.3.1.pdf
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(namely service oriented architectures). As the following section shows, the old
version has been already analyzed in other contexts and is therefore better suited
for this case study.

Sample Application

Customer

Order
Processing

Supplier

Credit Card
Services

Other
Supplier

Order
Fullfillment
Pet Store
Web Site

(Front End)

Figure 6.1: Main components of the Java Pet Store (adapted from [SSJ02])

The Pet Store is a typical web-based e-commerce application for selling animals to
customers over the internet. In addition to the web shop it provides an adminis-
tration interface and connectivity to external users for maintenance and inventory
tasks. It follows the well-known model-view-controller design and is based on SUN’s
J2EE technology. Figure 6.1 shows the main components of the web shop. The
customer interacts with the front-end using the pet store web site, which communi-
cates with the order processing. This back-end talks to both internal and external
suppliers and the credit card verification service.

Figure 6.2 shows a screenshot of the web front-end. It provides the following func-
tionalities:

• browse catalog (searching, browsing categories, product details)

• account management (sign on/off, update account, update personalization)

• shopping (update cart, submit order)

The back-end applications answer the requests from the web server by querying the
database and handling purchases.

6.2 Other Implementations

Since its publication the Pet Store served as an example for various projects: Oracle
used it as a performance benchmark for J2EE applications4. Several J2EE applica-

4http://www.oracle.com/technology/sample code/products/rdb/index.html (checked Au-
gust 2009)

http://www.oracle.com/technology/sample_code/products/rdb/index.html
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Figure 6.2: Screenshot of Pet Store front-end running in a browser

tion server vendors used it to certify their implementations. A Microsoft-sponsored
project re-implemented it in .NET5. This implementation inspired Thomas Gil to
create an improved version also based on .NET6. It was updated later with support
for aspect oriented programming using Aspect DNG7. Based on Clinton Begin’s im-
plementation for the iBATIS Data Mapper framework8 an example application for
the J2EE Spring framework9 was developed by Jürgen Höller.

Paulo Merson gave an example from the Pet Store in “Representing Aspects in
the Software Architecture - Practical Considerations” [Mer05], which showed how
aspects can be represented graphically using stereotyped UML class diagrams.

Of greater interest are model-based reimplementations. The Middleware Company
(a now discontinued subsidiary of Techtarget network10) initiated a case study for
the comparative analysis of a traditional versus a model-based reimplementation of
the Java Pet Store. The results were published online, comparing OptimalJ [HR03]
or IBM Rational Rapid Developer [Her03b] against traditional approaches.

Although to be taken with a grain of salt, the model-driven approach was in both
studies noticeably faster compared to the “traditional” method. A following study

5http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms954626.aspx (checked August 2009)
6http://dotnetguru.org/articles/PetShop/PetShopDNG/us/PetShopDNG.htm (checked

August 2009)
7http://aspectdng.tigris.org/ (checked August 2009)
8http://ibatis.apache.org/index.html (checked August 2009)
9http://www.springframework.org/ (checked August 2009)

10http://www.techtarget.com/

http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms954626.aspx
http://dotnetguru.org/articles/PetShop/PetShopDNG/us/PetShopDNG.htm
http://aspectdng.tigris.org/
http://ibatis.apache.org/index.html
http://www.springframework.org/
http://www.techtarget.com/
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[HT04] also analyzed the maintainability of the model-driven approaches. Here, a
set of typical enhancements was added to the application. Here too the team, which
used the model-driven tool OptimalJ, finished earlier.

The initial specification [DE03] for both studies written by The Middleware Com-
pany was also used by Outsourcecafé to demonstrate the usability of their code
generation product “JavaGen”11. A similar approach was taken by Sygel and their
WMEE tool12 and the open source MDA tool openmdx13.

These reimplementations often only remodel the Pet Store from the requirements
perspective, but differ quite often extensively from the original implementation. The
reimplementation presented in this chapter stays as close to the original as possible.

6.3 The Pet Store Architecture

The Pet Store structure is based on a four-tier application. The client tier is entirely
located in the browser and communicates via HTTP with the web tier. The EJB tier
is connected to the database tier using JDBC14. As can be seen in Figure 6.3 the front
end web tier is connected to the back end and the order processing using JMS15. This
separation of the business logic from the persistency provides more flexibility and
allows distribution of components across several computers. For performance reasons
it is recommended to locate the front and back end within the same application
server.

Pet Store
Web Site

(Front End)
Customer Order

Processing

Supplier

web tierclient tier EJB tier database tier

Supplier
database

Order
database

Pet Store
Back End

Pet Store
database

HTTP JMS JDBC

Figure 6.3: Four tier architecture of the Pet Store

11http://www.javagen.com/ (checked August 2009)
12http://www.sygel.com/sygelsite/en/Products/Petstore.html (checked August 2009)
13http://web.archive.org/web/20060515225843/http://www.openmdx.org/openmdx/core/

1.7/Petstore/html/c12.htm still contains the documentation.
14Java DataBase Connectivity
15Java Messaging Service

http://www.javagen.com/
http://www.sygel.com/sygelsite/en/Products/Petstore.html
http://web.archive.org/web/20060515225843/http://www.openmdx.org/openmdx/core/1.7/Petstore/html/c12.htm
http://web.archive.org/web/20060515225843/http://www.openmdx.org/openmdx/core/1.7/Petstore/html/c12.htm
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6.3.1 The Client Tier

The client tier is represented by the browser application within the client’s com-
puter. This part does not contain any active components and is only responsible for
rendering the HTML pages delivered by the web tier and for submitting forms16.

A screenshot of the Pet Store interface is shown in Figure 6.4. The presented
shopping cart includes a form element for changing the amount of ordered items. It
is submitted to the server using HTTP when the user updates the cart.

Figure 6.4: Screenshot of Pet Store shopping cart [SSJ02]

6.3.2 The Web Tier

The front end of the Pet Store is based on SUN’s Web Application Framework
(WAF) [Mic02]. The WAF follows the “Model 2” architecture with a front con-
troller and presententation elements. The front controller dispatches requests to the
application logic and the presentational elements create the result to be returned
to the client. This approach enables the construction of web applications using the
Model-View-Controller architecture design pattern. The basic control flow through
the framework is shown in Figure 6.5. As can be seen, the framework also bridges
the gap to the EJB tier. The inner elements belong to the framework, the outer
elements (shown in green) are the configuration points of the framework. The injec-
tion of the configuration points is handled using configuration files (e.g. the Request
Map shown in the figure).

The framework employs a standard processing pipeline for requests, which starts

16Basic form input validation is accomplished using client-side Javascript code.
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Figure 6.5: Web Application Framework control flow (adapted from [SSJ02])

with the servlet filter. The Pet Store provides a filter for encoding foreign char-
acters and a sign-on filter, which handles authentication. After that, the WAF
front controller forwards the request to the request processor. Here the HTML
parameters are parsed and an action class is selected (e.g. OrderHTMLAction or
SignOffHTMLAction). This class optionally generates events, which are routed to
the EJB tier. The event responses are used to parameterize the following HTML
content, which is based on Java Server Pages (JSPs) selected by the screen flow
manager. In order to create consistent layout, the WAF template mechanism is
used.

6.3.3 The EJB Tier

This tier contains the business logic of the application. By separating it from the
web tier, it can be reused in other application contexts (e.g. account management
or billing). As the name implies, this tier is based on Enterprise Java Beans (EJBs).
Entity Beans are used to represent business data, Session Beans control user inter-
action, and asynchronous message passing via JMS is implemented using Message-
Driven Beans.

The Web Application Framework integrates enterprise beans using EJBAction classes.
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For instance in the Pet Store the class CartEJBAction handles web tier events, which
pertain to updating the shopping cart. To ensure data consistency, the EJB tier uses
declarative transaction control, which is defined in the deployment descriptors.

As can be seen in Figure 6.3 both order processing and the supplier are located
in the EJB tier. To decouple both components and allow distribution, XML-based
messaging with JMS is used here as well. After an order has been received, it
is forwarded to the appropriate supplier. When the order has been dispatched, a
message is sent back to the order processing system.

6.3.4 The Database Tier

Each EJB tier application is connected to a database using JDBC. The Pet Store
database contains the user accounts and the pet store item catalog. Orders are stored
in the Order database, and the supplier database holds the inventory of items.

For instance, the pet store catalog is implemented as a session bean on the EJB
tier, which accesses the Pet Store database on the database tier. The customer in-
formation is stored in entity beans, which use J2EE Container Managed Persistence
(CMP), deployment descriptors and database specific Data Access Objects (DAOs)
to connect to the database.

6.3.5 Packaging, Deployment and Administration

The Pet Store runs as a web container within a J2EE application server. To deploy
the application to the server, the components have to be packaged correctly, which
is done by an Ant17 build script.

To administer the running application a Java Swing front end is supplied, which
connects to the application server using JMI.

6.4 Stratifying the Pet Store

In order to create a stratified version of the Pet Store, the existing concerns and
their dependencies have to be identified first. According to the dependencies and
architectural considerations, the stratum hierarchy is constructed. For each con-
cern transformation rules have to be designed while at the same time the sample
application is constructed. This process and the resulting stratified architecture are
presented in the following subsections.

17http://ant.apache.org/ (checked August 2009)

http://ant.apache.org/
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6.4.1 Determining System Concerns

A stratified architecture describes a system on multiple layers with decreasing ab-
straction where at each layer a specific concern is made explicit. The four-tier
architecture—described in the previous section—provides a basis for the determina-
tion of system concerns. For example:

Application Infrastructure The main concern is responsible for the creation of
a four-tier application infrastructure and ensures the availability of required
model elements (e.g. necessary data models).

User Interface The web tier needs to create web pages, which are rendered by the
client browser.

Framework Integration The Web Application Framework—used by the web and
the EJB tier—needs to be configured and instantiated.

Persistency A persistence mechanism is required to store the catalog and the ac-
count data.

Application Server Integration Based on data model annotations, deployment
descriptors for the entity beans have to be created.

As described in Section 3.4, during the refinement of a concern, sub-concerns are
revealed. By analysing the functional and technical elements of the Pet Store,
the concerns shown in Figure 6.6 have been identified. The figure also shows the
dependencies between the concerns.

The “Web Shop” concern builds the foundation of the four-tier architecture by cre-
ating the business logic integration (concern “Control and Business logic”) and the
persistence infrastructure for the integration of a database. The web tier is generated
and the integration of the WAF is prepared (“Web Application Framework”).

The web tier of the Pet Store is based on the web application framework, hence the
user interface of the front end application needs to be integrated with it. This is
described by the “User Interface To WAF” concern. A similar integration is required
by the business logic. “Session Controlling” is a sub-concern of “Web Tier”.

The persistence is based on enterprise beans and thus on deployment descriptors.
Both are handled by the concerns “EJBs” and “Session Beans”. The integration
of the Web Application Framework is finalized by the generic concern “Framework
Inheritance”, which connects the classes of the application to the framework classes.
The final concern “Packaging and Deployment” prepares the application for deploy-
ment.
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6.4.2 From Concerns to Stratification

Based on the concerns and their dependencies a linear stratification order can be de-
termined. The initial stratum—shown in Figure 6.7—contains the basic data models
for a pet store and the “WebShop” annotation, which represents the infrastructure
for a web shop system.
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Figure 6.7: Pet Store: initial stratum

The annotation is linked to four data models: One for an account, one for a user
registered within the system, one for a shopping cart item and four classes repre-
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senting a catalog and the items contained therein. Class attributes (and operations)
have been left out to simplify the presentation.

By refining the WebShop annotation, the second stratum is created (Figure 6.8).
The annotation “WebShopParameterRepository” stores parameters, which are then
available on subsequent strata. This approach can be used by following annotations
in order to access parameters such as the database type or name of the store. The
other annotations, which have been created on the second stratum, will be refined
on subsequent strata. It can be decided, whether first the web tier or the parts
belonging to the EJB tier (e.g. persistence) are refined.
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categories 

products 

WebTierAccount
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ContactInfo

creditCard 

contactInfo 

customerDM

signOnDM

WebApplicationFramework
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cartItem

Figure 6.8: Pet Store: second stratum with refined WebShop

In the example, the web tier has been chosen. After refinement, the stratum shown
in Figure 6.9 is created. A few classes have been added, they will be part of the
framework instantiation. “PetStoreKeys” defines class and file names, which inte-
grate the cart and customer classes into the framework. “CreateUserFlowHandler”
adds the functionality to return to a certain web page after a new user has been
created. The “ServiceLocator” is responsible for connecting the web with the EJB
tier.

The inheritance relationships to the framework classes are handled by the helper
annotation “FrameworkInheritance”. The annotation “WebApplicationFramework”
will create the necessary class references while “WebShopUserInterface” is respon-
sible for adding the JSPs and screen definitions.

On the following stratum (Figure 6.10), the “WebShopUserInterface” annotation has
been refined. The created external files (JSP templates, screen definitions and other
auxiliary files) are not shown in the model. The integration into the Web Application
Framework is defined using the “WebShopUserInterfaceToWAF” annotation.
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Figure 6.9: Pet Store: third stratum with refined WebTier

In Figure 6.11 the fifth stratum can be seen. It shows the integration of the user
interface with the framework. The HTML action classes and associated event classes
have been created. Both are necessary for the integration with the business logic.
The created classes contain generated code and hook spots, which are filled with
application specific code by the developer.
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Figure 6.10: Pet Store: fourth stratum with refined WebShopUserInterface

After the web tier has been finished, the “Persistence” annotation is refined next.
The result is shown in Figure 6.12. The added “CatalogDAO”18 class translates

18Data Access Object
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transactions on the beans to database calls. The SQL templates are generated as
text files and stored in the file system next to the project files.

The EJB actions reacting on the events from the web tier are created by the “In-
tegrateBusinessLogic” transformation. It also generates annotations for EJBs, the
session controlling and the integration of the logic into the framework. The resulting
stratum is shown in Figure 6.13.
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Figure 6.13: Pet Store: seventh stratum with refined IntegrateBusinessLogic

With the refinement of “SessionControlling” a different annotation mechanism can
be seen in Figure 6.14. The classes “CatalogEJB”, “ShoppingClientFacadeLocalEJB”
and “ShoppingCartLocalEJB” have been marked with the stereotype “J2EE.Session-
Bean”. These markings are detected by the “EJBs” annotation and a matching
“SessionBean” annotations is created.

The remaining annotations are resolved on strata 9 to 14. Details on these refine-
ments can be found in the study thesis by Schulz [Sch08]. The final step before
packaging and deployment is the refinement of the helper annotation “Framework-
Inheritance”. The resulting model fragment with the created reference classes and
inheritance relationships is shown in Figure 6.15.

After the system has been completely refined, a “Packaging” annotation creates the
Web Archive files, which can be deployed on a J2EE application server.
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6.4.3 Transformation Rules

This section illustrates the applicability of the transformations by presenting some
of the concepts used within the transformation rules.

Abstract Syntax versus concise Models

One disadvantage of using abstract syntax to describe model transformations is the
“talkativeness” required by the metamodel. For instance to create a method in
metamodel syntax a UMLMethod object is required, a new UMLType has to be created
for each parameter, the visibility has to be assigned and thrown exception classes
have to be added.

To simplify this process and make the transformation rules more readable, some
“syntactic sugar” has been added. An example is shown in Figure 6.16.

This story activity adds an operation and an attribute to a class and creates a
generalization to java.io.Serializable. The UMLClass object in the lower left
has a special attribute named additionalStereotype, which sets the appropriate
stereotype without the need to create and attach a UMLStereotype object. The
special attribute decl in the upper right corner parses the given string and creates
the necessary type objects and sets additional attributes (e.g. name and visibility).
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Figure 6.16: Pet Store: syntactic sugar within transformation rules

initialReturnExpr finally sets the return expression of the method body associated
with the created operation.

Mass creation of Methods

Initially, Futemplerator (Section 5.7) was primarily geared towards code generation.
The extensible stereotype concept however enabled additional usage scenarios. For
instance the transformation rule “WebTier” uses the stereotype “MethodMaker” to
create several methods at once using a single template activity containing multi-
ple method declarations (Figure 6.17). The Velocity template associated with this
stereotype parses the activity and creates the necessary objects and attributes.

Figure 6.17: Pet Store: template activity “MethodMaker”

Creating external Files and User Notifications

In addition to Java code, the Pet Store requires several Java server pages and con-
figuration files for mappings. These files are also created by template activities. An
example from the rule “WebShopUserInterface” is shown in Figure 6.18.

The “UserMessage” stereotype, shown on the right in Figure 6.18, displays a message
in the Fujaba console view. The message entry informs the user that the transfor-
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Figure 6.18: Pet Store: template activity “WriteToFile” and “UserMessage”

mation requires manual edits. It optionally links to a specific model element, which
can be used to navigate to hook spots or other model elements.

Annotation Parameters

An important aspect of transformation rules is their adaptability. Both annotations
and annotation links can be parameterized using a parameter editor. An example is
shown in Figure 6.19 with three string parameters attached to an annotation link.

Figure 6.19: Pet Store: SessionBean annotation with parameter editor

The associated transformation rule, presented in Figure 6.20, iterates over all links of
the annotation (activity 2) and associates the three parameters with RParameter ob-
jects (activity 3). For each link an inheritance relationship to javax.ejb.Session-

Bean is created (4). Then template activities are used to add imports (5) and set
some comments (6). If the RParameter “entityBeanName” is set, it is used to create
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JavaDoc comments for later processing by XDoclet19 (7). An ejbCreate method is
created, if it does not exist, yet (8) and finally each remaining method is marked
with an XDoclet comment (9).

Customization using Hook Spots

Some transformation rules create hook spots, which enable the developer to add
hand-written code at predefined spots within a method (cf. Section 3.6 for de-
tails). For instance the transformation rule for “WebShopUserInterfaceToWAF”
(Figure 6.11) adds HTML action classes with “perform” methods, which prepare
the request object and contain a hook spot for the actual action handling. This
code is then added by the developer, and SPin ensures that it is reinserted at the
correct location during re-transformation. The hook spot activity is marked with
an open lock in Figure 6.21.

6.5 Evaluation

Although the Java Pet Store is an artificial application, developed to demonstrate
SUN technologies, it contains several aspects, which are present in real-world sys-
tems. Java Enterprise applications are quite common and are often used in com-
bination with an MVC-Framework such as WAF. In addition to source code files,
other artefacts are necessary for the configuration of the system or to represent the
user interface.

The stratification of the Pet Store addresses and separates these concerns. The first
step was to identify the concerns, which will be addressed on the different strata.
The goal was to rebuild the application using stratification instead of building a
similar application from scratch as it was done by some of the implementations
described in Section 6.2.

This approach required a detailed analysis of the existing application in order to
detect all dependencies and to build transformation rules, which re-created the ex-
isting classes. This abstraction process within stratification revealed several prob-
lems, which are discussed in Section 7.2. In retrospect building a new application
from scratch, which carries the some functionality as the Pet Store and integrates
off-the-shelf components, would have been sufficient.

Stratification is based on a strict hierarchical structure where on each stratum only
one concern is implemented. The Pet Store contained circular dependencies, which
complicated structuring the concerns. As a result, some transformation rules not

19http://xdoclet.sourceforge.net/xdoclet/index.html (checked August 2009)

http://xdoclet.sourceforge.net/xdoclet/index.html
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»SPin_AddToImports«

UMLProject:project

this.getName()==name

element)RAnnotation(:=annotation UMLClassDiagram:classdiagram

hasInElements

]success[

true

RRSessionBean::apply (element: FElement): Boolean

paramEntityBeanName.getValue().length() > 0

modelRootNodes

[failure]
1

UserMessage.error(this, "Initial pattern matching failed. Recheck annotation parameters.");

2

3

4

5

6

7

9

8

Figure 6.20: Pet Store: SessionBean transformation rule
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CartHTMLAction::perform (request: HttpServletRequest): Event

// Extract attributes we will need

HttpSession session = request.getSession();
CartEvent event = null;

// TODO insert event actions

event

String actionType= (String)request.getParameter("action");

Figure 6.21: Pet Store: generated perform method with hook spots

only require the previous execution of other rules, but also create parts for succeeding
transformations.

As can be seen in the example, some concerns consist of sub-concerns, which be-
come visible when the transformation rules create the matching annotations. This
“chain” of concerns is enforced by the transformation rules and helps to deal with
the dependencies between the different concerns.

The close connection between transformation rules sometimes restricts their reusabil-
ity. In addition, reusability is more limited when the rule is designed for a certain
environment. This happens more often on less-abstract transformations, which do
not reveal sub-concerns, but transform the model and create actual code.

Here a good balance has to be found between these two types of transformations.
The concept of “abstract annotations” described in Section 3.6 has not been used in
the example, but may provide some help to structure the transformation rules for a
certain application area.

The Web Application Framework provided a good basis for the construction of the
Pet Store. Framework integration and parameterization is easily described using
SPin’s concern notation. Transformation rules create the configuration files, the
glue code and the hot spots where the developer adds the application specific code.

Stratification helps to understand the architecture of an application by adding one
concern at the time while still showing the complete model. This helps to see how
the concern integrates into the system, but for larger applications the model size
may become a problem. Possible solutions for this are discussed in Section 7.2.

An advantage of model-driven software development is the separation of the appli-
cation developer from the transformation developer. Creating transformation rules
requires deeper knowledge of the involved technologies and dependencies. The re-
sult, however, can be used for several applications and the application developer
does not have to deal with the underlying technology. Instead he is guided by the
annotations and fills in the necessary parameters and code fragments.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

The final chapter summarizes the results of this thesis and gives an outlook to future
work areas.

7.1 Summary

The goal of this thesis was to concretize the concept of architecture stratification
and to show its applicability for software development. In Chapter 2 current trends
in software development are analyzed. A comparison of existing tools revealed that
most of the trends focus on specific areas and refrain from combining them in order
to achieve higher productivity.

Architecture stratification embraces these trends by offering a concern-oriented ap-
proach to model-driven software development, which enables the stepwise implemen-
tation of aligned and crosscutting concerns. The graphical transformation language
is suited for the transformation of small and large models and the generation of
textual artefacts such as code or configuration files. Finally, parameterizable trans-
formation rules, hook spots and the ability to create sub-concerns, which in turn
trigger transformations, show similarities to software product lines.

The approach was implemented on top of the open source CASE tool Fujaba. By
extending Fujaba and its story driven modelling capabilities a suitable model trans-
formation system with the following features was created:

Rule orientation Within a stratified architecture, model annotations form the
connection to the model transformation system. Each annotation within the
model is related to one transformation rule. The annotation serves as a well-
defined entry point into the model.

Parameterization The transformation rule is parameterized by the annotation.
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Annotations may link to other models elements and both the links and the
annotation itself can be parameterized using primitive types1.

Rule metamodel A transformation rule is enriched with metadata, which de-
scribes the annotation parameters, the purpose of the transformation rule and
relationships to other transformations. This information is available within
the annotation editor and helps to correctly parameterize annotations.

Visual control flow The overall control flow of the complete transformation rule
is described using UML activity diagrams. This provides a visual overview of
the complete transformation.

Visual, metamodel-based declarative model transformation The model
transformations are described using story patterns, which are a form of UML
collaboration diagrams. A story pattern describes both the search pattern
and the changes to be applied. Each objects within the pattern is an instance
of the underlying metamodel. SPin provides the UML metamodel for class
diagrams and Fujaba uses it to enable “model completion” for transformation
rule developers. However, this approach is not limited to class diagrams—other
metamodels can be added.

Integrated, template-based code generation In addition to Fujaba’s built-in
story patterns, support for code generation has been added. Code generation
elements are integrated into the overall control flow using template activities.
They are able to access the objects of other story patterns within the same
transformation rule.

Extensible transformation concept The Fujaba architecture enables the inte-
gration of other transformation facilities, examples can be found in Section 7.2.
Java code fragments can be added to the overall control flow providing direct
access to story pattern and template activity objects.

Unique identifiers To each element created by the transformation a unique iden-
tifier is assigned. By combining transformation rule information with strat-
ification data, the transformation engine ensures, that if a transformation is
applied a second time, the same identifier is assigned to the same element. Us-
ing this feature, SPin is able to allow manual additions to the model providing
more flexibility for the application developer.

The case study in Chapter 6 shows the applicability of the approach and the devel-
oped software system. A real-world application was re-constructed using stratifica-
tion. The resulting architecture highlights the different concerns of the application
using 14 strata.

1e.g. strings, numbers, booleans
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7.2 Future Work

The concept of architecture stratification was initially described by Atkinson and
Kühne [AK00]. This thesis builds upon their work and elaborates several aspects
of stratification. However, there are still open questions and research areas, which
should be addressed in the future.

7.2.1 Stratification

With each stratum in a stratified architecture abstraction decreases and the model
becomes more concrete. The described implementation demonstrates the approach
using class diagrams but it can be applied using other modeling languages as well.
This requires a single metamodel, which supports the description of a software sys-
tem on several levels of abstraction. As this may pose a limitation to modeling,
the use of several metamodels within the same stratified architecture has to be re-
searched. For instance the use of domain-specific languages on selected strata may
help to specify certain concerns. The dependencies and possible transformations
between these metamodels and their effect on stratification has to be investigated.

As demonstrated in the case study, transformation rules can be parameterized for
different destination platforms. To achieve even more platform independency, differ-
ent metamodels for the destination platforms may be required. As a result, the strict
linear structure of a stratified architecture can be extended to a tree-like system with
different destination platforms as leafs.

For component-based systems and in environments with distributed development
teams, mechanisms for the integration of several stratified architectures have to be
found. This leads to another area: the model size. Currently, transformation rules
mainly add new elements to the model, which may lead to unmanageable model
sizes. Each stratum focusses on one concern and usually affects only a fraction of
the system leaving the remaining parts untouched. In order to focus on the affected
areas, several views per stratum can be used. Especially in the case of crosscutting
concern the affected areas are scattering across the system. Here, algorithms for
selective hiding of irrelevant elements can help to regain overview of the architecture.

This thesis does not address the reengineering aspect of stratification. In order
to create a stratified architecture for an existing system, the concerns have to be
detected manually. After that, corresponding transformation rules have to be built
by hand. For the automatic detection of concerns, more complex algorithms are
required, which also take the behaviour of the system into account. One promising
approach is edge-filtering [PL07].

Section 3.6 describes the concept of a “chain of concerns” which guides the creation
of a stratified architecture. This approach can be combined with mechanisms from
software product lines requiring a more detailed dependency management for trans-
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formations and the ability to exchange annotation parameters. The current solution,
which removes an annotation after it has been transformed into an implementation,
may not be suitable in this scenario.

7.2.2 Transformation

Stratification uses concern-based stepwise refinement to get from an abstract model
to an executable solution. The concern implementation is described through trans-
formation rules. As a consequence, more complex concerns result in more complex
rules, which implement them. The visual presentation of transformations helps
to organize the transformation description, but may result in diagrams too large
to handle efficiently. Hence, mechanisms to alleviate these effects have to be re-
searched. Possible solutions are splitting of rules into parts (useful for reusing parts
of a transformation), hierarchical transformations similar to VIATRA2 or the data
flow presentations used in GReAT (cf. Section 5.4).

SPin already provides tools for the construction of transformation rules. Further
help can be provided by creating transformation rules from existing models. This
requires a process for selecting input and output model elements and defining the
variation points within them.

Traceability within SPin is based on unique identifiers, which are assigned to all
model elements. The created “traceability chains” are broken, if model elements are
removed during transformation. Further research may also address issues arising
from changing models and the resulting conflicts during retransformation. The
migration of existing transformation rules also falls into this context.

The current transformation system uses story diagrams to describe model transfor-
mations and velocity templates for the generation of code and other textual artefacts.
Especially in the context of other metamodels the graphical transformation of be-
haviour has to be investigated. Behaviour representation can be based on abstract
syntax trees, which are close to the code, or more abstract metamodels, such as
state diagrams. An extension for ASTs within Fujaba is discussed by Pieter Van
Gorp et al. [GSMD03]. Aspect oriented techniques may be of relevance to describe
concern implementations using join points and advices.

As mentioned in the previous section, future research may address reengineering of
existing architectures by applying stratification. In this context bidirectional trans-
formation languages are highly relevant. A promising candidate—the declarative
Triple Graph Grammar [Sch95]—has already been mentioned in Section 5.4. Active
research towards incremental implementations [GW06] and the addition of control
structures [GMJ06] may provide necessary building blocks for a transformation lan-
guage, which describes abstraction and implementation of a concern using a single
transformation rule.
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